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Preface
This publication is a result of the 11th TRACE conference (Tree Rings in Archaeology, Climatology
and Ecology) organized by the GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences, Deutsches
Archäologisches Institut (DAI), Berlin and the Thünen Institute of Forest Ecosystems, Eberswalde,
on May 08th – 12th 2012 in Potsdam and Eberswalde, Germany.
TRACE is an initiative of the ‘Association of Tree-Ring Research’ (ATR) and seeks to strengthen
the network and scientific exchange of scientists and students involved in the study of tree rings.
The annual conference provides a scientific platform for young scientists at high level.
More than 200 scientists, among which 96 students, working on tree-ring related topics participated
in the conference coming from Austria, Belgium, Canada, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Iran,
Italy, Latvia, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Spain and Switzerland.
A total number of 45 oral and 107 poster presentations highlighted the various aspects of tree-ring
research: wood anatomy & seasonal dynamics, dendroecology & dendrogeomorphology,
archaeology and climatology.
A total of 29 manuscripts were submitted. After review 25 short papers are published in this volume
giving an overview of the wide spectrum of fields in tree-ring research.
We would like to thank the authors for contributing to this TRACE-volume, and the reviewers for
their valuable comments on the manuscripts. The organizers of the conference also wish to thank
the sponsors of TRACE 2012
Beta Analytic Ltd. (United Kingdom), COX Analytical Systems (Sweden), Ecomatik, (Germany),
Grube (Germany), Häglof, (Sweden), Regent Instruments Inc. (Canada), Rinntech (Germany),
ThermoFisher (Germany), ZEISS (Germany) for their financial support.
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In Memoriam

Klaus Felix Kaiser
1947-2012

Klaus Felix Kaiser before this last flight, July 2012

Promoting science at and sometimes even beyond its interdisciplinary boundaries requires lots of
enthusiasm, vision, creativity and stamina, as well as strong charisma and a sufficient amount of
self-confidence. Klaus Felix Kaiser, who unexpectedly died July 20th, 2012, certainly commanded
a great quantity of all these characteristics.
For more than 35 years of his professional career, he incessantly worked on the development and
improvement of tree-ring records from the Late Glacial and Early Holocene periods. His productive
life-task consequently resulted in the oldest floating tree-ring chronology from nearly 150 individual
pines collected in Switzerland. This annually resolved and millennium-long paleo-environmental
archive reaches back to ~14’000cal BP. It remains worldwide unique.
By approaching the climatological enigma of the Bølling, Allerød and Younger Dryas at the
transition from the Late Glacial into the Early Holocene episode, Felix operated at a crossdisciplinary
interface,
stimulating
methodological
forefronts
in
dendrochronology,
paleoclimatology/ecology, and radiocarbon dating.
His exceptional pine compilation did enhance accuracy of the global 14C calibration curve, and will
allow high-resolution terrestrial and marine proxies to be linked. National and inter-national
collaboration, together with the supervision of students and PhDs resulted in a rich body of
literature, peaking in a most recent review article on the entire range of Late Glacial ring width
chronologies across Europe (Kaiser et al. 2012). Felix is bequeathing a fascinating
dendrochronological playground for us, thanks.
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Undoubtedly, Felix was an outstanding scientist, honored with a Professorship at the University of
Zurich, nonetheless, he was also a dedicated teacher in Geography, and his wealth of experience,
great sense of humor and social skill motivated a whole generation of students. Moreover, Felix
was a passionate pilot and widely familiar with good cuisine and wine. In liaison with his wife, he
travelled all over the globe.
Those who spent time with him at WSL will warmly remember Felix as a friend, colleague and
advisor, but also as a critical mind and demanding lateral thinker. Sharing his scientific passion for
more than ten years brought me the privilege to frequently learn from him about tree rings and life.
Joining Felix on a flight over the Alps was memorable.

– Contributed by Ulf Büntgen
Swiss Federal Research Institute WSL
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Relationships between ring width and maximum latewood density –
an example from southeast Tibet
P. Hochreuther, J. Münchow, J. Grießinger & A. Bräuning
Institute of Geography, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Kochstr. 4/4, D-91054 Erlangen, Germany
E-mail: philipp.hochreuther@fau.de

Introduction
Tree-ring data from forests close to the altitudinal growth limit are subject to dendroclimatological
research, since the growth of such trees is usually limited by temperature. Following Douglass’
statement, ‘stressed is best’, it makes these specimens to valuable archives for paleoclimate
research. In recent years an increasing number of climate reconstructions from tree-ring
chronologies of high- elevation sites in the Himalayan region and on the Tibetan Plateau have
been established (e.g. Zhu et al. 2013, Liu et al. 2012, Griessinger et al. 2011). Of all parameters
which can be extracted from wood, total ring width (RW) and maximum latewood density (MXD)
are the ones most commonly used to reconstruct the climatic variability of the past (Hughes 2002).
It was also mentioned that both parameters seem to carry, at least in the extratropical northern
hemisphere, a common variable for climatic variables (Kirdyanov et al. 2007). This suggestion is
based on the high similarity between inter-annual variations of RW and MXD. In our study
conducted on the Tibetan Plateau, this has also been found true. However, we found that the
approach applied by Kirdyanov et al. (2007) can be adjusted to better fit the data from southeast
Tibet. Here we present a modification of this approach using the statistics program R.
Material and methods
Site and species
RW and MXD data originate from samples of Sikkim larch (Larix griffithii) collected in 2004 near
Bomi situated on the southeastern Tibetan Plateau (Bräuning 2006). These trees are pioneers
growing on lateral and terminal moraines of recent glacier advances. From a total of 33 cores, 24
were analysed, with tree ages ranging from 40 to 220 years.
Climate
The regional climate is strongly influenced by the Asian summer monsoon. However, in contrast to
the unimodal precipitation maximum from July to August, which is typical for summer monsoon
climate, the local precipitation pattern is bi-modal, characterized by an early onset of premonsoonal rainfall and a second precipitation peak during an autumn rainy period. This has been
described as typical for parts of the Longitudinal Range-Gorge Region in western China (He et al.
2007). The climate station at Bomi, operated since 1961, records an annual mean precipitation of
836mm and annual mean temperatures of 8.3°C.
Data treatment
Ring widths were measured using a LINTAB II measuring system with a resolution of 0.01 mm and
then the tree ring series were crossdated using standard dendrochronological practices (Stokes &
Smiley 1968). For densitometric measurements, samples were glued on wooden carriers and then
processed with a Lignostation densitometry system (Rinntech, Germany; Rinn 2006). Relative
density variations were measured along smoothed wood surfaces using a high-frequency dielectric
scanner with a spatial resolution of ca. 30 μm (Schinker et al. 2003). The density series were
crossdated with the ring width series using the program TSAP (Rinn 2003).
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Biological growth trends in the RW and MXD raw time series were removed with a cubic smoothing
spline with a 50% frequency response cut-off equal to 2/3 of the series length. The tree ring series
were then standardized to dimensionless indices using the statistics program R (www.r-project.org)
of the dplR library. While building the MXD chronology, it became apparent that the younger trees
carry a different signal than the old ones (Fig. 1); therefore two MXD chronologies were developed,
one for old trees (222-year chronology, N = 7) and one for young trees (59-year chronology, N =
9).

Figure 1: Correlation between RW and MXD versus the lengths of individual tree-ring series;dashed lines
frame short and long series.

Long RW and MXD chronologies correlate significantly with each other (0.60, p<0.001; Fig. 2); for
six of the seven long series, the correlations between RW and MXD varied from 0.58 to 0.63
(p<0.001). Those cores were used for further analysis.
As the strong relationship between both parameters in the long series is apparent, even in the raw
data, the approach introduced by Kirdyanov et al. (2007) was chosen as a starting point for further
exploration of the correlations.

Figure 2: Long RW (grey) and MXD (black) index chronologies. The striking differences prior to 1830 are
probably due to the reduced sample depth (EPS for whole period: 0.796, > 1830: 0.875).
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According to Kirdyanow et al. (2007), the signal contained in RW and MXD can be separated
using:
MXD = MXDMin x (MXDAS – MXDMin) x (1 – exp-axTRW)
The parameter MXDAS is the MXD of tree rings wider than 1 mm. MXDMin, represents the
theoretical minimum of MXD for RW approaching zero. In the original paper, these parameters
were determined using a least-squares method. In our case, three modeling approaches were
tested: a second-order polynomial function, a generalized additive model (GAM) and one with
gamma distribution (see Fig. 3). A linear relationship was rejected due to Ramsey’s RESET
(37,28>qf(0.99,1,219).
In order to account for the autocorrelation, the GAM was modified taking the time parameter into
account in the way:
gam2 <- gam(MXD ~ s(RW) + s(year))

Results
The relationship between RW and MXD appears linear whereas RW stays below 0.7 mm, for wider
rings the incremental increase of MXD is reduced. For rings wider than 2 mm (only 36 rings in
total) an asymptote seems to be reached. This is consistent with findings by Kirdyanov et al.
(2007), although borders in the latter are at a much lower level.
Comparing the models without removal of autocorrelation, the gamma prediction model (R2 = 0.58)
explains less variance than the 2nd order polynomial (R2 = 0.65) or GAM (R2 = 0.65. It also
introduces the highest values of autocorrelation. Since both the other methods produce similar
results (Fig. 3a), the authors would suggest applying Occam’s razor and preferring the simpler
model.
In removing the autocorrelation, the modified GAM reveals good results (Fig. 3b), while even
increasing the amount of explained variance (R2) to>0.7 for all samples.
a)

b)

Figure 3: a) Output for all three methods modeling the relationship between RW and MXD for one core. b)
Autocorrelation function of the modified GAM approach for the same core. Dashed lines represent
significance levels.
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Discussion
Although the study is based on a limited number of samples, the models applied show similar
results in each case. Therefore we recommend trying a GAM including the time parameter when
the similarities between RW and MXD are ovious and require analysis. As the methods applied are
compatible the approach by Kirdyanov et al. (2007), we also assume that it can be applied at lower
latitudes. The residuals gained from the GAM approach furthermore seem to yield cyclicity, which
points towards climatic influence. However, the aptitude for modeling density and the validity of the
modeled parameter (MXD’) for temperature reconstruction has not been proven in this study. the
definitive value of this approach still requires completion of the method and thus should be
regarded with caution.
References
Bräuning, A. (2006): Tree-ring evidence of ‘Little Ice Age’ glacier advances in Southern Tibet. The
Holocene 16: 369-380.
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Tree growth under climatic and trophic forcing A nutrient manipulation experiment in Southern Ecuador
S. Spannl 1, O. Ganzhi 2, T. Peters 1 & A. Bräuning 1
1

Institute of Geography, FAU Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany; ² National University of Loja, Ecuador
E-mail: susanne.spannl@fau.de

Introduction
Tropical mountain forests are strongly affected by environmental and anthropogenic impacts, e.g.
by climate change, an expanding land use and an increasing use of nitrogen fertiliser in agriculture
(Galloway et al. 2004, 2008). Thus, higher atmospheric nitrogen and phosphorus depositions as
well as an intense frequency of drought-events are expected in the future (Hietz et al. 2011;
Rozendaal & Zuidema 2011). Tree-physiological processes (e.g. diameter tree growth, foliage
production, water consumption) are strongly influenced by these changes and could respond to
fertilisation controversially (Cavellier et al. 2000; Homeier et al. 2012; Lewis et al. 2004; Tanner et.
al 1990).
Within the framework of an interdisciplinary nutrient manipulation experiment (NUMEX) in
Southern Ecuador we test the hypothesis that N-fertilization of different tropical tree species
stimulates tree growth and affects the trees’ water status especially during climatic extreme events
like dry spells.
Material and Methods
Study site
The study site of NUMEX (2000 m a.s.l.) is situated in the protected research area “Reserva
Biológica San Francisco (RBSF)”, close to the Podocarpus National Park (3°58’S, 79°04’W)
between the Ecuadorian provinces Loja and Zamora-Chinchipe (Figure 1). The area is
characterised by a humid climate with an annual mean rainfall of about 2176 mm and an annual
mean temperature of 15.5°C (Emck 2009; Richter & Peters 2011).
NUMEX is designed (Figure 2) in four main blocks (1-4); three with a northern and one with a
south-western exposition. Within each block four plots consisting of the different treatments Control
(C), Nitrogen (N), Phosphorus (P) and a combination of Nitrogen and Phosphorus (N/P) were set
up randomly. Since February 2008 fertiliser have been added annually (50 kg N ha-1; 10 kg P ha-1)
(Homeier et al. 2012; Homeier et al. 2013, in press).

Figure 1: Location of the study area San Francisco
[Homeier et al. 2013, in press]
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Methodological approach
To register radial stem diameter variations of tropical tree species we installed eight high resolution
dendrometers (since July 2010; measurement interval: every 30 min, 5 µm resolution). Because of
the high costs of our measurements only one N-fertilised and one non- fertilised tree of the tree
species Graffenrieda emarginata Ruiz et Pavon (Melastomataceae), Podocarpus oleifolius D. Don
ex Lamb. (Podocarpaceae), Prunus sp. (Rosaceae) and Alchornea lojaensis Secco
(Euphorbiaceae), were investigated. Based on these measurements the parameters daily
amplitude of diameter growth (dA), daily radial change (dR) and cumulative radial growth (cum dR)
of the trees were calculated and analysed (Deslauriers 2007, Bräuning et al. 2009, Spannl et al.
2011, Volland-Voigt et al. 2011). For more details refer to Figure 3.

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the calculation of the variables daily radial change (dR), water saturated
phase (WS) and daily amplitude (dA) [Bräuning et al. 2009; Volland-Voigt et al. 2011, modified].

Despite the strong variability of precipitation within this area there is also a little dry period between
October and November, the so called ‘Veranillo del Niño” (Emck 2007, Bendix et al. 2006, Bendix
et al. 2008, Rollenbeck 2011) mainly influencing tree growth patterns.
According to previous studies in Southern Ecuador (Bräuning et al. 2009, Volland et al. 2011)
calculations of the daily sums of precipitation as well as the daily atmospheric vapour pressure
deficit (VPD) (equation of Schönwiese 2003) were made from July until December 2010. During
this time period we defined short climatic drought events as periods with at least four consecutive
days without any rainfall.

Results
These short drought conditions are already sufficient to detect changes in tree growth or tree water
status, respectively. In consequence nine dry spells with a range from four up to eleven rainless
days were determined. In total there were 48 days without rainfall during the observed period
(N=48) (Figure 4).
Although different tree species have been investigated, variations in radial stem diameter in
relation to drought events showed a synchronous course over the monitored time period (Figure 4).
But, the close up look within the nine dry spells visualises species specific differences regarding
the total cumulative growth and the daily amplitudes of radial stem diameter variations (Figure 4
and Table 1). Except for the dominant tree species of this altitudinal belt G. emarginata, nitrogen
fertilised trees showed a higher cumulative growth than trees growing on control plots (measured
on December 1st 2010).
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Tab.1:
Cumulative growth value [mm]
measured on December 1st 2010
+N

C

G. emarginata

0,35

0,47

P. oleifolius

0,23

0,08

Prunus sp.

0,73

0,11

A. lojaensis

1,00

-0,12

+N= nitrogen fertilised trees
C= control trees

Figure 4: Linkage between tree growth and climatic patterns at 2000 m a.s.l. from July 2010 until
December 2010. a. Cumulative daily radial change of Graffenrieda emarginata and Podocarpus oleifolius
and b. Prunus sp. and Alchornea lojaensis. Tree individuals growing on N-manipulated plots are depicted
with dashed lines. Individuals growing on non-manipulated plots are depicted with continuous lines. Data
gaps are highlighted with grey hatched boxes. c. Daily totals of precipitation (black columns) and vapour
pressure deficit (grey columns). Dry spells are highlighted in light grey (modified from Homeier et al. 2013,
in press.).

While the mean dA (Figure 5) of P. oleifolius showed a highly significant increase after the
fertilisation, G. emarginata and Prunus sp. reacted contrarily. Trees of A. lojaensis revealed no
significant difference and the daily amplitudes remained fairly constant. Thus, the results might
indicate that increasing accumulations of nitrogen deposited via wind transport from Amazonia
might change the species composition and the competitive behaviour of the tree species (DFG
Research Unit 816 2013; Homeier et al. 2013, in press).
Independent of the treatment and the tree species the statistical correlations were highly positive
between dA and VPD (Figure 6). Whereas the nitrogen fertilised tree of P. oleifolius revealed a
higher correlation than the non-fertilised one, all other tree species showed opposing reactions.
These findings possibly indicate that besides climatic conditions additional transpiration control
mechanisms might have an impact after the fertilization.
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Figure 5: Mean values (+ two standard errors) of the daily amplitude of radial stem diameter variations
during nine dry spells (N=48) in the period between July and December 2010 of the different tree species
Graffenrieda emaginata, Podocarpus oleifolius, Prunus sp. and Alchornea lojaensis (nitrogen fertilised
and non-manipulated individuals). Significant differences between fertilized and non-manipulated
individuals of each tree species are marked with asterisks (*** p < 0.001; * p < 0.05).

Figure 6: Correlation between daily amplitude and vapour pressure deficit (black dots: nitrogen fertilised
tree; light grey dots: control tree; rC : Pearson correlation coefficient of the control tree; r+N : Pearson
correlation coefficient of the nitrogen fertilised tree). Asterisks mark significant correlations (** p < 0.01).
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Discussion
These first results indicate that tree growth variations during dry periods are species specific. G.
emarginata shows least positive effects of fertilization on growth and revealed strongest reactions
of climatic control on daily radial stem variations. That indicates that this species is well adapted to
the nutrient-poor conditions of the upper montane forest belt.
The long-term fertilization effects of tree growth dynamics and physiological behaviour need to be
continuously studied for a longer time period. The first preliminary results present a significant and
species-specific influence of fertilization on competitive ability of trees under higher influx of
nutrients and an increasing frequency of drought periods.
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Introduction
Kyrgyzstan is a Central Asian Republic located in the north of the Tian Shan mountains massif.
Most of these territories (93%) is located between the alltitudes of 800 to 3000 m a.s.l. The territory
of Kyrgyzstan was divided into eight different climate regions. Spruce occupies almost all of the
regions. In the Fergana-Chatkal region (third Kyrgyz Forest Region), Schrenk spruce reaches its
south range (Gan 1970, Grisa et al. 2008). Most of the forests here are situated in the Sary-Chelek
Biosphere Reserve. This Reserve is one of the most interesting and unique places in the Fergano–
Chatkal forest region, recognizes a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve (Grisa et al. 2008). Except
spruce forest, in the Sary-Chelek there are also walnut-fruit forests and juniper forests, which are
included in the Red Book of Kyrgyzstan (Antonia et al. 2009).
In the Sary-Chelek Reserve Schrenk spruce found good growing conditions, but spruce stands are
very fragmented and grow at different elevations, where climate factors create diversified growing
conditions. The altitude of spruce stands in Sary-Chelek varies from 1300 to 2500 m a.s.l. (Grisa et
al. 2008).
The objective of this study was to answer the question about climatic factors influencing radial
growth of spruce trees at different elevations: 1350-1400, 1500-1600 and 1900-2000 m a.s.l. in the
Sary-Chelek Biosphere Reserve.
Material and methods
The study was conducted in the Sary-Chelek Biosphere Reserve (Fig. 1), which is situated on the
southern slopes of Chatkal massif in the western mountain ranges of the Tian Shan. The climate at
Sary-Chelek station, located at 1100 m asl., is classified as dry continental, with hot summers (type
DS according to Köppen 19xx; Grisa et al. 2008). The average annual temperature is 7.9°C. The
hottest month is August, with a mean temperature of 19°C. The coldest month is January, with the
average temperature of -5.3°C. The average annual rainfall is 993 mm. Most of the rain falls in
spring (March-May), when monthly precipitation reaches 120-150 mm. The least rainfall occurs in
August and September (average 37 mm per month).
Increment cores were collected in 2010 during field campaign organized within the ErasmusMundus External Cooperation Window Asia programme. The study plots were located at various
altitudes: 1350-1400, 1500-1600, and 1900-2000- m a.s.l., with north slope ranging from 35 to 50
degrees. The lowest study plots were established near the Sary-Chelek village, while the most
upper site was located next to the Sary-Chelek lake, which is located about five kilometres from the
village. Increment cores (one per tree) were sampled from dominant and co-dominant trees
perpendicularly to the slope to minimize the effects of slope on the tree ring width. There were 1520 trees sampled in each plot, depending on the number of trees located in the area.
Tree-ring widths were measured using the CooRecorder 7.3 software, and verified using
CDdendro 7.3 (www.cybis.se). After COFECH analyses samples with low cross-correlation results
were eliminated based on results (Holmes 1983). After COFECH analyses were eliminated
samples with low cross-correlation. To build residual chronology all samples from the lower site
were used, 17 samples from the middle one and only 13 samples from the upper.e The ARSTAN
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software was used (Cook and Holmes 1986; Cook and Kairiukstis 1990) to develop residual
chronologies by detrending method (negative exponential curve with straight line). The residual
chronology was used for comparison of the radial increment of spruce in the analysed area. The
following basic statistical measures of ring widths were calculated: arithmetic mean, maximum,
minimum and median values, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, and mean sensitivity (Tab.
1).
In addition, pointer years were identified for years where ≥ 80% of all trees indicated synchronous
growth intervals (Tab. 2). A minimum replication criterion of 10 trees was used in this procedure
(Elling 1966, Huber 1970). The residual chronologies were employed to assess growth-climate
relationships using the response function model described in details by Fritts (1976) with the
monthly temperature and precipitation data from the Sary-Chelek meteorological station over the
1966-2009 period.

Figure. 1. Map of Kyrgyzstan with Sary-Chelek Biosphere Reserve (large black point)
(source: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/maps/maptemplate_kg.html)

Results
The longest chronology, reaching back to 1773 AD, was created from the spruce site located at
1900-2000 m asl. (236 years). The chronologies from 1350-1400 and 1500-1600 m a.s.l are
shorter, spanning 105 and 188 years, respectively (Tab. 1).
The mean tree ring width is similar among the spruce sampling sites, reaching from 0,97 mm (low),
to 0,97 mm (middle) and 0,99 mm (upper site). However, differences in other statistical parameters
were observed, such as maximum, minimum, and median tree ring width, as well as standard
deviation and variability. At the lower and middle elevations a very high diversity exists between the
minimal and maximal tree ring widths (Tab.1). The highest variability was observed in the middle
elevation, with a coefficient of variation reaching about 23% (Tab.1). The pointer years were similar
between low and high elevation sites (Tab.2).
Influence of weather conditions on the creation of Schrenk spruce growth were different at three
elevations (Fig.1 and 2). Significant and positive correlations between tree ring width and monthly
temperatures were observed at the upper elevation site for January, February and November in the
year of ring formation. Significantly negative correlations were observed at the lowest elevation site
for June and July in the year preceding tree ring formation, and at the middle elevation site for
March, April, May, July, June, September in the year of ring formation and for August, September,
November prior to the year of tree- rings formation (Fig. 1).
The monthly precipitation data shows mostly positive association with the tree ring growth on all
the sites. Positive correlations were found with winter, spring and summer precipitation prior to the
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year of ring formation at the lower (January, February, March, April, Mai, June, July) and upper
(January, February, April, June, July, August) elevation (Fig. 2). The middle elevation site showed
significantly positive correlations between winter, spring and summer (January, March, April, Mai,
June July, August) precipitation in annual year of ring formation In the upper site has founded
positive correlation between tree rings growth and spring (March) of current year.
Table 1: Characteristic of residual chronology from the study plots in Sary-Chelek Biosphere Reserve.

Elevation m a.s.l

Site 1
1350-1400

Site 2
1500-1600

Site 3
1900-2000

Chronology length

1904-2009

1821-2009

1773-2009

Mean tree ring width

0.97

0.97

0.99

Max. tree ring width

1.51

2,05

1.94

Min. tree ring width

0.55

0.22

0.06

Median tree ring width

0.96

0.96

0.98

Standard delevation

0.18

0.22

0.19

Variability

19%

23%

19%

Table 2: Pointer years.

1350-1400m a.s.l
Positive pointer years
1999
1997
1987
1980
1973

1500-1600m a.s.l

1900-2000m a.s.l

1999
1997
1987
1980
1973
1958
1958

Negative pointer years
2008
2001

2008
2000

1998
1995

1995
1994

1989
1979
1976
1974
1971
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Figure 1: Correlation between Picea Schrenkiana residual chronologies from different elevations and
monthly temperatures in the Sary-Chelek Biosphere Reserve. Horizontal lines indicate correlations at p <
0.05.

Figure 2: Correlation between tree rings width of Picea Schrenkiana trees and mean monthly precipitation in
Sary-Chelek Biosphere Reserve. Horizontal lines indicate correlations at p < 0.05

Discussion
The growth of Schrenk spruce from the Sary-Chelek Reserve is more dependent on rainfalls than
temperature in all analysed plots (Fig. 1 and 2). Vertical distribution of spruce forests depends on
the availability of moisture and the temperature conditions (Grisa et al. 2008).Thus in the Kyrgyz
Tian-Shan the lower border of spruce forests depends on limited availability of moisture, and the
upper border on the availability of the heat (Orlow 1989).
In the Sary-Chelek Biosfere Reserve on three studied sites at different altitudes, the
relationship between climate and tree ring growth was totally different. The limiting factor in the
upper site should be limitation of temperature, but in this investigation it isn’t.. Positive correlation
between tree rings growth and the coldest months (January, February) on the upper sites (19002000) could be caused by local conditions which are created by the Sary-Chelek lake. On the other
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hand, in the lower sites the limiting factor is stock of water, what was confirmed by positive
correlation between precipitation in the prior year and tree ring width (winter, spring is the season
when precipitation in Sary- Chelek is the highest). If the previous season is filled with moinsture,
trees can use it in the next growing season. However if the temperature is hight during the rainfall
season, it can result in reducing water in the soil and therefore hence the stress. This occurs
particularly in the continental climate at the lower altitudes. The same strategy was observed by
Wang et al. (2005) during investigation of Schrenk spruce located in the Xinjiang reserve in Uygur,
an autonomous region of China. A positive correlation between the tree ring width in the annual
rainfall and also in August of the year preceding the altitude gradient in the central part of the Tian
Shan mountains in China was a common feature connecting all tree areas.
One of the most important sources of water in a continental climate could be melting of the snow,
which can be a moisture stock in the high mountains during spring and summer. That can explain
the positive correlation between the precipitation in winter and tree rings width (Fig. 1 and 2).
Conclusions
 The researched stands are characterized by similar tree-ring width values, but different
variability of tree rings width through the entire altitude gradient.
 For all plots a positive correlation between precipitation and tree-ring widths was observed:
o On the lower one positive influence of precipitation were in winter, spring and summer prior
year of tree rings formation,
o On the middle one, it was observed with positive influence on precipitation in winter, spring
and summer of current year of the tree ring growth.
o On the upper plots positive influence of precipitation was observed? in winter, spring and
summer prior to the year of tree rings formation and also in March of current year of tree
rings formation
 The influence of temperature at all elevations is negative. The only exception is plot from the
upper elevation, where temperature in winter and spring months of the current year is
positively correlated with the tree ring widths.
 The number of pointer years was a similarity between lthe lower plot (1350 – 1400 m a. s. l)
and the upper plot (1900–2000 m a. s. l.).
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Introduction
Since the time of great geographic discoveries many tree species, new to our continent, have been
brought to Europe. Eastern white pine (Pinus strobus L.) and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga manziesii
var. viridis Franco) were among those species that found their place in Polish forests the earliest
(Senet 1973; Fabijanowski et al. 1980). The first Polish studies on the acclimatization of Douglas fir
in Poland date back to the 1920s (Suchocki 1926). Initial attempts to determine the impact of
climatic and soil conditions on growth of that tree species were made by Borowiec (1965). More
recent studies (Cedro 2006, Wilczyński and Feliksik 2007) confirm the relevance of further
investigations. Surveys dedicated to Eastern white pine are less numerous, however this species is
considered to play a significant role in Polish forests (Ważynska 1969, Król 1988, Kochańska
2006)
In Poland, both eastern white pine and Douglas fir find good opportunities for growth and
development, corresponding to the climate conditions in the central regions of their natural range
(Jaworski 1995). Under local growing conditions productivity of Douglas fir can reach more than
500 m3ha-1 at the age of 50, making this species the most productive one in the country
(Chylarecki 2004). In Poland, more than 3000 hectares is estimated to be occupied only by
Douglas fir. Despite their large productivity and other advantages, the future of Douglas fir and
eastern white pine in Polish forests is uncertain, due to latest international and country level legal
regulations.
The objective of this study was to construct a local tree-ring width chronology of the two introduced
species growing in the same locality and compare their growth pattern with pluvial conditions.
Study site
The study was performed in the Lidzbark Forest District (Fig. 1) in the province of Warmia and
Mazury (north-eastern Poland). Study material originates from two sample plots located in stands
characterised with similar habitat conditions. Both, eastern white pine (mixed with Norway spruce)
and Douglas fir (mixed with Scots pine) were planted as an experimental plots to investigate the
characteristics of alien species in Polish forest.
Sampling plots were located in two stands located 500 meters from each other. Douglas fir
constituted more than 50% of the species structure and average breast height diameter of this
species reached 55 cm. Eastern white pine constituted circa 25% of the species structure and
mean dbh equalled 52 cm. According to the classification used in Polish forestry, both stands grow
on fresh deciduous (Lśw) forest habitat types (Plan Urządzania Lasu). Precipitation in that region is
rather not profuse, ranging 540-610 mm annually. During the vegetation period (lasting for 181
days), 340-360 mm of rain is noted on average.
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Figure 1: Study site and dendroclimatic regions for Douglas fir in Poland (Wilczyński 2007)

Material and methods
On each study plots 20 dominant, healthy and undamaged trees were sampled. Increment cores
were collected in 2011 just before the final felling of the stands. One increment core from the
breast height per tree was taken with Pressler borer from dominat and co-dominat trees.
Cores were sanded with finer grade until the tree-ring boundaries became easily distinguishable
and then scanned with the flat-blatt scanner. CooRecorder image analysing program
(www.cybis.se) was used for measuring tree-ring widths to the nearest to 0.01 mm. Individual
series were cross-dated visually with the CDendro (www.cybis.se) software. The synchronization
was checked with COFECHA program (Holmes 1999, Grissino-Mayer 2001). Series that showed
highest dissimilarity of growth pattern were excluded from the further analysis in order to prevent
limitation of the common signal exhibited by the chronologies. In total, 36 individual tree-ring width
series were used in the chronology forming. Chronologies were constructed according to the
conventional procedures (Cook & Kairiukstis 1990). Residual chronologies were computed for
individual study plots with ARSTAN software used detrending method negative exponetial curve
with straight line (Holmes 1999).
According to the previous research, the lack of water has a significant impact on native species
(Bijak 2010) and alien (Wilczyński and Feliksik 2007) tree species in Polish forests. Having
valuable local information data authors decided to focus on pluvial records which were collected in
satisfactory long period of time. Climate data used in this study originate from Kostkowo station
(1988-2011 period) located within 10 km range from the sites. Correlation analysis was used to
study relationship between annual ring width and precipitation. Each chronology was correlated
with monthly values starting from June of the year prior to ring formation to December of the year
of cambium activity.
Results
Chronologies cover the period of 1906-2011 for eastern white pine and 1909-2011 for Douglas fir
(Fig. 2). There were no missing rings found in analyzed tree-ring series and the investigated
species are characterized by similar ring-width variations. Table 1 shows the characteristics of
standard chronologies of studied species from plots in Lidzbark Forest District.
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Figure. 2: Residual chronologies of analysed species
Table 1: Characteristics of residual chronologies of studied species from plots in Lidzbark Forest District
Time span
Mean tree ring width
Max. tree ring width
Min. tree ring width
Median tree ring width
Standard deviation
Variability

Pinus strobus
1906-2011
0,980
1,608
0,715
0,976
0,149
9,25%

Pseudotsuga menziesii
1909-2011
0,958
1,462
0,225
0,0982
0,265
18,09%

Pluvial conditions are important factors for shaping radial increment of both species (Fig. 3). The
analyzed species respond slightly different to precipitation. Eastern white pine reacted positively to
intensive precipitation in previous year of tree ring growth with March, August and November and
between tree rings growth and current June and July. Negative correlation was found in previous
June and current November of tree ring growth. Douglas fir suffered from the limited amount of
precipitation in March and September of the prior year to ring formation. Positive correlation was
found between previous August and November and January and February and July current year of
tree rings grow.
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Figure 3: Correlation between Pseudotsuga menzesii var. viridis and Pinus strobus residual chronologies
from Lidzbark Forest District and mean monthly precipitation in Kostkowo meteo station. Horizontal lines
indicate significance level at p < 0.05.

Discussion
Drought is recognised as a one of the most important factors limiting growth of trees (Bronisz et al.
2009, Bijak 2010) Our study shows that pluvial conditions have a significant influence on growth
rates of both studied species. According to Cedro (2006) the most limiting climate for Douglas fir in
northern Poland is an air temperature. In SW Canada, however, the correlation of climatic
parameters and ring width for Douglas fir demonstrated the predominating role of precipitation for
tree-ring formation (Watson and Luckman, 2002). The growth reaction of eastern white pine
depending on different factors. For example in America is very well known (Barton et al 1997,
Hudson 2007, Pickarda et al 2011). However in Poland, due to their non-native origin and relatively
low percentage of share in Polish forests, the characteristic of their radial growth is still
unrecognized (Ważynska 1969). It seems to be more and more important to know the dependence
of those species on pluvial conditions as numerous native species suffer from lack of water (Bijak,
2010, Koprowski and Zielski, 2006, Okoński and Koprowski, 2012). This article shows the influence
of pluvial condition of two aliens species in Polish forest. The investigation demonstrates that in
Polish forest pluvial conditions are very important for introduced species. However, this research
did not give an answer why two aliens species can react differently to the pluvial conditions in the
similar habits and climates conditions. To answer it more studies need to be conducted in the
future.
Conclusions
Both of the studied species have similar tree age and rings width characteristic, however in the
Lidzbark Forest District Douglas fir’s better productivity was observed.
Hence, pluvial conditions are important and significantly correlated with tree rings growth for both
studied alien species.
Therefore the two investigate aliens species have different reaction for pluvial conditions growing
under the similar habitats and climates conditions in the Lidzbark Forest District.
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Introduction
Oaks have been comprehensively investigated dendroclimatologically, in order to assess the direct
and indirect factors influencing tree growth (e.g., Gray & Pilcher 1983, Briffa et al. 1986, Lévy et al.
1992, Hartmann & Blank 1992, Baillie 1994). Previous investigations revealed that above average
temperature and below average precipitation and associated parameters, e.g. soil moisture, were
responsible for limiting tree growth (Garzía-González & Eckstein 2003, van der Werf et al. 2007,
Mérian et al. 2011), and identified that above average precipitation in autumn of the previous year
presumably supporting the additional storage of carbohydrates. Drought events have been
considered to be one of the main predictors causing extreme negative growth reactions in oak
(Kelly et al. 1989; Bréda et al. 1993; Lebourgeois et al. 2004, Michelot et al. 2012).
While most of the aforementioned dendroclimatic oak studies have been conducted at sites with
significant growth limitations, the site selection of the current study was already pre-set by the fact
that, for better comparability, the tree-ring records had to be collected near two lakes which have
recently been sampled for lake sediment cores. The two lakes are part of a network of Terrestrial
Environmental Observatories (TERENO) in Germany as an interdisciplinary research program
(Zacharias et al. 2011). For a better understanding of the long-term hydrological dynamics
TERENO (Terrestrial Environmental Observatories) focuses on precisely dated and synchronized
long-term data from lake sediments and tree rings to reconstruct environmental parameters
throughout the Holocene. The two lakes, Lake Holzmaar in the Eifel (TERENO West) and Lake
Großer Fürstenseer See in the Mecklenburg lakes district (TERENO Northeast) and the
surrounding forests have been selected for comprehensive analyses. In order to address the
dynamic interactions of environmental systems, tree-ring analyses are highly suitable for
palaeoclimatic studies (Speer 2010). Sessile oak (Quercus petraea [MATT.] LIEBL.) from
surrounding forests were chosen for sampling and developing two new robust site chronologies.
Sessile oak (Quercus petraea [MATT.] LIEBL.) from surrounding forests were chosen for
developing two new robust site chronologies and for assessing their dendroclimatological
potentials.
Since climate and soil conditions are generally poorer at the site in NE Germany, we hypothesise
that trees at this site will be more drought-sensitive than at the western site. In order to test this we
investigate the major growth-limiting parameters, temperature, precipitation as well as drought, to
explore their effects on tree-ring widths of sessile oak at the two sites in W and NE Germany,
which to our knowledge is the first east-west comparison of oak in this regard. Furthermore, we
aim to estimate the driving factors of site-specific extreme growth reactions with regard to extreme
climatic deviations.
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Material and Methods
Study sites
The two study sites represent different geographical regions in Germany: the Eifel mid-range
mountain region of West Germany (W Germany), and the Müritz National Park in the Northeast
German lowlands (NE Germany) (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Location of the study areas in W and NE Germany.

The climatic situation of W Germany is dominated by moist oceanic conditions with milder winters
and annual precipitation of approximately 800 mm. The soil is a well-drained and moderately
developed dystric cambisol, and the soil texture varies from stony to sandy loams. In contrast, NE
Germany generally experiences colder winters and less precipitation (approximately 600 mm). The
annual mean temperatures in the two regions show only little differences, however, the rainfall
variability is most pronounced during the summer month (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Climate diagrams for the sites in W and NE Germany. Monthly mean temperature (solid line),
monthly precipitation sums (bars) and their absolute deviations (min/max) as well as monthly mean relative
humidity (dashed line) for the period 1901 to 2006.
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At the site in NE Germany, the main parent material for soil development is glaciofluvial sandy
deposits and loamy ground moraines. The resulting soil types range from haplic gleysols to eutric
cambisols, characterized by generally lower water-holding capacities (Soil Atlas of Europe 2005).
Overall, the sites in W and NE Germany mainly differ concerning the rainfall regimes and soil
moisture availability. Further details of the site conditions, which are, altitude, slope and elevation
are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Site description and characteristics of the oak chronologies investigated in W and NE Germany.

Tree-ring data
Sampling of Quercus petraea (MATT.) LIEBL. was carried out at two sites in closed canopy forests
of W Germany and NE German during the autumns of 2005 and 2009, respectively. From each of
the 30 trees, two cores were taken with an increment borer at breast height. Tree-ring width
chronologies were developed for each site following standard dendrochronological techniques
(Fritts 1976; Cook & Kairiuktis 1990). Annual rings were measured and visually cross-dated with
TSAP Win (Rinn 2007) and WinDENDRO (2006). The accuracy of the cross-dating and
measurements were verified using the computer program COFECHA (Holmes 1983). Core
samples poorly correlated with the master chronology (correlation less than 0.5) were discarded
and excluded from the final chronology. Detrending and indexation of each tree was conducted to
remove non-climatic trends due to increasing tree age, size, and the effects of stand dynamics.
Mean indexed chronologies were developed from the cross-dated ring-width series by applying the
ARSTAN program (Cook 1985). For the raw ring-width series, the variance of the radial growth
was stabilized using an adaptive power transformation (Druckenbrod & Shugart 2004). In order to
keep the inter-annual to multi-decadal variability, each tree-ring series was detrended by fitting a
cubic smoothing spline with a 50% frequency cut-off of 30 years of the length of the series (Cook &
Peters 1997). After detrending, indices were calculated and individual series averaged by
calculating bi-weight robust means resulting in mean site chronologies (Cook et al. 1990).
Chronology qualities and signal strengths were estimated using the inter-series correlation (Rbar)
and the expressed population signal (EPS) (Wigley et al. 1984). The mean site chronologies used
for calibration and climate reconstruction purposes was then cut off at a critical EPS of 0.85.
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For the analysis of the climate-growth relationships we used monthly resolved gridded (0.5 x 0.5°)
precipitation sums, temperature means (CRU TS 3.1, Mitchell & Jones 2005), and the selfcalibrating Palmer Drought Severity Index (scPDSI, van der Schrier et al. 2006). The relationship
between oak growth and regional climate was examined using Pearson´s simple correlation
coefficients, which were computed between the climate data of the previous and current year and
the tree-ring series for the period 1901-2002. The correlations were calculated from March of the
year prior to ring formation to September of the current year as well as seasonal averages.
Pointer years were determined using the approach of Cropper (1979) to detect the intensity of
single extreme years and the growth-limiting factors, in order to better understand the link between
extreme climate events and anomalous tree growth (Neuwirth et al. 2004). These Cropper values
were calculated for the period 1901-1996, and individual years were considered as positive or
negative pointer years, if the normalized Cropper-value exceeded a threshold of Zi = ± 1000,
respectively. For selected pointer years exhibited by most sampled trees, climate data of the
associated years were selected to search for extreme climatic events or disturbances possibly
leading to the recorded anomalous tree growth. The long-term monthly means were subtracted
from the extracted climate data of the extreme years and the resulting residuals were plotted over
a 24-month window starting from January of the previous year and ending in December of the
current year (Heinrich et al. 2008).
Results
Chronology characteristics
For both chronologies, important statistical parameters such as the mean EPS values, which
constantly stay above 0.85, the chronology replications, the mean series inter-correlations, and the
mean segment lengths (MSL) are summarised in table 2.
Table 2: Summary statistics for the oak chronologies in W and NE Germany. MSL: mean segment length
(years); AGR: mean radial increment (mm yr-1); Rbar: inter-series correlation and EPS: expressed population
signal (calculated for the max. common period).

The site chronology in W Germany covers the period 1822-2004, while at the site in NE Germany,
the chronology covers the period from 1701 to 2009 (Fig. 3). The western chronology shows a
marginally higher mean radial increment (AGR) of 1.5 mm yr-1 than the northeastern with 1.3 mm
yr-1, and also the values of Rbar are similar ranging from 0.6 (NE Germany) to 0.7 (W Germany).
The mean Rbar and EPS values of more than 0.6 and 0.85, respectively, suggest that the
chronologies are robust estimates of annual growth changes and that they are suitable for further
dendroclimatic research.
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Figure 3: Plots of tree-ring (TRW) indices for W Germany (A) and NE Germany (B). Grey graphs represent
indices of individual trees and the black graphs are the respective means. The grey-hatched graphs indicate
the number of trees sampled through time.

Climate-growth relationships
Correlations with precipitation are mainly positive which indicates that the availability of water
during spring and summer has a positive effect on the growth of oaks at both sites. At the site in
NE Germany, annual tree-ring growth is significantly positive correlated to February (r = 0.32) and
June (r = 0.34) precipitation sums and to seasonal precipitation sums during the early growing
season (April to June) of the current year as well as to the summer precipitation sums of the
previous year (July to September). The western oak chronology exhibits a significant positive
correlation with June precipitation (r = 0.33). The correlation is stronger for the seasonal variables
April to June and May to September suggesting cumulative effects of single months which lead to
notably higher correlations with seasonal precipitation sums, whereas no significant correlations for
the previous vegetation period exist (Fig. 4A).
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Figure 4: Climate-growth relationships of mean indexed chronologies with mean monthly precipitation (A),
temperature (B) and scPDSI (C) (1901-2002), expressed by the coefficient of correlation. The black lines
represent the 99% significance levels. Seasonal means are averaged for April to June (AMJ), July to
September (JAS) and May to September (M:S) of the previous (small letters) and current (capital letters)
year.

At both sites, correlations with temperature are mostly negative for both the current and previous
summer month, however, significant values are only indicated for the site in NE Germany where
correlations are negative for mean June temperatures (r = ‒0.26) of the current year and for the
seasonal mean summer temperatures of July to September of the previous year. Significant
positive correlations are only indicated for mean October temperatures (r = 0.37) of the previous
year for the site in NE Germany (Fig. 4B).
At both sites correlations with scPDSI are positive, however, they are only significant for tree-ring
indices from NE Germany. For tree-ring indices from NE Germany, strongest correlations are
discernible for the mean June scPDSI (r = 0.34) of the current year, the mean September scPDSI
of the previous year (r = 0.31) and for the seasonal mean summer scPDSI of May to September of
the current year (Fig. 4C).
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Figure 5: Representative negative pointer years detected only for site NE Germany (A), site W Germany (B),
and for both sites (C). Values of temperature and precipitation were plotted as deviations from the long-term
averages; small/capital letters mark the climate variables of the previous/current year before/during the
pointer year (january to december/ January to December). Arrows indicate months of significant influence.

With the Cropper method 18 years of extreme growth anomalies were detected for the period 1901
to 1996. Oaks growing at the NE Germany site show more growth anomalies. At the NE Germany
site, twelve pointer years were detected, six positive and six negative pointer years. At the W
Germany site, eight pointer years were identified, two positive and six negative pointer years. In
1976 and 1996 only, both site chronologies exhibit significant negative pointer years
simultaneously, but no common positive pointer years were found.
In order to compare growth anomalies in common and different pointer years, which may be
induced by the same or dissimilar extreme climatic events at both sites, pointer years were
compared to precipitation and temperature anomalies. Four negative tree-ring index pointer years,
that is, 1940, 1942, 1976 and 1996 were selected for comparison (Fig. 5).
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The year 1940 is a pointer year only at the NE Germany site, 1942 only at the W Germany site and
1976 as well as 1996 at both sites. The year 1940, the pointer year only found in NE Germany, is
characterized by precipitation deficits in December of the previous year and January to March of
the current year, and by temperatures much below average between December of the previous
year and March of the current year. Interestingly, at the W Germany site only precipitations sums in
November and December of the previous year were well above average. The year 1942, the
pointer year only found in W Germany, is similar to 1940. However, monthly temperatures are not
only below average between December of the previous year and March of the current year but also
during most months of the previous year. Furthermore, monthly precipitation sums are mainly
below average during the previous and current year, and only in August of the previous year and
July of the current year can positive deviations from the long-term mean be found. Common
negative pointer years found at both sites are indicated for the years 1976 and 1996. In 1976, the
extreme negative growth reaction likely is the result of below-average precipitation during the
growing season. In the same year the temperature was below-average in spring and high aboveaverage from June to September. The year 1996 is characterised by above-average temperatures
in July to October of the previous year, below-average temperatures between December of the
previous year to March of the current year and markedly below-average precipitation sums from
April of the previous year to April of the current year.
Discussion and Conclusion
At the site in NE Germany, precipitation of the previous late summer to autumn is more limiting for
tree growth than at the site in W Germany, which indicates the importance of photosynthetic
products obtained in the previous year for the tree growth of the current year. It is known that oak
trees initiate their earlywood formation, just before photosynthetic activity starts, by remobilising
stored reserves (Pilcher 1995). Less rainfall during times of carbohydrate storage in autumn has
been reported to reduce the amount of reserves for the following year (García-González &
Eckstein 2003; Michelot et al. 2012). Consequently, autumn precipitation may be important in
determining the onset of the following growing season and the amount of earlywood formed with
reserves from last year, particularly in drier environments such as the NE Germany site. Oaks
growing at the site in NE Germany also show a positive correlation with February precipitation
which suggests that early tree growth is likely to profit from higher soil moisture contents. Aboveaverage snow accumulation in winter may also lead to a surplus of soil water (Kelly et al. 2002; van
der Werf et al. 2007), positively influencing tree growth.
The highest correlations between oak growth and precipitation were found for the seasonal means
(April to June and May to September). Both sites seem to be water-limited during summer,
especially in June, which is supported by similar results from other studies (Menzel 2000; Rötzer et
al. 2004). The importance of spring to summer water balance during the year of ring formation has
been reported in several investigations (van der Werf et al. 2007; Čufar et al. 2008; Friedrichs et al.
2009). Water potential limitations within the root-to-leave system can induce stomata closure, and
hence lead to radial growth decreases (Bréda et al. 1993; Bréda et al. 2006; Zweifel et al. 2006).
The correlations between tree growth and temperature values of the current vegetation period are
generally low. The only significant correlation is exhibited for June, which negatively effects oak
growing at the site in NE Germany. This negative correlation underlines the drier environmental
character of the northeastern site where hot and dry conditions lead to limited growth in summer.
Significant negative correlations were also found between tree growth and July to September
temperatures of the previous year. The influence of hot conditions on oak growth patterns has
been previously reported, especially with regard to the importance of vapour pressure deficits
(Lövdahl & Odin 1992), and thus to decreasing photosynthetic rates (Lebourgeois et al. 2004).
Furthermore, high air temperatures, which are associated often with low precipitation, have been
reported to lead to significant inverse correlation signals in oak (Fritts 1976; Bednarz & Ptak 1990;
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Pederson et al., 2004). These findings corroborate our results of mainly negative correlations
between tree growth and temperature.
The correlation patterns between tree growth and scPDSI revealed significant correlations for
most months at the site in NE Germany but no significant correlations for the site in W Germany,
indicating disagreement in the growth responses at the two study sites in regard to drought
conditions. It seems that at the site in NE Germany the stronger drought signal is a combination of
generally lower amounts of precipitation, that is, approximately 800 mm versus 600 mm per year in
W and NE Germany, respectively, and sandy soils with lower water holding capacities in NE
Germany (Ruseckas 2006). These results suggest site-specific responses to differing soil moisture
availability, which may be interpreted in terms of different soil texture and locally varying rainfall
sums in particular (García-Suárez et al. 2009). These findings are also comparable to results
reported by Wazny (1990) and Paltineanu et al. (2007) emphasising the influence of the soil
conditions.
The pointer year analysis has helped to identify several years characterised by extreme positive or
negative growth. Tree growth during the two common negative pointer years (1976 and 1996) was
probably influenced by the same macroclimatic extremes occurring simultaneously at both sites.
Likewise, previous studies have also shown that the negative pointer year 1976 was mainly linked
to limiting hydrological conditions during the growing season throughout Europe (Kelly et al. 1989;
Lévy et al. 1992; Briffa et al. 1998). Such studies found that deficient water balances negatively
influenced annual growth as a result of low precipitation and high temperatures, which was also
found in our study, in particular for the site in NE Germany. At the two sites in W and NE Germany,
tree-ring growth in 1996 was extremely limited by below-average temperatures during late winter of
the previous year to spring of the current and below-average precipitation during most of the
previous year. Likewise, Lebourgeois et al. (2004) and Michelot et al. (2012) have shown that
extreme hydroclimatic conditions especially at the end of the previous growing season as well as
winter and current spring are likely to induce extreme growth. The only two pointer years found at
both sites (1976 and 1996) seem to be only partly due to the same limiting factors but also due to
different site-specific factors.
In contrast, extremely cold winter to spring temperatures occurred at both sites in 1940 and 1942
but 1940 is a pointer year only at the site in W Germany and 1942 only at the site in NE Germany.
Frost effects have also been recorded by Tyree & Cochard (1996). Their results suggest that
frozen soil may prevent oaks from absorbing soil water during the early part of the season and thus
delay growth. In comparison, common negative pointer years due to such very cold winter-tospring conditions were not identified in our study. It seems likely, that at our two study sites sitespecific conditions were favourable enough to buffer such prolonged cold conditions at one site in
1940 and then at the other site in 1942. For example, in 1940, such a year with cold winter-tospring conditions only the site in NE Germany exhibits a pointer year. The difference between the
sites is that only W Germany received above-average precipitation in October and November of
the previous year, which might have been sufficient to somehow prevent negative pointer years in
the western trees.
Furthermore, it needs to be stated that the formation of pointer years may also depend on various
other environmental conditions, and pointer years may then be more difficult to explain. Both
climatic and non-climatic impacts are crucial and therefore, incidences of defoliating insects should
not be neglected (Weidner et al. 2010). According to Gieger and Thomas (2005), severe attacks of
defoliating insects or pathogenic fungi can affect the drought tolerance, influence the development
of fine roots, lead to a reduction in carbohydrate reserves, and finally weaken the general frost
hardiness of oaks (Hartmann & Blank, 1992; Thomas et al., 2002).
The comparison of the climatic responses of both oak stands has allowed us to better understand
how tree growth is functioning in W and NE Germany. Overall, the comparison of the climategrowth relationships at the two sites suggests that tree growth at Lake Großer Fürstenseer See
(TERENO Northeast) in NE Germany is more sensitive to climate variations, in particular to
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hydrological changes. However, extensive sampling of old living trees and archaeological material
is needed to extent the local tree-ring chronology especially at Lake Großer Fürstenseer See. The
combination of such a new multi-centennial chronology with varved lake sediment layers of Lake
Großer Fürstenseer See will facilitate reconstructions of the regional landscape evolution and lake
level dynamics. It will help to answer two important questions, that is, are the groundwater and lake
level losses of up to 5 m happening within the last 30 years unique (Germer et al. 2011) and what
are the absolute groundwater and lake level minima and maxima during the Holocene.
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Introduction
One of the most vital tasks for current forest research is to assess the adaptive potential of
economically important tree species to changing environmental conditions. Knowledge on climate
sensitivity and its modification by local site conditions is, however still limited (Beck 2007). One of
the most important tree species for the German forestry sector is Norway spruce (Picea abies [L.]
Karst). At the same time this species is regarded to be one of the most vulnerable to projected
climatic changes in the country (Kölling et al. 2009).
The aim of the study is to investigate the influence of weather conditions on the growth course of
Norway spruce in Germany's federal state Brandenburg. In this region climate sensitivity of Norway
spruce can be studied exemplary, as the growing conditions are assumed to be extremely adverse
for this species. The results may be of value for regions in Germany where spruce now is the main
tree species and climate projections suggest a warmer and drier climate in the future.
Brandenburg is one of the driest regions in Germany, with a mean precipitation of 600 mm/year
(Lischeid 2010). Dry, sandy soils, characterized by poor water holding capacity, and mean
temperatures between 7,8°C-9,5°C (Gerstengarbe et al. 2003) further contribute to unfavorable
conditions. Consequently Norway spruce occupies only about 3% of the forested area in
Brandenburg.

Material and Methods
Old growth stands of Norway spruce in Brandenburg with a minimum age of 80 years were
selected for sampling. In each stand cores from 20 trees were extracted using a standard
increment corer. Relative density measurements in intervals of 10µm were carried out via highfrequency densitometry as described in Schinker et al. (2003), using the measuring system
“LignoStation” (RinnTech)1. Ring width measurements were verified using a “LINTAB” measuring
table (RinnTech). Tree ring parameters used for analyzing were ring, early wood and late wood
width as well as maximum density. After cross-dating and chronology building, the analysis
includes the description of growth course, the assessment of sensitivity and first-order
autocorrelation (AR (1)), single year and pointer year analysis and the description of the climategrowth system. Development of ring width chronologies were carried out using the method
described in Beck (2008).

Results and discussion
In the following, preliminary results of 15 plots, analyzed with regards to growth course, mean
sensitivity and AR (1), are presented.
In general the sampled trees show a similar pattern of comparatively high sensitivity values and
1
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low AR (1) values (Figs. 1 and 2). Comparing the mean sensitivity values with those Beck (2010)
found for spruce in different regions of Germany (Fig. 3) it can be assumed that Brandenburgs low
altitude, and associated site conditions, is one of the main reasons for the comparatively high
values. Noticeable are the increasing mean AR (1) values since the early 1990s for the
overwhelming majority of the plots (Fig. 2). A simultaneous decrease of mean sensitivity values is
observable in some of the stands (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Autocorrelation of 15 Norway spruce plots in Brandenburg.

Figure 2: Mean sensitivity values of 15 Norway spruce plots in Brandenburg.
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Figure 3: Comparison of mean sensitivity of Norway spruce in Brandenburg and Germany

This is accompanied by a change in growth dynamic patterns. Up to the 1990s the majority of
sampled trees show declining ring widths, resulting in a degressive trend in diameter at breast
height (DBH). Therefore basal area increment (BAI) rates stay relatively constant. As spruce is
considered to be a semi-shade tolerant species these growth dynamics can be interpreted as a
sign of low vitality. Under favorable conditions semi-shade and shade tolerant species are
expected to show a relatively constant trend in ring-width development, resulting in a linear DBH
development and increasing BAI rates. Interestingly, this growth course pattern was observed at
almost all investigated plots (Fig. 4) at the beginning of the 1990s.

Figure 4: Basal area increment development of 15 spruce plots in Brandenburg

In conclusion it can be stated that the combined investigation of mean sensitivity, AR (1) and BAI
development can give a more holistic understanding of the growth course of trees and possible
relationships between these parameters. Interpreting mean sensitivity as a measure of
environmental stress experienced by trees and AR (1) as the buffering ability of trees (Beck 2009),
one could argue that the predisposition to be damaged was reduced between 1990 and 2005 and
furthermore that the observed growth increases are a result of increased vitality.
Due to the fact that all of the plots show the growth trend changes in the 1990s, local release
events, like thinning were ruled out as the main factor. Rather reduced emissions after the German
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reunification are considered to have had a major impact. After this political event several major
industries in eastern Germany were shut down or modernized respectively. As a result, emissions
stemming from industrial production have been declining steadily since 1989 until the year of 2000.
Besides, it could be speculated that climatic conditions in Brandenburg are not as unfavorable for
Norway spruce as expected and also adaptation processes should be considered. However it also
needs to be pointed out that despite an increase after 1990, AR (1) values are comparatively low
and mean sensitivity values high (e.g. Neumann & Röhle 2001, Grundmann 2009).
The results of single and pointer year analysis, description of the climate-growth system (according
to Fritts 1976), and of density measurements are expected to contribute to a more complete
understanding of the growth responses of Norway spruce in Brandenburg.
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Introduction
How to detrend tree-ring series is a crucial point in dendrochronology. There are many different
approaches to remove age-related trends and unfortunately none of them can objectively answer
the question, which is the best. It is the opinion of the individual researcher whether to choose a
stochastic, a deterministic, or an empirical method, not to mention the plethora of options within
each of these broad categories (Cook & Kariukstis 1990).
The classical deterministic detrending method fits a modified negative exponential curve or straight
line to the tree-ring series. Stochastic methods use low-pass filter such as the cubic smoothing
spline with a fixed or relative 50% frequency cut-off of a certain wavelength (Cook & Peters 1981).
The so-called regional curve standardization (RCS) is a commonly applied empirical based upon
the presumption that for a given species and site a common age related biological growth signal
exists, independent of when the trees were growing.
With the task to reconstruct long-term climate variation in mind, Cook et al. (1995) note that “the
maximum length of recoverable climate information is ordinarily related to the lengths of the
individual tree-ring series“ and usually ranges around a third of the mean segment length. To
overcome this so-called “segment length curse“ Briffa et al. (1992) re-popularized the empirical
RCS method (Mitchell 1967). RCS allows for the possibility of systematic over or underestimation
of the actual tree growth level during any particular time period due to changing environmental
conditions and thus permits climatic information to be preserved on time-scales longer than the
individual segment lengths (Cook et al. 1995). As tree-ring data are one of the most important data
sources to place recent climate trends in a long-term context, researchers have heavily favored
using RCS for climate reconstruction purposes during the past decade or so (Frank et al. 2010).
In RCS, all core segments are aligned by their cambial age and averaged to obtain the regional
growth curve (RC). The RC is further smoothed, either by deterministic or stochastic means, to
reduce high frequency variance and then applied to remove the age trend of each single series.
After the regional curve derivation the detrended single series are reset to their calendar age. With
this detrending method the century-scale fluctuations may be successfully preserved, however the
correlation between individual samples decreases leading to a greater uncertainty than using
“traditional“ methods, thus a high sample replication is needed (Briffa et al. 1992).
Other more subtle challenges and limitations with RCS have only recently been recognized. With
RCS, care has to be taken that one might even lose low-frequency when all samples span the full
length of the chronology, because the overall climate signal is contained in the regional curve and
therefore completely removed by standardization (Briffa & Melvin 2011). Thus ideally RCS is
applied to composite datasets including trees with a uniform distribution of both germination and
death (or sampling) dates. Yet, in practice such datasets are rare, and the desire to preserve longterm climate information from sites with only living trees is desired.
Briffa & Melvin (2011) recently described three major possible biases in applying RCS with living
only data:
i) The “trend-in-signal“ bias, which occurs when the growth-forcing signal has variance on
timescales close to or greater than the length of the chronology. During detrending the average
slope of each sample is removed and therefore distortions of the chronology, especially towards
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the beginning and the end, may occur. In most cases this bias is of more minor concern since the
existence of a trend overlying the chronology is unknown.
ii) The “different-contemporaneous-growth-rate” bias describes the problem if a single RC
systematically differs from the age trend of fast or slow-growing trees, due to differences in nonclimatic factors such as exposition, soil quality, or competition. If in one period fast-growing trees
outnumber the slow ones (or vice versa), false medium-frequency trends might become apparent
(Briffa & Melvin 2011).
iii) The combination of variations in the longevity of trees, sampling practice and different growth
rates of contemporaneous trees can lead to the “modern-sample” bias. Assuming that large trees
have a higher risk of mortality trees are more likely to be killed by an extreme event when they are
close to their maximum size. A slow growing tree takes longer to reach this size and therefore can
become older (Black et al. 2008, Bigler & Veblen 2009). This bias becomes most obvious in
chronologies with only living samples from some old, yet primarily young trees. The regional curve
may overestimate the old and slow-growing trees at the beginning of the chronology and
underestimate the overall chronology in the later years and hence lead to an increased rise of
chronology indices, where the new young and faster growing trees contribute to the RC (Briffa &
Melvin 2011).
Other challenges related to RCS application include the use of a single RCS curve to detrend data
from clearly differing sites (e.g. Esper et al. 2002). Measurements at a specific site may be
systematically under- or overestimated, due to the different growth levels at these particular sites
with the bias depending upon the differences in chronology length and age structure among the
sites. It is therefore required to normalize those single site chronologies before averaging them
together to mitigate trends evolving due to changing site replication. A final recognized systematic
bias in RCS curves may arise from not having information (i.e. pith offset (PO) estimates) on the
quantity of rings missing between the innermost sampling ring and the stem pith. This absence will
“reduce the expected ring width maximum in early years of tree growth and consequently lower the
expected trend of declining growth with increasing age” (Briffa & Melvin 2011). The use of pithoffset estimates (POE) is generally recommended, as it will increase the accuracy of the growth
curve.
In this study we focus on applying regional curve standardization (RCS) to samples from only living
Pinus nigra from Mt. Olympus, Greece. The dataset consists of seven potentially drought sensitive
sites and 556 samples, collected with the aim to reconstruct past summer moisture variability. The
sites span the lower to upper elevation range of black pine forest in this area (850m – 1700m) and
are distributed around the Mt. Olympus massive to capture different slope exposures and luff-lee
conditions. We only use latewood width (LWW) measurements, as a previous investigation (Klesse
2012) revealed that this parameter contains the strongest response to summer drought conditions
(May-July). We aim to assess and ideally overcome challenges related to employing RCS on this
dataset with the ultimate aim to reconstruct inter-annual to multi-centennial climate variability.
Accordingly, all site chronologies are screened for the above mentioned possible biases, the steps
to construct the best possible master chronology are explained, and a preliminary May-July
Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) reconstruction for the last 400 years is shown.
Testing for biases in the Mt. Olympus dataset
Fig. 1a shows the seven TRW chronologies, detrended with an individual RC (smoothed with a 50year spline) fitted for each site. Great similarities in the lower-frequency behaviour of the three old
sites (PPP, PIGA and XEP) including a decreasing trend from the second half of the 17th century
until the end of the 19th century and a strong upward shift (1895-1912) at the turn of the century.
During the period of overlap the younger LIA and VPA sites shares this common low-frequency
variability, where as the two other sites (REB and CHR) agree less well in the low-frequency
domain.
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Figure 1: a) Seven individually detrended RCSTRW chronologies from Mt. Olympus, Greece and b) showing
pith offset estimates of 556 individual cores from all seven sites as a function of the calendar year of the
innermost measured ring.

The PO distribution is generally homogeneous over time, with the exception that high PO values
above 100 years accumulate in the 18th and 19th century (Fig. 1b). These high POs primarily arose
while truncating some samples that could not be confidently crossdated due to their extremely low
growth and many missing rings. The latewood RC from all sites combined without PO is shifted
approximately 15 years towards the juvenile phase (Fig. 2a), but has the same slope. While the
RCs are quite similar, in practice the innermost rings of a sample with a 150 year PO would be
divided by ~0.2, whilst if the PO data were not considered the detrending starts with values over
0.4 – a huge difference. In this study only about 20 of 556 samples have large PO and their
consideration tends to have a rather small influence. Differences are most extreme at the PPP site
for TRW, where the slope without POE is much shallower than with POEs (Fig. 2b). Most of the
segments start within the first 200 years of the chronology (Fig. 2c). If the POs are disregarded
growth of those samples with a small PO (<50 years) is heavily underestimated, thus leading to
inflated values at the beginning of the chronology. The opposite happens with the samples with
many rings missing to the pith. They will be divided by a higher growth curve, the overall
chronology lowered for the next 150 years (Fig. 2d). When PO data are ignored, most chronologies
show higher values at the beginning due to a shallower growth curve and the fact that the first
rings of the oldest samples are generally close to the pith. High PO values seldom occur and
therefore their influence on the shape of the chronology is low. The more evenly distributed POE
are in size and time, the lower are the differences in the resulting chronologies.
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Figure 2: Comparisons of regional curves with (black) and without pith offset estimates (POE) (grey) with a)
showing the differences using all 556 LWW samples and b) the extreme case of TRW at the PPP site. c)
temporal distribution of the pith offset estimates for the PPP site and d) the resulting RCS chronologies with
and without the use of POEs (black and grey, respectively) for PPP.

Fig. 3: CHR and VPA RCSTRW chronologies detrended with the same RC untreated (solid lines) and
normalized (dashed lines).

To illustrate the challenges in using a single RC to detrend different sites, we show in Fig. 3 the
CHR and VPA TRW chronologies after detrending with the overall growth curve of all seven sites,
Several problems are readily observed. The first problem is the different overall slope of both
chronologies prior to 1900. CHR decreases constantly, while VPA has a steep upward trend. The
second problem is the obviously different mean of both curves. This results from the overall RC,
leading to high values in the fast growing, high elevation CHR site and the opposite at VPA. After
normalization over the common period 1840-2010 this growth level difference is nearly eliminated
(dashed lines in Fig. 4), but still the slope discrepancies remain. CHR is the only site where both
the individual detrending and the overall regional curve display this unusual decreasing trend. A
possible explanation can be found in the “different-contemporaneous-growth-rate” bias. In the first
years of the possible ”site history” only a few trees were growing. We hypothesize that low
competition led to high growth rates. With passing years more and more trees germinated and
competed for resources, leading to declining growth rates in the individual trees. This anomalous
behavior, patterns consistent with the different-contemporaneous-growth-rate bias, and the
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generally weaker response to summer drought (Klesse 2012) lead to the exclusion of CHR from
the regional master chronology.
In contrast, the VPA site shows a pronounced upward trend in the second half of the 19th century.
Sample replication increases the most between 1870 and 1910 where about 20 single series start
contributing to chronology. The resulting rise of the slope could potentially be attributed to these
new samples as can be noticed in Fig. 4. However, the mean of the 20 oldest samples shows still
an upward trend albeit not as strong as in the younger series. As the younger samples outnumber
the old ones 2:1, the growth curve and hence the overall mean is likely biased in the direction of
the younger and faster growing series in accordance with the “modern-sample” bias described
earlier. In the present case, this bias appears to be of temporally limited impact. Considering the
similar low frequency trends in the three old sites, where no (XEP, PPP) or only three (PIGA)
young trees (germination after 1880) contribute to chronology, the site VPA is not excluded from
the regional RCS chronology. Convential detrending with conservative negative exponential fits
(not shown) yields quite similar patterns (e.g. greater growth in the 20th century in comparison to
the 19th century) further suggesting the robustness of the RCS chronology.

Figure 4: Single series of the RCSTRW chronology of VPA (black) and the mean of the 20 oldest samples
(dark grey), the 46 youngest samples (light grey) and the overall mean (grey).

We next sought to construct a Mt. Olympus final chronology from six of the sampled sites. The
easiest way to build this Mt. Olympus chronology would be to use a single growth curve for all
samples (hereafter referred to as RCS_single). The robust use of RCS_single requires a more or
less equal distribution of all series and all sites over time. If individual growth curves display overall
the same shape but on different levels as in this present study’s case, RCS_single could be
employed if the age and replication structure of all sites over time is similar. Otherwise, this method
is prone to distortions due to changing sample and site replication.
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Figure 5: Raw RCTRW curves of all seven sites (sorted according to their elevation) and their smoothed mean
(dashed line, 50-year spline).

The RC curves for our individual sites have a similar shape, but if the smoothed mean growth
curve is compared against the raw site growth curves major departures can be easily detected (Fig.
5). From the age of 200 onwards all series nicely fit the composite RC. Before that, the slow
growing low elevation sites (VPA and REB) are heavily overestimated and the faster growing high
elevation sites are underestimated (CHR, XEP, PPP). This underestimation of the (mainly) old
sites in their first 200 years leads to increased index values. As a consequence the beginning of
the RCS_single chronology displays inflated values, because only faster growing old trees of the
high elevation sites build the chronology at this time. When a lot of the young slow growing trees
start contributing to the chronology around 1850 the chronology trends downward because the
overall growth curve is too high for all low elevation sites (which start at 1790, 1840 and 1900, Fig.
6b) and overestimates nearly all series in the last 110 years (Fig. 6a). Thus RCS_single does not
seem to be an appropriate method for developing a regional Mt. Olympus chronology.
The splitting and recombination of the sites should circumvent the problems with RCS_single when
the site chronologies are normalized before merging together. The distortions at both ends are
decreased (Fig. 6a), but are nevertheless still clearly visible when compared to the individually
detrended regional chronologies. These distortions are also due to the slightly different shapes of
growth curves the single sites. For example at LIA the first 10-15 years will be underestimated and
after the cambial age of 90 overestimated. Given the fact, that nearly all single series of LIA start
from 1890 to 1920, this leads to increased values around 1900 and a slow decrease from 1980
onwards. LIA consequently has a steeper downward slope than it should have when detrended
with its appropriate individual growth curve. These tests revealed significant difficulties in the
collective detrending of data from six sites. We concluded that application of individual growth
curves to each site and then merging them seems to be the most appropriate way to build the
regional RCS chronology.
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Fig. 6: a) 50-year smoothed RCS regional chronologies. RCS_single (dark grey), RCS_recombined (light
grey) and RCS_individual (black). b) The time spans of the individual sites included in the master RCS
chronology as a function of their elevation in m asl.

A final consideration, which was not yet discussed, is the even-aged site REB. Like CHR it showed
no low growth in the 19th century as the other five sites. Climate response analysis showed high
sensitivity of REB to summer drought. As one of the study’s objectives was to reconstruct past
moisture variability, this site could be still of use. Therefore the standard deviations of the
RCS_individual chronologies were examined, with and without REB. This analysis revealed great
consistency in the 20th century however a large increase in standard deviation before 1900. Based
upon these patterns REB was truncated so that only the last 110 years contribute to the regional
RCS chronology.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this study we performed methodological trials to produce a chronology that robustly preserves
inter-annual to low-frequency climate signals from a living tree dataset. After carefully merging the
individually detrended site chronologies the final latewood width chronology explains 42% of the
variance of the May-July standardized precipitation index (r=0.65). Our preliminary reconstruction
shows very good agreement with other high frequency reconstructions of the Eastern
Mediterranean (Fig. 8) (e.g. Xoplaki et al. 2003, Akkemik & Aras 2005, Touchan et al. 2007). The
recent drying trend (1975-2000), known from instrumental data is also well captured by the treering data. However, the reconstruction suggests that the current status quo (i.e., late 20th- early
21st century dry conditions that are a concern for agriculture and human societies) is well within
the range of natural variability experienced during the past 400 years.
To achieve an unbiased RCS chronology, a multi-site strategy and the use of POE are of major
importance. In addition to the common knowledge that a high sample replication is required for
RCS, we found it is also helpful that these samples are distributed among several sites with
different age structures. This sampling design allows for the systematic testing of biases. The use
of POE greatly increases the accuracy of the RC. We also recommend to detrend the sites
individually to achieve the best curve fit possible, especially when the sites do not span the same
time period and growth levels are different.
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Figure 7: a) Actual and reconstructed May-July SPI with b) sample and site replication over time. Asterisks
(circles) represent pointer years (periods) also mentioned in other climate reconstruction literature of the
Eastern Mediterranean.
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Introduction
Presently, the most widely used process-based forward model for tree-ring width is the so-called
VS (Vaganov-Shashkin) model, which simulates climate-driven tree-ring growth by means of
simple but non-linear representations of the principle of limiting factors and the cambium cellular
processes involved in tree-ring formation. VS model requires latitude and daily time series of
temperature and precipitation to calculate a daily growth rate function, which is subsequently used
to drive a cellular automaton model that simulates the cambial processes of growth, mitosis,
differentiation and dormancy. VS model has been shown to be skilful modelling the tree-ring
growth response to climate of different conifer species coming from very distinct climate regimes
(Vaganov et al 2006, Evans et al 2006, Shi et al 2008, Touchan et al 2012). In practice, however,
its large number of parameters (>40) makes the tuning procedure time consuming and its
demanding data requirements limit to a considerable extent VS model applicability.
Recently, a simplified version of VS model named VS-Lite - requiring only monthly data, with just
12 parameters and lacking cellular processes representation - was introduced (Tolwinski-Ward et
al 2011). This new tree-ring width forward model, despite its much lower level of complexity as
compared to full VS model, has been shown to skilfully represent climate-driven variability of an
extensive North American tree-ring network. Furthermore, due to its computational affordability and
parameter fewness, it has allowed for systematic calibration schemes. In this work we study the
performance of VS-Lite at simulating a set of 3 chronologies from the Spanish Pyrenees using
several gridded datasets as climate information source.
Data and methods
VS-Lite model
The calculation of the growth rate in VS-Lite model is based on the principle of limiting factors,
represented in the form of the following non-linear equation:
Gr = gE * min(gT,gM)
where Gr is the growth rate and gE, gT and gM stand for non-dimensional growth responses to
insolation, temperature and soil moisture, respectively. gE is estimated as the normalized monthly
mean solar irradiation (neglecting attenuations due to the atmosphere, topography or any other
factor) while gT and gM are given by piecewise linear functions with 2 free parameters (Figure 1.a).
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Figure 1: (a) Functional form of VS-Lite growth responses to temperature and soil moisture.(b) Geographical
position of the chronology sites.

gT can be calculated directly as temperature is an input variable, whereas gM depends on the soil
moisture, which is not given beforehand. In VS-Lite soil moisture is obtained via the “CPC Leaky
bucket model” (Huang et al 1996), which simulates water balance cycle considering precipitation,
evapo-transpiration, surface and subsurface runoff, and groundwater loss. Finally, the obtained
monthly growth rate is integrated over a moving time window, not necessarily 12 months long, and
the annual tree-ring width series this way produced is standardized so as to generate the final
simulated chronology.
In our calculations, the leaky bucket model parameters were set to their default values,
temperature and moisture response parameters were obtained via the Bayesian estimator
provided with the model, and the integration time window used was 16 months long, starting in
September of the previous year. This time window configuration was the one used in TolwinskiWard et al (2011) in their validation experiments, as it contributed to account for the autocorrelation
observed in real tree-ring width series.
Climate and tree-ring data
Monthly temperature and precipitation time series for the studied sites were obtained via bi-lineal
interpolation of several gridded datasets (Table 1). As for tree-ring data, we used 3 ring width
chronologies of Mountain Pine (Pinus uncinata) coming from the Spanish Pyrenees (Figure 1.b),
characterized for their high expressed population signals (Table 2). The similarity between
observed and simulated chronologies was assessed through the calculation of their Pearson
correlation, whose significance, measured by its p-value, was corrected for effective number of
degrees of freedom, so as to take into account the chronologies' autocorrelation.
Table 1: Characteristics of the climate datasets used as input for VS-Lite model.
Database
ERA40
NCEP-NCAR R1
GPCC V5
CRU TS 3.1

Source
ECMWF
NCEP-NCAR
GPCC
CRU

Grid
Regular 1.5°x 1.5°
Gaussian 1.88°
Regular 0.5°x 0.5°
Regular 0.5°x 0.5°

Time Span
1957 - 2002
1948 - 2012
1901 - 2009
1901 - 2009

Gridding Methodology
Reanalysis
Reanalysis
Interpolation
Interpolation

Table 2: Characteristics of the tree-ring width chronologies.
Site
A
B
C

EPS
> 0.95
> 0.91
> 0.97

Cores
68
42
67
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Longitude
1.7
0.55
-0.98

Altitude
2100
2400
2135
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Results and Discussion
VS-Lite operation strongly depends on the climate dataset used and the chronology site (Table 3).
Results utilizing ERA40 reanalysis both for temperature and precipitation were satisfactory only at
site A. This performance was greatly improved by using GPCC precipitation data, which is quite
consistent with the well know deficiencies of reanalysis data in terms of precipitation. Simulated
chronologies produced with NCEP/NCAR reanalysis behaved similarly; however, in this case the
correlation increase was considerably smaller which suggests a higher quality of NCEP/NCAR R1
precipitation data. In general, correlation values achieved with the temperature-precipitation
combination ERA40-GPCC V5 were higher than the ones obtained with NCEP/NCAR-GPCC V5,
probably owing to the fact that the models used into ERA40 reanalysis were specially tuned for
Europe. Finally, our outcome using CRU TS 3.1 presented again an improvement when using
GPCC data. Nonetheless, in this case at sites A an B the performance was significantly poorer
than the aforementioned ones.
A particularly robust feature of our results is the apparent poorer performance of VS-Lite at sites B
and C regardless of the climate data set used, which might be attributed to an stronger influence at
these places of non-climatic factors or climate-driven tree-ring growth aspects not properly
captured by VS-Lite. On the other hand, for all 3 sites the highest correlations between modelled
and actual chronologies were obtained using the input data combination ERA40-GPCC V5. For
this combination we also tried to partially consider topographic effects by performing an adiabatic
correction to the temperature values proportional to the elevation difference between the
chronology site and the interpolated grid altitude (0.56°/100m). This attempt, however, was rather
counter-effective probably as a consequence of the crudeness of the lapse rate correction.
Table 3: Pearson correlation between observed and modelled tree-ring width chronologies.
Climate Data
Temperature Precipitation
ERA40
ERA40
ERA40
GPCC V5
NCEP R1
NCEP R1
NCEP R1
GPCC V5
CRU TS 3.1
CRU TS 3.1
CRU TS 3.1
GPCC V5
ERA40*
GPCC V5

Site A
Correlation p-value
0.54
0.054
0.65
0.029
0.46
0.049
0.49
0.038
0.18
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.39
0.055

Site B
Correlation p-value
0.14
0.44
0.018
0.40
0.056
0.40
0.056
0.11
0.26
0.21
0.11
0.38
0.066

Site C
Correlation p-value
0.04
0.34
0.06
0.16
0.36
0.23
0.13
0.26
0.11
0.27
0.064
0.29
0.17

* Temperature value corrected adiabatically for the elevation difference between site and dataset grid.

Figure 2(a) shows actual and simulated chronologies during the time span 1958-1997 for the
aforementioned highest skill combination of temperature-precipitation data. An interesting common
feature of our modelled chronologies is a noticeable shared low-skill period around year 1970,
presumably imputable to a regional phenomena not described by VS-Lite.
Mean growth response plots (Figure 2(b)) indicate that the climate-driven tree-ring growth at site A
was mostly driven by temperature, as the mean response to moisture was always maximum and
therefore never influenced the growth rate. Climate-driven growth at sites B and C, in turn, was
intermittently driven by temperature and moisture, as around August the mean response to
moisture was smaller than the mean response to temperature and accordingly moisture stress
became the growth limiting factor.
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Figure 2: VS-Lite results using temperature data from ERA40 reanalysis and precipitation data from GPCC
database V5. (a) Observed (circles) and simulated (triangles) standardized tree-ring width chronologies (b)
Mean Response Functions to temperature (diamonds) and moisture (crosses).

Conclusion
Despite its very simplified approach to the modelling of climate-driven tree-ring growth, VS-lite was
skilful at simulating tree-ring width chronologies of the Pyrenees area using gridded datasets as
climate input. The best agreement between real and modelled chronologies was obtained using
reanalysis temperature data and interpolated precipitation records.
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Introduction
Oxygen isotopes in tree rings have become an increasingly significant tool in obtaining
retrospective insight into plant physiological response to climate and other environmental variables
(e.g. Brienen et al. 2012; Danis et al. 2006; Edwards et al. 2008; Gessler et al. 2009; Kress et al.
2009; Kress et al. 2010; McCarroll & Loader 2004; Miller et al. 2006; Poussart et al. 2004;
Robertson et al. 2001; Saurer et al. 1997a; Saurer et al. 1997b; Treydte et al. 2007; Treydte et al.
2006). δ18O values are constrained by the isotopic ratio of the source water (Roden et al. 2000)
and locally integrate the stomatal response to vapour pressure deficit (VPD) via leaf water
enrichment, being coupled with transpiration (Barbour et al. 2004; Yakir & DeNiro 1990). The
possible mixture of xylem water and needle water as well as the exchange of carbonyl positions of
glucose during cellulose formation (Barbour & Farquhar 2000) makes it difficult to decipher
whether isotopic patterns of regional atmospheric circulation patterns through precipitation or local
short-term variations in air humidity dominate the tree-ring signal. Since no fractionation of oxygen
isotopes takes place during water uptake by the root system (Barbour 2007; Dawson & Ehleringer
1991), the water in the xylem should reflect the 18O-signature of the soil water and its vertical
seasonal variation. A number of studies have been conducted using this circumstance to
distinguish which water source is utilized by the tree (Darrouzet-Nardi et al. 2006; Dawson 1998;
Dawson & Ehleringer 1991; Valentini et al. 1994).
Here we present a highly resolved dataset of oxygen isotopes in soil and xylem water from two
alpine sites and tree species. This unique dataset is used to test how far the sampled soil water
reflects xylem water on a highly resolved seasonal basis and if a single isotope, two-source mixing
model (Brunel et al. 1995; Phillips & Gregg 2001) using two soil depths can be applied to estimate
xylem water δ18O. This should help to achieve a closer understanding of seasonal changes in the
water uptake and hence, the trees’ internal water cycle.
Material and Methods
Study design
The study region is the Loetschental (46° 24’ 38.48” N, 7° 49’ 43.67” E), an inner-alpine dry valley
in the Swiss Alps. Two sites were selected, one on a small ridge at the valley bottom (1300 m asl)
considered to be warm and dry, and the other, cool and moist, at the tree line (2100 m asl) of the
south-facing slope. Soil types are similar at both sites with about 60 cm depth from the surface to
the bedrock and are classified as podzolic cambisols.
At both sites four larch (Larix decidua MILL.) and at the lower site additional four spruce (Picea
abies H. KARST.) were selected. Each of the trees sampled grew in an open forest stand ensuring
a good exposition to sunlight. Sampling took place during the growing seasons 2008-2011, on a
weekly basis from March/April to November. Three twigs per tree of about 10 cm, with sun
exposition, at a height of approximately 5-8 m were cut with pruning scissors for xylem water δ18O
measurements. Needles, bark and phloem were peeled off the twigs to expose the xylem and then
all tissues were pooled tree-wise into air-tight glass tubes. In 2009, the pooling included all trees,
resulting in only one dataset for needle and xylem water respectively.
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Additionally, rain collectors were set up at each site, with the funnels of the collectors connected to
a 2 l storage bottle buried and covered by a PVC pipe to protect the sample from high
temperatures and solar radiation (O'Driscoll et al. 2005; Thimonier et al. 2005). The installation
was tested with water of known 18O/16O-ratio to ensure no evaporative enrichment. Soil water was
sampled with tension lysimeters at 10 and 60 cm depth. The lysimeters were custom-made. Glass
suction plates with 50 mm diameter (Schmizo AG, Zofingen, Switzerland) were used at 10 cm
depth whereas the soil water at 60 cm depth was sampled using high-flow porous ceramic cups
(Soil moisture Equipment Cop., Santa Barbara, USA). Both soil and precipitation water samples
were collected weekly. All samples (twigs, soil water and precipitation) were carried on ice during
fieldwork and later on stored at -21 °C in the laboratory prior to analysis.
Soil moisture was measured with ECH2O EC-5 Sensors (Decagon Devices, Inc., Pullman, USA) at
10 and 70 cm depth at the tree line and 10 and 60 cm depth at the valley bottom, respectively. The
hourly measured soil moisture data were averaged over the respective sampling period of
approximately seven days.
Xylem water for isotope measurements was extracted using a cryogenic vacuum line (Ehleringer et
al. 2000) at the Laboratory of Atmospheric Chemistry (PSI), Switzerland, where also the isotope
ratios were determined with a Delta Plus XP mass-spectrometer and a Thermo-Conversion
Elemental Analyzer TC/EA (Thermo Fisher Scientifics Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). Measurements of
the oxygen isotopic ratio of the soil water and the precipitation were carried out at the Central
Laboratory of the Swiss Federal Institute WSL, Switzerland, with a Delta V Advantage mass
spectrometer, Gas bench II (Thermo Fisher Scientifics Inc., Waltham, MA, USA).
Data analysis
A two-source mixing model was applied giving the fraction f of one of two possible source
partitioning with the following mass balance equation after Phillips & Gregg (2001):
δxyl = f*δsoil10 + (1-f)*δsoil60

(Eqn. 1)

where δxyl, δsoil10 and δsoil60 represent the oxygen isotope ratio of water sampled at the twig's xylem,
and soil depth of 10 and 60 cm, respectively. Equation 2 was rearranged to obtain f (Phillips &
Gregg 2001):
f = (δxyl - δsoil60)/(δsoil10 - δsoil60)

(Eqn. 2)

Values of f higher than one and lower than zero were set to one and zero, respectively. A f value of
zero indicates that the xylem water originates exclusively from soil layers at 60 cm depth or, since
negative values have been set to zero, deeper. On the other hand, f values of one indicate that
xylem water originates exclusively from shallow soil or even surface water.
Additionally, δ18O values of soil water at 10 cm and 60 cm depth were averaged for each sampling
week, weighted by their corresponding soil moisture values and compared with xylem water δ18O
of the same week. For the weighting only plant available water was used. Plant available water is
soil water content at field capacity minus soil water content at the permanent wilting point. Both
were determined after Teepe et al. (2003) using bulk density and soil texture.
Since the timing of the last sampling dates of every year varied, the mean δ18O value from
October 15 to November 15 of the respective year was used for calculations relating to the end of
these seasons.
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Results
Seasonal patterns of xylem water δ18O
All trees at a site and within both species show strong common xylem water δ18O variation with
distinct seasonal trends (Fig. 1). Common patterns are indicated by high inter-series correlations
(mean r) in 2008, 2010 and 2011 and low standard deviation (SD) within each of the three datasets
per sampling date (mean SD: larch at the tree line = 0.9‰, larch at the valley bottom = 1.3‰,
spruce at the valley bottom = 0.9‰). These strong coherencies among individuals point to
homogenous site conditions and suggest that the selected trees represent the population signal at
the site, therefore allowing averaging data on a site basis for subsequent calculations. Common
trends between trees are particularly seen in the low frequency, with a striking decreasing trend to
minimum values in early spring only seen in larch (mean difference from maximum to minimum:
12.9±0.7‰) and increasing trends of both species and both sites during the growing seasons. At
the tree line, the lowest values are observed around the end of June with an average minimum (all
years included) of -12.5‰. The xylem water δ18O values then increase until the end of the
sampling period (October 15 to November 15) to a maximum, all years included, ranging
from -9.9‰ to -6.7‰. Mean xylem water δ18O calculated for the growing seasons of all years is
similar at both tree line and valley bottom (-9.7‰ and -9.0‰, respectively). At the latter location,
minimum values for larch are observed in mid-May and range from -11.8‰ in 2010 to -13.9‰ in
2011. At the end of the growing season (Oct. 15 – Nov. 15) values are within the range observed
at the tree line with a mean δ18O of -9.5‰. Spruces in 2010 and 2011, in comparison with larch,
present the most 18O depleted xylem water at the beginning of the growing season (around the
beginning of April) with mean values of -12.3‰ and an increasing trend up to values from -9.7‰
to -6.2‰ at the end of the sampling period. Winter xylem water δ18O values between December
2010 and March 2011, measured four times for both species at the valley bottom and once for
larch at the tree line, suggest a slightly increasing trend reaching the maximum values in early
spring.

Figure 1: Seasonal trends of all three datasets of xylem water δ18O. Each point represents one tree at each
sampling date. Mean r is the inter-series correlation for each species, site and year. Grey areas highlight the
winter season.
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Soil water δ18O
In early spring of all four years, oxygen isotope values of soil water sampled at 10 and 60 cm depth
show similar and strongly 18O depleted values (-14.5‰ at the tree line and -14.2‰ at the valley
bottom, respectively) (Fig. 2). Rapidly, the isotope values of both soil depths diverge and show
different trends and offsets during the season. While water from the deeper soil layers shows
damped variations compared to the surface water and enriches slowly towards summer, the
surface water shows higher variations. A mean seasonal δ18O value of -8.6±1.7‰ at the tree line,
including all years, is close to the mean δ18O precipitation values measured in the study region
during the sampling season at both sites: -8.5±3.5‰; data not shown). At the valley bottom, the
soil is often dry during the summer preventing any water to be sampled as seen in 2009 and 2011.
However, 2008 and 2010 were sufficiently wet for soil water sampling. Mean δ18O value of soil
water during both growing seasons is -7.0±2.7‰, slightly enriched compared to δ18O precipitation
values as mentioned above. At the end of the sampling periods (Oct. 15 to Nov. 15 in 2009-2011)
the upper soil layer contains water depleted in 18O (-9.5±1.0‰) compared to the summer. The soil
water sampled deeper shows similar values (-11.0±0.7‰). In 2008, the sampling ended already in
September, (average for September: 10 cm: -7.5±0.8‰; 60 cm: -10.0±0.8‰), and therefore these
values were excluded from the subsequent calculations.

Figure 2: Seasonal trends of averaged weekly xylem water δ18O compared to weekly soil water δ18O of both
depths from April to November. Winter season 2010/11 is excluded since soil water was not collected. Grey
areas highlight the winter season.

The high δ18Oxyl values of larch at the beginning of all sampling periods strongly differ from the
highly depleted soil water values at the same time. After δ18Oxyl values have reached a minimum,
they generally follow the seasonal trends of δ18Osoil at the tree line with a closer dependency on the
deeper soil water. The relation between δ18O of the xylem and the deeper soil water cannot be fully
confirmed at the valley site due to large gaps in the soil water records.
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Source partitioning and influence of soil moisture
The fraction of soil water from 10 cm depth shows a high variability at both sites (Fig 3). Values for
f cover the full range from zero to one. However, the lowest value for spruce reached only 0.22.
Due to the low number of f-values at the valley bottom due to a low amount of soil water samples,
this site was excluded from any further calculations and interpretations.

Figure 3: Fraction of water (f) obtained from 10 cm soil depth with 0 and 1 values respectively meaning 0%
use of surface water (100% use of deep soil water (60cm depth)), and vice-versa. Each point represents one
sampling date whereas the median f is indicated by a bold line.

The difference between the weighted average of soil water and the average of xylem water shows
less variability than f during the growing seasons and stays most of the time within the range of
minimum and maximum values of the measured xylem water δ18O of each sampling date (Fig. 4A).

Figure 4: A) Difference between the weighted average of soil water δ18O and average xylem water δ18O
compared to the total range of measured xylem water δ18O during the four sampling periods at the tree line.
Negative values indicate xylem water values depleted in 18O compared to average soil water, positive values
indicate 18O enriched xylem water. B) Soil moisture of both sampling depths during the sampling seasons.
Values represent the average soil moisture during the sampling week.

Samples in August 2008 and the whole season 2009 were pooled and thus, do not allow much
interpretation. Strong negative and positive differences are obvious.
A strongly negative difference would be the minimum in September/October 2009 where xylem
water δ18O is -4.3‰ lower than average soil water. Another minimum is reached at the end of July
with a difference of -2.1‰ compared to average soil water. In 2011, the xylem water δ18O is two
times below the average of soil water: -2.3‰ in July and -2.4‰ in September. Here, the values of
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the average soil water are outside the range of xylem water δ18O. In November 2010 and 2011, the
xylem water is much more enriched compared to the average soil water (4.2‰ for 2010 and 2.7‰
for 2011, respectively).
During the sampling seasons at the tree line, the soil in both depths is usually moist, close to field
capacity, (Fig. 4B). During dry periods, the soil moisture decreases in the upper soil (10 cm depth),
such as in October 2009, July 2010, and July and October 2011.
Discussion and Conclusions
Regarding the seasonal variation of xylem water δ18O of larches, two phases can be distinguished:
(i) a pre-seasonal phase, where xylem water is highly 18O enriched compared to isotopically
depleted soil water at the same dates, suggesting a decoupling between δ18Osoil and δ18Oxyl during
that period, and (ii) the growing season, where xylem water δ18O values are comparable to those
of the soil water, which undergoes a positive trend from early spring to late autumn towards more
important enrichment. This phase starts every year at the absolute minimum of xylem water δ18O,
being also the date of bud break. At the end of the sampling season, the δ18O values of xylem
water start being above the soil water again. Therefore, xylem water δ18O values at that time might
already be a part of the pre-seasonal phase. The processes behind the appearance of this winter
enrichment are not fully clear yet, but freeze-thaw events, which occur during wintertime (Mayr et
al. 2006) might be the main driver. While twigs above the snow surface experience strong radiation
during day time in winter and can heat up accordingly (Mayr et al. 2012; Tranquillini 1976), the
transpiration stream within the tree has stopped. This might lead to a slow enrichment, especially
during late winter, when daily radiation becomes stronger every day.
The soil water δ18O sampled in spring is generally depleted at both soil depths. These values show
the strong influence of water from snowmelt, which soaks the ground. From this time on, the soil
water from the upper soil layers becomes quickly enriched, partly due to the mixing with
precipitation during the growing season, but also the influence of evaporative processes at the soil
surface. The soil layer in 60 cm depth plays a key role in melt water storage and suggests a
gradient from enriched to depleted water from surface to deep soil layers. The δ18O values in
60 cm depth represent therefore an older and more integrated signal dominated by winter snowfall.
The fraction f of soil water represented in xylem water varies strongly over all seasons, from 0-1,
suggesting that source partitioning from the upper soil layers, reflecting precipitation, to the deep
soil layers, is possible. The existence of groundwater with a differing δ18O signal can be excluded
at both sites. Since the difference in δ18O values of both soil layers becomes smaller during the
season, we might not be able to assess the source partitioning after August or September.
Looking at the comparison between moisture weighted soil water and xylem water, it becomes
clear that a direct uptake of precipitation is unlikely. For this, xylem water should be markedly
higher than averaged soil water. An exception is the late season in 2010 and 2011, where xylem
water is already strongly enriched. In this time larches already lost their needles at the tree line and
this enrichment would be a first indicator for uncoupling from soil water signal and could be already
accounted for during the pre-seasonal enrichment phase.
During the growing seasons, soil and xylem water stay within the same range almost all the time.
During summer and autumn only, xylem water δ18O decreases below soil water. This is always
accompanied by dry soil conditions. Plants take up water where it is most available (Dawson
(1998), especially larches with their expansive root system, which can reach water from shallow
soil down to deeper layers, resulting in a mixture controlled by soil water potential. Surface water or
precipitation seems not to have a direct influence on xylem water, since it is never markedly
enriched compared to average soil water. Rain is integrated in the upper soil layer and therefore
has surely an indirect influence. Fog as a potential source is seldom at our study site at the tree
line and is therefore not taken into account. The acquisition of water from soil layers deeper than
60 cm, which are unfortunately out of reach for measurements, during drier periods suggests a
stronger influence of depleted water from the winter season. This was the case in autumn 2009. In
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combination with the occurring exchange of sugars with xylem water during cell formation (Barbour
& Farquhar 2000), the depleted xylem water could have an increasing dampening effect during
periods with a high VPD and therefore on the originally strong δ18O enrichment during
photosynthesis. So the weighted average of soil water is a possibility to calculate the
corresponding xylem water. To get better results, a more precise soil water model that incorporates
deeper soil layers is in the test phase. In addition, another site where the lower soil is continuously
saturated with water characterized by a relatively constant δ18O value was installed at the valley
bottom. Data compilation for this new wet site has just started and will be presented in a later
manuscript.
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Introduction
Stable isotopes (carbon, oxygen and hydrogen) from tree-rings are widely used in climate and
environmental studies (e.g. Schleser et al. 1999, McCarroll & Loader 2004, Leavitt et al. 2007,
Saurer et al. 2008, Hennig et al. 2011, Dorado Liñán et al. 2011, Schollaen et al. 2013).
Physiological processes affecting isotope fractionation such as stomatal conductance and
photosynthetic rate react sensitively to climatic and environmental factors during the year. To
extract valuable seasonal climatic and environmental information high-resolution stable isotope
analyses of tree rings are needed. To date, the common method to prepare intra-annual isotope
samples is to divide tree rings in tangential sections using a fixed-blade sledge microtome (e.g.
Loader et al. 1995, Helle & Schleser 2004, Verheyden et al. 2005), a scalpel (e.g. Roden et al.
2009) or a twist drill (Fichtler et al. 2010). Thereby, the rings were subdivided into segments of
equal widths along a radial direction and thickness of tangential sections varies from 20 µm to 180
µm. Accurate sample adjustment, as well as correct identification of tree-ring borders was provided
by visual inspection using a binocular or microscope. Wood samples were ground to a fine powder
and either cellulose was extracted or bulk wood samples were used, as recent studies on isotopic
differences of bulk wood and cellulose extraction report little or no differences in the variability of
the isotope signal (Borella et al. 1998, Van de Water 2002, Loader et al. 2003, Verheyden et al.
2005, Taylor et al. 2008). Important for this method is the selection of parallel rings with almost
straight tree-ring borders. As the curvature of growth rings varies under natural conditions, often
only a limited number of consecutive rings per sample is suitable for high-resolution intra-annual
isotope measurements. Another method for high-resolution stable isotope sampling is the use of a
UV-laser ablation. Wood sample material from a tree core is extracted with an UV-laser leaving
40µm-wide holes (Schulze et al. 2004). Ablated wood dust is then combusted to CO2, at 700°C,
separated from other gases and injected into an isotope ratio mass spectrometer.
Here, we tested a new UV-laser microdissection system from LEICA (www.leicamicrosystems.com). Laser microdissection (LMD) is a specific form of laser-assisted
microdissection that uses an UV cutting laser to isolate tissues of interest from thin sections of
biological samples, which are collected by gravity below the sample. LMD is being applied widely
in biomedical research and also in animal and plant research (e.g. Nelson et al. 2006, Abbott et al.
2010). We present the use of an UV-Laser Microdissection Microscope (LMD) to prepare reliable
high-precisely intra-annual wood samples. The design and the handling of this UV-Laser
Microdissection Microscope for dendrochronological research is described. Advantages and
constraints are discussed on the basis of high resolution stable isotope analyses on woody plant
material of teak (Tectona grandis) samples from Indonesia.
Samples and Methods
Sample preparation
The wood material selected is from living tropical teak trees (Tectona grandis) at Java (Indonesia)
collected with increment cores of 5 mm diameter. Firstly, the cores were cut in pieces of 5 cm
length corresponding with the size of the object holders of the UV-Laser Microdissection
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Microscope. Secondly, transverse or cross sections of approximately 500 µm thickness from
sampled cores were cut with a core microtome (Gärtner & Nievergelt 2010). To prepare the wood
surface for an effective cutting process the sample lies some hours in a glycerin solution to make
the surface soft. At last, the cross-sections were fixed on special object holders (Fig.1), designed at
the GFZ (German Research Centre for Geosciences) and treated under the LMD.

Figure 1: Object holder with wood samples. Tree-ring cross-sections are fixed between 2 metal frame slides,
wherein up to three cross sections of 59 mm length can be mounted.

UV-Laser Microdissection Microscope
The UV-Laser Microdissection Microscope from LEICA (LMD 7000) enables the analyses of cells
or tissues and is frequently used in biomedical research. Biological samples are viewed under an
upright microscope, dissected via an UV-laser coming from above and collected into tubes by
gravity (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Leica LMD 7000, Research microscope with an UV-Microdissection Laser (a). Marked wood areas
are cut by a moving UV-laser (b) and fell down by gravity into tin or silver capsules standing in a collection
device (c).

This UV-laser is able to cut fast and easy dissections of tree-rings or/and parts thereof with
contact- and contamination-free specimen collection. Cutting lines can be drawn accurate by
mouse or with a pen-screen and dissectioning of areas of any size or shape is possible. This
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allows to exclude irrelevant areas as resin ducts or rays. Furthermore, it is possible to cut serial
section or even to pool sample material, e.g. if the mass of the cut area is not sufficient for stable
isotope measurements. The laser moves via optics and the cross section sample stays fixed. The
dissected wood samples can be collected directly in thin or silver capsules for carbon and oxygen
isotope analyses with conventional IRMS systems. The whole drawing and cutting process can be
automatically documented (e.g. images, videos, database) for quality control.
Sample collection
The cross sections of approximately 500 µm thickness from teak cores are fixed in object holders
and visualized under the microscope (magnification 5x, 10x). Several annual tree rings were
graphically subdivided into segments, with the number of segments per year varying depending on
the tree-ring width and sample mass for following stable isotope measurements (range from 10 to
40 segments per year). The scheme of the intra-annual sampling process is illustrated in Figure 3.
Every drawn segment is dissected with the UV-laser and collected by gravity in single silver
capsules standing in the collection holder. The laser dissection process from wood segment
selection to the cutting process was documented with an image-database (IM500).
Finally, the dissected and collected wood segments were given in the Isotope Ratio Mass
Spectrometer (IRMS) for 18O measurements. The mass of dissected samples varies from 80 µg to
220 µg.

Figure 3: Left part: Selected segments (numbered 1,2,3, etc.) within one teak tree-ring for cutting process
with an UV-Laser Microdissection Microscope (LMD 7000, Leica). Right part: Cutting process with the first 10
parts already cut and fallen down in separate collector devices.

Results and Discussion
High-resolution intra-annual 18O variations
The 8O profile shows a clear annual cycle. Wood formation starts with a parenchyma band
showing 18O values that are similar to the 18O values at the end of the previous ring. Then the
18O values are rising up to a seasonal maximum appearing early in the growing season. This 18O
maximum is followed by a decline to a seasonal minimum typically in the 2nd third of each tree ring
before 18O is marginally rising again in the last third of the growing season. The annual 18O
pattern follows the annual cycle in rainfall amount and its corresponding isotope signature at this
site (Schollaen et al. 2013). High tree-ring 18O values during the start of the growing season
represent the 18O signature in precipitation of the prior dry season. Low tree-ring 18O values
reveal the 18O signature in precipitation of the main rainy season. To our knowledge, this is the
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first time that intra-annual 18O values in tropical trees can reflect the rainfall pattern over an entire
year with distinct rainy and dry season signals.
As AD 1987 shows, less than 10 data points per tree ring are mostly not sufficient to produce
reliable intra-annual variations. Minimum 10 data points per tree ring are recommended to illustrate
high-resolution intra-annual stable isotope records.
This result shows the crucial value of the new dissection method as it allows for new approaches
towards high-resolution isotope chronologies.

Figure 4: Intra-annual 18O variations from tree core 15b collected at Java, Indonesia, plotted vs.
radial increment of the particular tree ring. The data points represent the number of segments
dissected per tree ring. This isotopic cycle is hypothesized to reflect the annual cycle in rainfall
amount and humidity at this location (Schollaen et al. 2013).

Evaluation of the laser microdissection from Leica (LMD 7000)
The automatic high-precision laser dissection tool is a fast and reliable method for preparing highresolution wood samples. The LMD can be used for inter-and intra-annual carbon and oxygen
stable isotopes investigations on tree rings. Our current measurement scheme contains 3 steps:
1. Preparation of thin cross sections (max. 1000 µm thickness),
2. UV-laser microdissection of inter-or intra-annual wood sections and
3. Stable carbon and oxygen isotope analysis via Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (IRMS).
There are several advantages using the LMD: Relevant cells/tissues can be selected on screen by
pen, where else non-relevant tissues (e.g. resin ducts) can be removed. Any size and area can be
dissected by the UV-laser and the complete selected sample is recovered. In addition, samples
can be pooled and if desired cellulose extraction is possible after the cutting process. The use of
thin cross sections leaves the core intact and provides the opportunity for other
dendrochronological investigations. Furthermore, there is a detailed documentation of the
dissecting and cutting process. The laser dissection method avoids several disadvantages of the
laser ablation method where spot size is limited, the loss of particles is >60µm (dust filter) and no
online monitoring of the laser ablation process is possible (Schulze et al. 2004).
Limitation of the LMD system is a non-automatic z-focus. When the selected shape does not fall
down after the cutting process, a new cutting process must be started manually. The LEICA
system uses high-precision optics to steer the laser beam using prisms along the desired cut lines
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on the tissue. This involves the limitation that the laser can only cut drawn lines/areas marked on
the visible screen. If larger areas should be dissected a new shape must be drawn and a new
cutting process must be started. However, pooling of selected specimen solve this limitation.
Conclusion and Applications
The automatic UV-laser dissection system (LMD7000, LEICA Microsystems) allows the user to cut
samples of wood at unprecedented precision. Here, we tested the LMD tool as a fast and reliable
method for preparing high-resolution intra-annual wood samples from tropical trees for standard
stable isotope measurements. The new technique facilitates inter-and intra-annual tree-ring
analysis and opens various possibilities for wood anatomical and plant physiological studies. For
instance, detailed assessment of carbon and oxygen isotope variability in wooden parts such as
resin ducts, rays, fibres vessels or parenchyma cells are possible. Plant structure in relation to
plant functioning by combining wood anatomy and stable isotope analysis can be evaluated.
Furthermore, the UV-laser microdissection system facilitates the establishment of long and
continuous high-resolution isotope chronologies for high quality climate reconstructions.
Multidisciplinary analyses (e.g. wood density, wood chemistry analyses) on the same wood sample
are now possible with a complete recovery of the sample due to the use of thin cross sections.
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Introduction
The Mediterranean Basin is considered to be a hotspot of global warming, associated with severe
impacts on both bio-ecological and socio-economical systems (IPCC 2007). Several
dendroclimatological studies have been carried out in the Pyrenees, where robust temperature
signals are predominantly retained from nearby altitudinal treeline ecotones (Büntgen et al. 2010).
Büntgen et al. (2008) analyzed maximum latewood densities (MXD) from a high-elevation
sampling site in the Spanish Pyrenees and reconstructed May-September temperatures back to
medieval times. Despite the commonly used tree ring width (TRW) and MXD parameters (Büntgen
et al. 2010, Dorado Liñán et al. 2012), carbon isotopic ratios also showed promising results in
different locations and became an important proxy of past climate variability (overview in Treydte et
al. 2007). In the Pyrenees, climatic signals retained in stable carbon isotopes include both summer
precipitation and temperature (Andreu et al. 2008, Dorado Liñán et al. 2011). Carbon fractionation
procedures within trees and their impact on low-frequency trends are not well understood, as
variations in the amount and isotopic composition of atmospheric CO2 as well as climate variations
are simultaneously incorporated in tree rings (Farquhar et al. 1982, Feng & Epstein 1995,
Kürschner 1996, Treydte et al. 2004, McCarroll & Loader 2004, Helle & Schleser 2004). Analyses
of low-frequency changes in tree ring stable isotopes are constrained by the work load required to
produce annually resolved δ13C and δ18O time series from single trees. Esper et al. (2010)
established decadally resolved, millennial-length δ13C and δ18O records to analyze long-term
trends in tree ring isotope data. These data have, however, not being calibrated against
instrumental time series, a procedure explored here.
We present six decadally resolved carbon isotope records spanning the 1901-2009 period, derived
from Pinus uncinata trees originating from the same sampling site as used in Esper et al. (2010).
These single-tree δ13Craw time series are transformed considering various correction methods
(Feng & Epstein 1995, Kürschner 1996, McCarroll & Loader 2004) and calibrated against climate
data to assess the reconstruction potential of the millennial-length carbon isotope data from the
region.
Material and Methods
Study site and sampling strategy
The altitude of the selected treeline site, located near Gerber Lake at the northern border of the
“D’Aigüestortes Estany de Sant Maurici” Spanish National Park in the Central Pyrenees, west of
Andorra, ranges from 2314 to 2380 m asl. The prevailing tree species is Pinus uncinata, a shadeintolerant conifer tree in the open forest ecotone. Tree height varies between 3-6 m, and diameter
at breast height ranges from 0.25-1.08 m.
In June 2010 twenty-three Pinus uncinata trees were selected at the aforementioned treeline site.
The selection of the pine individuals was based on the estimated tree ages, to establish a dataset
including only trees of similar or comparable age throughout the calibration period. Since dry-dead
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material was rare, the selection focused on material from living trees. The sampled trees have no
access to ground water.
Four cores (0.5 cm diameter) were sampled from each tree in a radial configuration at breast
height, two diametrically parallel and two diametrically perpendicular to the slope, whenever
possible.

Pic du Midi
Gerber
sampling site

Figure 1: Study area; Gerber sampling site shown in black, gridded climate data in grey, and Pic du Midi
station in grey (large dot).

Tree ring width and stable isotope measurements
Core samples were cut lengthwise and vertically to the wood fiber to maintain plain surfaces. Tree
ring widths were measured using TSAP-WinTM Professional (Rinn et al. 2007), cross-dated using
CoFecha (Holmes 1983), and detrended using the Regional Curve Standardization technique
(RCS, Esper et al. 2003) within ARSTAN (Cook 1985).
A subset of six trees was selected and each tree ring, from 1901-2009, sectioned with a scalpel.
For isotopic measurements, two core samples were merged to represent a single tree, i.e. two cut
samples (from the same year) were joined. From this basic wood material α-cellulose was
extracted following procedures established by Green (1963) and advanced by Loader (1996).
Homogenization of the α-cellulose samples was achieved by using an ultrasonic technique
(Laumer et al. 2009). Samples were freeze-dried prior to analyzing carbon isotope ratios using an
IsoPrime (GV Instruments, Manchester, UK) Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (IRMS) with an
interfaced elemental analyzer (Fisons NA 1500 NC) on a continuous carrier gas flow, operated at
the GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) Potsdam.
The resulting annual values, expressed relative to the international VPDB standard in per mill (‰),
were transformed to decadal, no mass weighted values by calculating 10-year-means (19011910,..., 1991-2000; except 2001-2009 representing only 9 values) to transform the explored
climate signal to the millennial long, decadally resolved time series displayed in Esper et al. (2010).
Six δ13C time series representing individual trees (two radii per tree) and consisting of eleven
decadal values from 1901 to 2009 are used in this assessment.
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Physiological fractionation and correction
Anthropogenic fossil fuel burning since the beginning of industrialization has lead to a declining
trend of δ13C in atmospheric CO2 and is also reflected in tree ring δ13Craw values (Farquhar et al.
1982, McCarroll & Loader 2004, Treydte et al. 2007). This non-climatic decreasing trend inherent
in the tree ring data is corrected by applying a procedure detailed in McCarroll and Loader (2004);
the dataset is referred to as δ13Catm hereinafter. As the increased atmospheric CO2 concentration
also influences plant metabolism – through stronger discrimination against the heavier 13C isotope
– we additionally corrected the δ13Craw values following suggestions by Kürschner (1996,
hereinafter δ13CK) and Feng & Epstein et al. (1995, hereinafter δ13CFE).
Climate data and calibration
Climate signals of the TRW, δ13Catm, δ13CK, and, δ13CFE were assessed using Pearson productmoment correlation coefficients calculated over the 1901-2009 period, including 11 decadal values.
Temperature data from the Pic du Midi station (2,862m asl, 43°04’N, 0°09’E), and gridded
precipitation (CRU TS 3.1, Mitchell & Jones 2005) and PDSI data (Dai et al. 2004) are considered.
To calibrate climate data against the decadally resolved isotope data, decadal arithmetic means
were calculated for all climate variables. Since the availability of climate data of the most recent
decade varies (temperature 1901-2005, precipitation 1901-2009, PDSI 1901-2005), the period
from 2001-2009 represents varying number of values (temperature: 5 values, precipitation: 9
values, PDSI: 5 values).
Results and Discussion
Stable isotope data
The individual stable isotope time series show a remarkable offset among single trees (Fig. 2).
Mean values of single trees range from -21.75 ‰ to -23.90 ‰ (δ13Craw) and offsets increase up to
>3 ‰ during several periods. Whereas these differences do not alter substantially in the different
corrections, interseries correlations increase from 0.23 for δ13Catm to 0.69 for δ13CK and 0.93 for
δ13CFE. These changes are associated with the common and most important increasing trends
added throughout the corrections. The common declining trend inherent in δ13Craw is removed in
the δ13Catm data. The additional correction for physiological fractionations caused an overall
positive low-frequency trend in δ13CK – and even more so in δ13CFE, altering the correlations to
eventually > 0.9.
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Figure 2: Decadally resolved carbon isotope data. Grey lines indicate individual trees, black lines their
arithmetic means, for the δ13Craw, δ13Catm, δ13CK, and δ13CFE data.

Climate signals
Since the δ13Craw data contain a well-known non-climatic trend, climate/growth relationships are
estimated between δ13Catm, δ13CK, δ13CFE and monthly temperature anomalies, precipitation sums,
and mean PDSI values (Fig. 3). Most significant results are revealed among the carbon isotope
data and summer temperatures, particularly during July (p < 0.001). The strongest association is
detected between δ13CK and July-September mean temperatures (r=0.94, 1901-2009 period).
Whereas the influence of precipitation seems overall negligible (except for a 95% significant signal
in April), PDSI shows coherent negative correlations up to r=-0.88 (p < 0.001) likely driven by the
longer-term temperature variations.
The strong coherence between δ13CFE and (summer) temperatures points to the low-frequency
trends, inherent in temperature and largely absent from precipitation, as the key variable
influencing the correlation results. The relationships between carbon isotope and climate data vary
according to their low-frequency loadings: δ13CFE (in contrast to δ13Catm) correlates significantly with
PDSI due to the common low-frequency trends inherent in both datasets. Consequently, δ13Catm
correlates better with precipitation, compared to δ13CK and δ13CFE. All significance levels mentioned
in the text are not corrected for lag-1 autocorrelation, which are 0.23 for δ13Catm, 0.76 for δ13CK,
0.93 for δ13CFE, and 0.47 for July-September mean temperature, for example. After reduction of the
degrees of freedom due to lag-1 autocorrelation, δ13Catm values still exceed the 99.9 % confidence
level when correlated with July-September temperatures (r=0.90), in contrast to δ13CK and δ13CFE
data.
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Figure 3: Growth-climate relationships. Monthly and seasonal correlation coefficients between δ 13Catm
(black), δ13CK (grey), and δ13CFE (light grey) versus temperature (top panel), precipitation (middle), and PDSI
(bottom) over the 1901-2009 period. Dashed curves indicate the 95% (bold) and 99% significance levels.
These are not corrected for lag-1 autocorrelation effects; for corrected values, see text.

Spurious trends
The inter-tree offsets shown in this study do not alter the mean values functions (the chronologies),
since replication (n=6) does not change throughout the calibration period (1901-2009). However,
an inter-tree range of 2-3 ‰ can cause spurious trends within carbon isotope datasets, if
replication changes over time – which is a typical feature of longer term tree ring records (Esper et
al. 2002). To illustrate this effect, we omitted the first three decadal sets of two individual time
series and additionally the last three decadal sets of two different time series, as if the dataset
would contain two individuals covering the 1901-1980 period and two individuals covering the
1940-2009 period (as well as two trees covering the full 1901-2009 period) (Fig. 4). The replication
of this new data is consequently reduced from six to four trees at the beginning (1901-1930) and
the end (1980-2009) of the calibration period, which still is considered to be an adequate and
representative amount of individuals for isotope based climate evaluations (Leavitt and Long
1984). During the period represented by all individuals (1940-1980) the original data and mean
remain unaltered. This setup mirrors tree core composition and age structure changes typical to
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long-term chronologies (Treydte et al. 2009, Seftigen et al. 2011, Gagen et al. 2011). The resulting
mean chronologies (see the black curves in Fig. 4), however, indicate entirely different lowfrequency trends as a result of our data treatment. These spurious trends are the consequence of
the substantial level differences of individual stable carbon isotope time series that do not cover
the exact same period. The cause for these differing trends would remain unknown – and the
trends perhaps interpreted as environmental signals – if the wood samples would have been
pooled before isotope measurement. Removing the substantial level differences of individual time
series by calculating anomalies to the individual mean values prior to producing a chronology could
contribute to verify trends inherent in the data and, thus, could help to avoid discarding data of lowreplicated periods.
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Figure 4: Changing δ13Catm mean curves (black) as a consequence of removing decadal sets of individual
trees (grey, see main text). Dashed lines indicate omitted data; left panel: early high and late low decadal
values of two individual time series omitted; right panel: early low and late high decadal values of two
individual time series omitted.

Conclusions
Decadally resolved carbon isotope measurements capture climate signals in the 20th century,
enabling a calibration setup for reconstruction purposes. Especially summer temperature variations
are reflected in tree ring stable carbon isotopes, displayed in correlation values of r=0.90 (p<0.001)
between July-September temperature anomalies and δ13Catm values. Stomata aperture and
subsequent isotopic fractionation in the leaves are driven by temperature, while precipitation is of a
minor importance to the pine trees from the high-elevation Gerber site.
Commonly applied corrections of the carbon isotope data increase the low-frequency trends of
δ13C time series. The increased trends alter the relationship to climate indices: δ13CK and δ13CFE
show higher correlations to climate indices that also incorporate low-frequency trends. The
increasing autocorrelation affect the degrees of freedom, however, a feature that is particularly
significant with decadally resolved data.
More analyses of the physiological processes are needed to clarify which correction is indeed
recommended. In the Spanish Pyrenees, the Kürschner approach (δ13CK) results in the closest
association with temperature data, while the Feng & Epstein approach (δ13CFE) seems to
overestimate the low-frequency trend compared to temperature.
Low-frequency trends within carbon isotope data can also be caused by changes in replication and
need careful analyses. In this study, tree replication is stable (n = 6) over the entire 1901-2009
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calibration period. It is concluded that the displayed low-frequency stable carbon isotope trends
reflect the increasing temperatures since the beginning of the 20th century.
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Introduction
Tree-ring parameters (e.g. ring-width, stable isotopes) are one of the most important outputs from
climate archives because of their precisely dated and annually resolved information. Tree-ring
stable isotope records usually show higher signal strengths than tree-ring widths (e.g. Gagen et al.
2011, Schollaen et al. 2013). A careful wood surface preparation is an essential precondition for
dendrochronological studies, since dating errors can not be corrected afterwards. Normally, when
tree-ring samples are used for stable isotope analysis carbonaceous or oxygenic tools which could
contaminate the stable isotope values, e.g. chalk or pencil, are avoided. However, the use of
pencils and chalk aids the dating and dissection of samples, particularly when working with difficult
tropical species. It is often necessary to highlight the contrast between different wood cell
structures for a better detection of narrow or indistinct annual growth boundaries. Here, we tested a
possible contamination with graphite and gypsum on stable isotope values (13C, 18O) from
wholewood Indonesian teak samples.
Material and Methods
The wood material used for the contamination test is part of a dendro-climatic isotope study of
Teak trees, collected in the eastern part of Central Java, Indonesia (Schollaen et al. 2013). All pretreatment of the collected samples was carried out in the laboratory following standard procedures
outlined in Stokes and Smiley (1968) and Schweingruber (1983). To improve the visibility of the
tree-ring structure the surface of the core samples was cut with a core microtome (Gärtner and
Nievergelt 2010) or special knifes (NT Cutter BA-170). Fine chalk, which consists today only of
gypsum (calcium sulfate: CaSO4 x 2H2O), was rubbed into the pores to increase the visual
contrast. Pencil strokes, which consist essentially of graphite, have been used for dating procedure
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Wood surface from a teak core contaminated with pencil strokes (graphite, black circle) to mark
dating and chalk (calcium sulfate CaSO4) to highlight wood anatomical features.

For stable isotope measurements seven different tree cores were chosen and the wholewood was
analyzed for ~100 years (1900-2007). The tree rings from all cores were cut seperately using a
scalpel and grounded to assure homogeneity. Extractives, such as wood resins and oils, but also
glue, pencil and chalk remains were removed from the wood with boiling de-ionized water and
ethanol in a multiple sample isolation system for solids (Wieloch et al. 2011). Carbon isotope ratios
were measured by combustion (at 1080°C) using an elemental analyser (Model NA 1500; Carlo
Erba, Milan, Italy) coupled online to an Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer (IRMS, Isoprime Ltd.
Cheadle Hulme, United Kingdom). Oxygen isotope ratios were measured using a high temperature
TC/EA pyrolysis furnace (at 1340°C) coupled online to an IRMS (Delta V Advantage, Thermo
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Scientific, Bremen, Germany). Sample replication resulted in a reproducibility of better than ±0.1‰
for 13CTR values and ±0.25‰ for 18OTR values. The isotope ratios are given in the notation,
relative to the standards V-PDB for 13C and V-SMOW for 18O (Craig, 1957).
Possible shifts of the original isotope values from pencil or chalk contaminants can be determined
by:

‰
where:

(1)

ETRC
MrTR, MrC
ETR
EC

is the 13C or 18O value of the contaminated wood sample,
are the respective relative mass fractions of wood or contaminant,
is the original 13C or 18O value of the wood sample,
is the 13C (graphite) or 18O (gypsum) of the contaminants.

To calculate the mass fraction of chalk in the wood samples the used chalk was weighted several
times after highlighting 15cm of the wood core surfaces. The repeated laboratory experiments
gave a maximum contribution of chalk of 0.6% per tree ring. To simplify calculations, the mass
fraction of graphite and chalk in the wood samples is estimated to be 1% (MrC), although the
contribution is probably much lower. Thus, the relative mass fraction of wood is assumed to be
99% (MrTR).

Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the results of the contamination tests. Calculations reveal that the graphite from
pencil strokes (13CGraphite=-26.25‰) has no significant influence (0.01‰) on the original carbon
isotope ratio of the Teak wood (13CTR=-25.22‰). The impact value is well below the measurement
accuracy of the IRMS, which is ±0.1‰. The mean 18O value of chalk (18OGypsum=7.0‰) is far
lower than typical 18O values of wood and thereby suggests a greater impact. However, the
influence of chalk on the original oxygen isotope ratio of Teak (18OTR = 21.41‰) is -0.14‰ which
is also within the analytical error of the oxygen isotope measurements (±0.25‰). In the worst case
a possible analytical error of +0.25‰ to -0.39‰ could occur.
Table 1: Results from the contamination test of graphite and gypsum on tree-ring stable isotope values
(13CTR/18OTR).

mean (ETR/EC) [‰]

13CTR
-25.22

18OTR
21.17

ETRC[‰]

-25.23

21.27

Impact value (ETRC-ETR) [‰]

-0.01

-0.14

13CGraphite
-26.25

18OGypsum
7.0

It should be noted that this error value represents the maximum effect of a contamination without
any pre-treatment, i.e. extraction of impurities, which has been done here. It can be assumed that
graphite and chalk residues have no significant influence on the original isotope ratios of the wood
samples used in this study. Therefore, the use of carbonaceous or oxygenic tools (e.g. pencil and
chalk) can be recommended for dendro-isotopic studies. In particular, when working with new or
difficult tree species, the tools help to improve the dating and dissection of samples.
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Introduction
A growing number of studies utilize tree-ring stable oxygen isotopes to address palaeoclimatic and
ecological research questions. Several papers demonstrate close associations of tree-ring δ18O
time series with observational temperature (e.g. Anderson et al. 1998, Rebetez et al. 2003) and
precipitation data (e.g. Saurer et al. 1995). δ18O in tree-rings reflects the isotopic composition of
the source water utilized by trees. Since this composition is similar between precipitation and soil
water of the topsoil (Anderson et al. 1998, Roden et al. 2000), tree-ring δ18O, particularly from
shallow rooted trees, offers the possibility to study past isotopic variations of precipitation and
climate conditions. However, this approach is likely controlled by the trees' access to soil water,
which may vary within a sampling site — due to differing microsite conditions and root depths —
resulting in varying correlations between tree-ring oxygen isotope and regional climate data.
The authors address this variability by analysing oxygen isotope variations of individual trees
growing within a humid sampling site in Central Germany without drought stress and limiting
climate factors. δ18O time series of four trees are (a) related to GNIP precipitation data to
investigate whether the trees have utilized water from precipitation, and (c) calibrated against
regional temperature data to evaluate potentially differing soil water access (among trees) within
an otherwise homogeneous sampling site.
Isotope Theory
Water collected by the roots of a tree is the source of oxygen stable isotopes in stem xylem. Treering δ18O depends mainly on the isotopic composition of the meteoric source water taken up by the
roots, evaporative enrichment of water in the leaf, and biochemical fractionation (Roden et al.
2000, Anderson et al. 2002). Possible water sources for a tree are precipitation, soil water and
ground or retained water, which have a different isotopic composition. Shallow soil water has a
similar isotopic composition as precipitation, depending on the frequency and intensity of
precipitation events and hydrological soil characteristics (Tang and Feng 2001). δ18O time series
from deeper soil- and groundwater resources are usually more negative and contain no short-term
and inter-annual variations. This is also revealed in plants rooting in different soil depths indicating
access to different water stocks in their tree-ring isotopic composition (Saurer et al.1997).
Study Site
The study site is located near Altenkirchen, Germany (50°39`N, 7°38`E), near a GNIP station in
Koblenz and climate station in Hilgenroth. The site receives approximately 1000 mm precipitation
per year. Mean annual temperature is 9.4°C. The soil type at the sampling site is determined as a
cambisol with stagnic properties. The soil texture in the horizon from 75 cm to 105 cm depth was
silty clayey loam (utL). The infiltration rate of this soil texture is lower than for a well-drained soil
texture like sand, therefore water needs longer time to pass the unsaturated zone (Robertson
2001). Tree composition is dominated by Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), mixed with beech (Fagus
sylvatica) and oak trees (Quercus robur) (FAWF 2012).
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Material and Methods
Four Pinus sylvestris stem disks were sampled for isotopic analysis from a permanent monitoring
plot. Four to eight radii were cut out from these disks and the ring width measured using
WinDendro density software (Regent Instruments). Whole tree-rings (including early- and
latewood) were separated with a scalpel, ground using a mixer mill (MM200 Retsch), and treated
according to the Brendel method (Evans and Schrag 2004) to gain α-cellulose. Analysis of oxygen
and carbon isotopes was performed at the Department of Geobotany in the University of Trier
(Germany). To investigate our hypotheses, climate data from the station Hilgenroth in
approximately 15 km distance, GNIP data (oxygen isotopes in precipitation) from Koblenz in
approx. 35 km distance to the sampling site were used. Additionally maximum temperature on
rainy days was calculated, which is defined as maximum temperature on days with > 0mm
precipitation. The forest density was 57 trees on a 0.25 ha permanent sampling site in 2009, after
the forestry thinning only 37 trees remained on the plot.
Results
The individual δ18O time series indicate particular high values for the year 2003 and particular low
values for the years 1998 and 2002. The range of δ18O values is between 32.5‰ and 35.2‰ (Fig.
1).

Figure 1: Oxygen stable isotope time series (1989 to 2009) of individual trees.

Inter-tree correlation at the sampling site shows low to medium correlations (Table 1). Tree C
presents independent correlations compared to the other trees at sampling site. Tree A, B and D
demonstrate medium correlations to each other.
Table 1: Inter-tree correlation between individual oxygen stable isotopes from tree rings.

Tree B
Tree C
Tree D

Tree A
.44
.10
.64**
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We used precipitation δ18O time series from the GNIP station in Koblenz, covering the 1989 to
2007 period, for calibration of the tree-ring stable isotope measurements from Altenkirchen.
Comparison of the single-tree δ18O time series with the nearby GNIP station in Koblenz reveals
significant positive correlations between Tree C and July and September precipitation oxygen
isotopes (Fig. 2). All other trees and all other months respectively showed insignificant correlations
between tree-ring and precipitation oxygen isotopes, indicating a distinct differentiation within the
Altenkirchen sampling site, likely related to differing microsite conditions. Most of the insignificant
correlations of Tree A, B, and D are also of differing sign, compared to Tree C.

Figure 2: Pearson correlations between oxygen stable isotopes of individual trees and oxygen stable
isotopes in precipitation recorded at the Koblenz GNIP station.

Correlations between tree-ring δ18O and maximum temperature (Fig. 3) and maximum temperature
on rainy days (Fig. 4), indicate a strong correlation of Tree C and no correlation of the other trees.
Tree A, B and D presented insignificant positive correlations with Tmax and no improvement of
correlations with Tmax on rainy days. Again, only Tree C showed significant correlations with Tmax
and improved associations with maximum temperature on rainy days.

Figure 3: Pearson correlations between oxygen stable isotopes of individual trees and maximum
temperature.
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Figure 4: Pearson correlations between oxygen stable isotopes of individual trees and maximum
temperature on rainy days.

Conclusions
The analysis of δ18O time series from individual trees in a typical permanent monitoring plot
showed varying trends over the past two decades, and associated differing correlations with the
isotopic composition of precipitation and regional maximum temperature time series. The changing
climate signals retained in individual tree-ring δ18O time series is likely related to varying water
supply of individual trees, caused by different rooting depths of single trees within the sampling site
or different soil properties mentioned by differing stagnant qualities. These effects are triggered by
the distinct isotope composition of precipitation, shallow soil water and stagnant or ground water.
Tree C showed a good climate signal with maximum temperature and isotopic composition of
precipitation. This indicates that Tree C has no access to a permanent water source like
groundwater in contrast to the other trees.
These findings are in line with Saurer et al. (1995) indicating that trees growing in moist sites
contain lower correlations with climatic data than trees growing on dry sites. Our analysis suggests
that these between-site differences might also account for single trees within a site. Trees growing
in dry microsites correlate higher with climate than trees growing in moist microsites (on this site
especially stagnant soil water). Tree-ring δ18O is related to the isotopic composition of the water
source accessed through the root system (Roden et al. 2000). As Tree A, B and D showed no
significant correlations with δ18O in precipitation, this basic finding suggests that these trees use a
different water source than the remaining Tree C. It is suggested that the roots of Tree A, B and D
reach deeper into the stagnant or groundwater, and Tree C developed a shallower root system
utilizing soil water from the unsaturated, precipitation influenced zone. As a consequence of the
soil type and the infiltration rate, Tree A, B and D do not depend on precipitation water and hence
the isotopic signal of δ18O in precipitation is not reflected in δ18O cellulose. It is likely that the
climatic signal of δ18O in precipitation is dampened by means of mixing with δ18O in the upper soil
layer. The findings suggest that the variability in correlations between δ18O in trees and δ18O in
precipitation at the sampling site can be the result of heterogeneous isotopic composition of soil
water. For our future work we recommend a detailed soil study on the permanent monitoring plot,
investigating the soil texture and hydrological conditions near the trees to evaluate our findings. It
is also of interest to measure δ18O of water extracted from the stem (xylem) and compare it with
δ18O of soil water from different soil depths to estimate the level where roots mainly take up their
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water. Furthermore, a better replicated site with more individual trees on different environmental
conditions are needed
Acknowledgements
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Introduction
The formation of tree-rings is the result of intra-annually fluctuating processes. These can be
recorded by high-resolution dendrometers enabling the connection of the processes of daily
diameter changes in the trunk to specific climatic patterns resulting in cause-effect-relationships.
These however are especially important in the North-eastern German lowlands with its low
precipitation (approx. 550-600 mm/a), freely draining sandy soils (water storage capacity approx.
100 mm), and frequent phases of temporal water shortage. Knowledge about the water
consumption of different tree species as well as the impact of limited water resources on growth
rates of trees in pure and mixed stands is needed by silviculture urgently. Another important
question is the size of groundwater production of forested catchment areas. Here we give an
insight to on-going research on the reaction of different tree species to climate and its extremes
and the differences between the temporal growth patterns of different species.
Material and Methods
To analyse these cause-effect-relationships nine large-scale lysimeter are in operation at the
Thünen-Institute for Forest Ecosystems. The individual lysimeters have an area of 10 x 10m and a
depth of five meters. The location is representative of the north-eastern German lowlands (Müller,
2005). The lysimeters are stocked with stands of about 40 years of age comprising Scots pine,
Common beech, European larch, Douglas fir and Black alder (Müller & Bolte 2009). A combination
of measuring devices allows the complete quantification of water fluxes within the respective
ecosystems (Müller 2007; Beck & Müller 2007). Dendrometer data is read manually three times a
week. Since 1999 the data quality is sufficient to allow for scientific analysis. Focal points of this
contribution are:
 The species specific onset, duration and end of diameter increase (tree species Scots pine,
Common beech, European larch, Douglas fir and Black alder),
 The shrinking and swelling of the trunk of coniferous species during stress periods of water
shortage and heat (Scots pine only),
 The effect pathways from weather events via soil water availability towards growth response
(Scots pine and Common beech), and
 Similarities and differences between tree species.
Results
Species specific onset, duration and end of diameter increase
The intra-annual diameter change is not a monotonous increase. The trunk of trees may shrink and
swell considerably, especially in conifers, depending on the weather conditions. At the beginning
as well as the end of the growing season the diameter may oscillate to a certain degree. This
makes it difficult to decide whether growth has already started or ended. Due to this uncertainty
artificial limits were set with a cut off above 5% and below 95% of the maximum diameter increase;
resulting in the further analysis of 90% of the full diameter formed (Figs. 1a, 1b).
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Figure 1a: Example of the Scots pine stand on lysimeter #9; data is recorded manually trice a week and
interpolated for the intermediate days.

Figure 1b: The absolute values of diameter changes are transformed to relative values within the interval
between 0 and 1.0 in order to improve the comparability between the monitored trees. The grey shaded
boxes at the beginning and the end of the growing season indicate the times where it is difficult to decide to
which extent the changes of the single curves show a true growth or only swelling and shrinking.

Figure 2: Dates of species specific growth onset of the observed tree species (5% of maximum diameter
increase).
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The results of this analysis comprising all above mentioned tree species led to considerable
species specific differences regarding onset, duration and end of the diameter increase over the
growing season (fig. 2 to 4). The Scots pines start growing first and stop last. Therefore the
growing season of the pines is longest among the observed tree species (140 days). The seasonal
growth patterns of Common beech is different to that of Scots pine, because beech as well as
Black alder have unfold their foliage prior to growth resulting in a similar seasonal start of those two
broadleaves. Growth season ends first for common beech resulting in the shortest of 87 days. The
temporal course of the growth activities of the individual tree species is important regarding water
consumption.

Figure 3: Dates of species specific growth end of the observed tree species (95% of maximum diameter
increase)

Figure 4: Resulting duration of species specific diameter growth of the observed tree species (90% of
maximum diameter increase)

Mixed stands, composed of Scots pine in the over storey and Common beech in the under storey
are a frequently occurring forest structure in the north-eastern German lowlands. Here both
species have to coexist and compete for the limited water resources. Beech starts growth more
than three weeks after pine. At this time water resources are already partially depleted due to the
early growth onset of the pines.
Shrinking and swelling of the trunk of coniferous species
The course of diameter increase from spring to autumn is superposed by shrinking and swelling of
the trunk. This phenomenon is much stronger in the case of conifers than in that of broadleaved
hardwoods. The under most layer of the bark of conifers is spongy and fluctuations of its water
content by temporal water shortage cause shrinking and swelling when water is available again.
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This phenomenon may be seen as a disturbing influence in relation to the real diameter increase,
but otherwise it seems to be worth to analyse its consequences on growth rates. The proportion of
shrinking and swelling may be quantified by adding all increase and neglecting all diameter
shrinkages (decrease). For this purpose, first the amount of swelling after previous shrinkage has
to be separated from the true diameter increases. In a first step, all daily diameter increases are
added up. In the following step only the daily diameter increases are taken into account not
compensating for previous shrinkage. The difference between the two amounts represents the
proportion of swelling after previous shrinkage of the total change in diameter for the season
(Fig. 5). The data of shrinking and swelling and the corresponding diameter growth rates of all
Scots pine stands, for all years with existing dendrometer measurements were compiled for further
analysis. The percentage of swelling and shrinking at the cause-side and the radial growth rate at
the effect- side, were standardised (Z-Scores) to obtain comparable data for all included Scots pine
stands and all observational years. The resulting 2-phases spline shows that up to the break-point
there is no influence on the growth rates (Fig. 6). By transforming the standardised data
representing the break-point back to normal scale the values of 41% of swelling and shrinking and
4.2 mm mean radial growth rate were determined. Values up to 41% of swelling and shrinking
seem to be a natural range wherein water shortage does not cause an enduring physiological
damage. Increment losses increase where this threshold is exceeded. Seemingly, there is certain
range, where temporal water stress affects high growth rates. Within this range shrinking and
swelling are caused by transpiration stress under conditions of high temperatures and sufficient
soil water availability. Shrinking and swelling more than 41% of the total growth rate of the season
are probably caused by a combination of high temperature and dwindling soil water resources.
These are the conditions of enduring drought periods frequently occurring in the north eastern
lowlands. Such heavy drought periods result in both, extended shrinking phases and increment
losses.

Figure 5: Example of the pure Scots pine stand on lysimeter #9; course of mean relative diameter change
during the hot and dry growing season of the year 2006; the amount of swelling compensating for prior
shrinkage (hollow circles) related to pure diameter increase (boldd line) is 49%.
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Figure 6: Tree species Scots pine; relationship between the size of intra-annual shrinking and swelling and
the annual growth rate. The standardized data was described by using a linear 2-phases spline, r²=0,503;
the data of the breakpoint is re-transformed absolute values.

Effect’s pathway from weather events via soil water availability towards growth response
At the hydro-ecological research station “Britz” all important fluxes and processes are continuously
recorded. This provides the opportunity to combine rainfall events, the course of soil water
availability and temperature to explain growth courses and lead to a more qualified understanding
of tree growth patterns. The summer 2000 was exceptionally cool and rainy. Contrary to that, the
summers of 2003 and 2006 were extremely hot and enduringly dry. For these three years, the
courses of daily rainfall, the relative soil water availability, the daily deviations of temperatures from
long-time mean and the intra-seasonal diameter change of an intensively investigated Scots pine
stand of the Britz station were compiled for analysis (Fig. 7). During the 2000 growing season a
drought period lasted from the end of April up to the middle of May. Accordingly, the soil water
availability decreased rapidly. Nevertheless, there is no limitation to tree growth, because the trees
could use the soil water content left from the winter. Only at the end of May a small shrinkage is
recorded.
The short shrinkages in June are not caused by water shortage but by the high temperatures. The
temperatures during July and partly in August are on the other hand very low. The period at the
end of August without showing any nameable precipitation led to a sharp decrease of soil water
availability and also to a short shrinkage. This prompt reaction is an expression of the low water
storage capacity of the sandy soil and also of the rapid water consumption of the tree stand. As
soon as soil water availability falls below 40% for a longer time, serious shrinkage is observable.
Such situations do not really appear over the summer of 2000. In the summer of 2003, an enduring
drought period from the end of July up to the end of August reduced soil water availability to an
average of 35% for 27 consecutive days. Small rainfall events of 4 and 2 mm in between did not
improve the strained situation. The drought events during 2006 are even stronger than in 2003.
The first drought period of 2006 lasted from the 20th June up to the 27th July (38 days).
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Figure 7: The causes and effects pathway during the formation of Scots pine tree rings; Periods without
rainfall cause a decrease of soil water availability. Often, soil water shortage is amplified by simultaneously
high temperature. Thus,, dramatic shrinkages were caused in 2003 and 2006
Row of temperature deviation: the grey shaded background shows the daily range of +/- standard deviation.

The single rainfall event on the 7th July with 8mm did not improve the situation. The drought effect
was additionally amplified by simultaneously abnormally high temperatures. The August
precipitation led to a rapid swelling and probably to a restart of diameter growth in terms of
substance allocation. Another long lasting drought period stopped this small episode. In the period
from lasting from the 31st August to the 27th October there were no precipitation events of more
than 5mm. Over these 58 days there was a total amount of rainfall of about 28 mm. The new
shrinkage stopped the return to the diameter maximum which was reached already on the 4th
September. Until the end of the dendrometer readings at the beginning of November the diameter
of the pines was lower than at the beginning of September.
Seemingly, two consecutive, long lasting drought periods, combined with extreme heat, have
caused an enduring enfeeblement. Besides the comparison of the effects of weather courses of
different years, comparisons of tree species specific reactions during the same growing season are
possible (Fig. 8a and 8b). The Scots pine stand in Britz and the Common beech stand in
Kahlenberg are around 2300m distant from each other and grow under very similar site conditions.
Soil type, nutrient content and physical soil properties are nearly the same. The soil water
availability in the beechstand, however, is considerably higher until June due to the fact that the
beech trees are bare until May. So, canopy interception losses and water consumption for
transpiration are almost zero. In the course of the summer 2003, the curves of soil water
availability of the pine and the beech stand are converging.
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a)

b)

Figure 8: a) Courses of relative soil water availability up to a depth of 1m in a Scots pine and a Common
beech stand during the growing season of 2003. b) Courses of relative diameter change in a Scots pine and
a Common beech stand during the growing season of 2003. The grey shaded rectangles indicate phases of
severe water shortage where pines shrink and beeches continue growing.

The curves are very similar regarding the temporal changes and also in the phases of the deepest
consumption. In the case of abundant precipitation events there are peaks of water availability
above 100% in the curve of the beech stand, due to a considerable quantity of stemflow which can
percolate deeper. Despite the similarities of the soil water curves both stands the dynamics of
diameter change between these two species are visibly different (Fig. 8b). According to their wood
anatomical structure, broadleaved hardwoods cannot shrink and swell to the extent typical for
conifers. However, there are at least three phases (grey shaded rectangles in Fig. 8b) wherein the
pines already shrink whereas the beeches are able to continue their diameter increase. During the
first phase in June this difference is explainable by the better soil water resources of the beech
stand. Within the second drought phase in July the beech does on average not have higher soil
water than the pines (Fig. 8a). The differences between the soil water availability in the beech and
the pine stand within the third drought phase in August are rather small. Nevertheless, the
diameter increase of beech continues whereas the pine shrinks severely. Especially the conditions
of water availability of the second and third drought phase and the different growth response of
pine and beech raise the question for the reasons of this deviant behaviour.
As already mentioned, the wood anatomical structures of beech wood prevent a shrinkage which
would be comparable to that of pine. On the other hand, one would expect the beech stopping their
diameter increase when water availability drops down to 36%; however, even this does not occur.
Contrary to beech stands, pine has to cope with the competition by ground vegetation. Finally
however, it is not important, whether the low water availability was caused by competition. The only
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explanation for the fact, that under the same conditions (Fig. 8a) beech are able to continue
growing whereas pines are shrinking (Fig. 8b) is that the root system of beech is more effective
than that of pine. The data of soil water availability was measured for a soil depth up to one meter.
Possibly, beech is able to access water from deeper soil layers. Hornschuch (2009) found that
beech can root a certain volume of soil more intensively than pines can.
Summarising conclusions
The annual diameter growth rate is not a result of a continuous increase, but it is a sequence of
consecutive periods of increase, stagnations, diameter shrinking and swelling and increasing again
depending on changing intra-annual weather conditions (sufficient precipitation vs. enduring
drought and heat). The oscillations of diameter change, especially at the beginning and the end of
the growing season complicate the exact specification of the start and the end of diameter growth.
Therefore, the highest diameter increase was chosen to define the maximum. The onset of
diameter growth was set to 5% of this maximum and the end is defined as 95% of the maximum.
The duration of diameter growth is the 90% interval between onset and end of growth. Among the
observed tree species, Scots pine shows the longest growing season (140 days), due to its frost
resistance, whereas Common beech begins latest and ends first (87 days).
The processes of shrinking and swelling of the trunk of trees, which are caused by the changing
weather conditions, are not only a disturbance factor at observations of intra-annual growth
dynamics but these processes and their species specific differences are meaningful to understand
the effects and consequences of drought events. Due to different species specific wood anatomical
properties the size of shrinking and swelling of the trunk of conifers is much higher than that of
Common beech. The size of swelling, which is only the compensation of a previous shrinking may
be calculated and may exceed more than 100% of a full annual diameter growth rate in the case of
Scots pine under extreme drought conditions. Shrinking and swelling of the trunk may be seen as a
sign of stress conditions. Up to a threshold of 41% of shrinking and swelling no reduction of growth
rates of Scots pines was found. The exceedance of this threshold however causes considerable
increment losses.
The effects of weather events may be traced using the time series of relative soil water availability.
Soil water availability below 40% causes strong shrinkage and growth depression. The effects of
water shortage are amplified by high temperature.
Neighbouring stands of Scots pine and Common beech under equal weather conditions (example
year 2003) and very similar soil properties show different growth response. These differences are
mainly caused by different stand structures. The differences are obvious in the delayed water
consumption due to the need to unfold leaves in spring and the considerable proportion of stem
flow water in beech stands which reach the rooted soil zone quickly. In contrast, Scots pine stands
have no mentionable stem flow but a high proportion of non-productive interception evaporation. In
summers with severe heat and drought periods occur where pine already shrinks whereas beech
are able to continue growing. It is to assume that beech is able to root deeper soil layers and use
water resources more effectively. Additionally, beech can root a certain soil volume more
intensively than pines.
These particular findings show that data from dendrometer measurements are not only useful to
determine the annual growth rates, but are also useful to contribute to the understanding of the
processes and conditions of tree ring formation.
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Introduction
A number of tree ring-based temperature reconstructions that span the last centuries to millennia
were recently published for the European Alps (e.g., Frank & Esper 2005, Frank et al. 2005,
Büntgen et al. 2005, 2006, 2009, 2011). These records are generally composed of several hundred
of annually resolved and absolutely dated ring width and density measurements from living
conifers, historical timbers, and sub-fossil remains. A prerequisite for all this material is the origin
from high-elevation Alpine sites. The Simplon region in the western Swiss Alps represents a
unique source for larch (Larix decidua Mill.) construction timbers, with the oldest buildings dating
back into late medieval times (Tab. 1). Here, we introduce a continuous tree-ring width chronology
from historical high elevation larch wood from the Simplon village in the Swiss Alps spanning the
738-1852 AD period. The chronology provides an ideal basis for the development of an Alpine
summer temperature reconstruction.
Data, methods and results
A total of 126 larch samples from 14 buildings in the Simplon village (46°12’N, 8°03’E, 1476 m asl;
Fig. 1) were compiled and analysed over the past years, involving different studies (Tab. 1).

Figure 1: Aerial image of the Simplon village in the western Swiss Alps. Those buildings that were
considered for tree-ring sampling are indicated: 1) Stall Dorsaz, 2) Weisses Kreuz, 3) Alter Gasthof, 4) Turru,
5) Heidenhaus Zenklusen, 7) Kirchturm, 8) Haus auf dem Dorfplatz, 11) Haus Peter Arnold, 12)
Postgebaeude, and 13) Kaplanneigebaeude. Buildings 6) Hittae-Maiensaesshaus, 9) Alte Sust in der Engi,
10) Sidegga Haus Gerold, and 14) Rossbodenhuette-Andermatten Hans are located outside of the village.
Location of Simplon village is marked on the map of Switzerland in the upper right.
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In Büntgen et al. (2005) 64 larch samples from 7 buildings (Tab. 1, Fig. 1) were used for a 1000year composite tree-ring proxy record to reconstruct alpine summer temperatures. This existing
dataset is updated with 62 samples from 12 buildings (Tab. 1, Fig. 1). We eliminated the agerelated growth inherent to the raw measurement series by calculating residuals from individually
filtered negative exponential functions after power transformation (Cook and Peters 1997) and
variance stabilisation (300 year spline) using the computer software ARSTAN (Cook 1985). This
procedure emphasizes high- to mid-frequency variations in the resulting index chronologies, which
were calculated as bi-weight robust means (Cook and Kairiukstis 1990). The existing tree-ring
width chronology presented in Büntgen et al. (2005) do not have a continuous replication of ≥ 5
series throughout the entire past millennium (Fig. 2a). The new update chronology improve this
existing chronology particularly during this low replication periods. The advantage is that the low
replication periods in both chronologies complement one another to a sufficient replication (Fig. 2 a
and b).
Table 1: Historical buildings in the Simplon village. Table lists total number of samples from each building,
the existing samples (Büntgen et al. 2005), and the new samples used to update the long-term chronology
from the Simplon valley.
Building

Number of
samples

Number of
samples
update
1

Time span AD

27

Number of
samples Büntgen
et al. (2005)
26

Stall Dorsaz
Weisses Kreuz
Alter Gasthof

3
34

2
19

1
15

Turru
Heidenhaus
Zenklusen
HittaeMaiensaesshaus
Kirchturm
Haus auf dem
Dorfplatz
Alte Sust in der Engi
Sidegga Haus
Gerold
Haus Peter Arnold
Postgebaeude
Kaplaneigebaeude
RossbodenhuetteAndermatten Hans
Summ

4
8

4
8

/
/

984-1424 and 1588-1681
1160-1338, 1372-1618
and 1634-1852
1198-1487
1249-1416

5

/

5

1292-1696

10
4

/
3

10
1

1368-1458
1398-1698

10
7

/
/

10
7

1406-1537
1439-1629

3
6
2
3

2
/
/
/

1
6
2
3

1491-1989
1652-1811
1718-1856
1841-1922

126

64

62

685-1989
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The residuum from both chronologies and the standard deviation between the Büntgen et al.
(2005) and the new chronology are relatively low between 1220 and 1800 AD (Fig. 2c), indicating
that the new chronology bits represent the same populations and can be used to update the
chronology by Büntgen et al. (2005). A slight negative correlation between the standard deviation
and the product of the two replications results in r = -0.13 (p<0.0001), indicating that the higher
residuum and standard deviation from 800 to 1220 AD and after 1800 AD are due to the low
replication in one or both chronologies during these periods. Because of this relatively low
residuum and standard deviation between the two chronologies, we suggest that the records can
be composed to one single chronology representing common TRW variability in the Simplon valley
(Fig. 3).
This composite chronology has a continuous replication of ≥ 5 series from 738-1852 AD. Periods
with slightly lower replication between 1600 and 1700 AD as well as after 1800 AD will be
improved with samples from living trees from the Simplon region reaching ages up to 500 years. It
is thus intended to combine the updated historical chronology with samples from living trees to
develop an improved climate reconstruction spanning the past millennium.

Figure 2: a) Old tree-ring width chronology (Büntgen et al. 2005) detrended with negative exponential
functions together with the sample replication. b) New tree ring width chronology detrended with negative
exponential functions together with the sample replication. Parts with a replication < 5 are marked in grey in
both the chronologies and replication curves. c) Residuum of the old and the new chronology together with
the standard deviation between existing (Büntgen et al. 2005) and new chronology.
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Figure 3: Composite tree-ring width chronology detrended with negative exponential functions and sample
replication ≥ 5.

Conclusion and Outlook
Our new composite chronology provides a well-founded 1114-year long tree-ring record, which can
serve as a basis for a homogeneous millennial-long climate reconstruction from the Simplon valley
in Switzerland. Next steps include sampling of living larch trees along altitudinal transects in
Simplon valley. Larch trees from different elevations from the valley bottom at 1400 m asl to the
tree-line at 2200 m asl will be analysed to assess changing climate sensitivities with elevation
(Affolter et al. 2010). The assessment will include southwest and northeast facing slope to evaluate
the changing influence of larch bud-moth (Zeiraphera diniana) outbreaks on TRW data (Esper et
al. 2007). These outbreaks can differ in their intensity with elevation and also with slope exposure
due to preferred environmental conditions of the larch bud-moth (Baltensweiler & Rubli 1999).
Provenancing the historical wood samples with respect to elevation and perhaps even exposure
will be a further step. This will be done by growth pattern analysis among the different sampling
sites and historical timber samples (Wilson et al. 2005), and will support the development of a
millennium-length chronology integrating ecologically homogeneous samples. It is intended to
systematically reduce sample homogeneity during recent centuries to match the generally more
heterogeneous character of the historical portion of the chronology. This procedure will likely
enable a more realistic calibration scheme to transfer the TRW chronology into estimates of
climate variability (Tegel et al. 2010).
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Introduction
Recent climate change has seen average temperatures in Europe rise by 1.2°C above preindustrial levels, with a projected 1.8-4.0°C rise in temperatures by the end of the 21st century
(Christensen et al. 2007; Murphy et al. 2010). Associated with these temperature changes across
Europe during the 20th century are clear trends for an increasing frequency of warm extremes and
a decreasing frequency of cold extremes (Klein Tank et al. 2002, van der Schrier et al. 2006,
Christensen et al. 2007, Murphy et al. 2010). Given the long life-span of many trees, such rapid
predicted changes in climate will occur during a single generation (Davis & Shaw 2001, St Clair &
Howe 2007). There gives limited scope for rapid genetic adaptation to both changing climatic
conditions and associated indirect environmental changes, such as an increasing frequency of
pests, diseases, and forest fires (Logan et al. 2003, Westerling et al. 2006). A tree species’ ability
to survive – and even potentially to thrive – in the new and rapidly changing environmental
conditions will depend instead on its phenotypic plasticity, granting some degree of physiological,
biochemical and/or developmental response (Rehfeldt et al. 2001).
Quercus petraea (Matt.) Liebl. and Quercus robur L. are two of the most common native oak
species in Europe, with a wide distribution – from 10°W to 59°E and 36°N to 59°N (EUFORGEN
2009, Forest Europe 2011). They are keystone species, present as a dominant tree species in a
number of natural broadleaf woodland types across Europe (EEA 2008). Additionally, Q. petraea
and Q. robur are important and much-valued sources of timber, widely grown in plantation stands.
In the region of study (southern England and northern France) climate is not considered to be
limiting for oak, though studies have found summer precipitation to be an important variable (e.g.
Hughes et al. 1978, Mérian et al. 2011, Cooper et al. 2013). Veteran trees, such as the >1000 year
old oaks found in Windsor Great Park, Berkshire, UK, attest to the very old age to which oaks can
live, as well as their ability to survive variability in climate and other stresses. Nevertheless, over
the past 20-30 years acute oak decline has emerged as a growing threat to oak trees, with climatic
extremes (e.g. droughts and floods) thought to exacerbate the effects of a range of pests and
pathogens that periodically cause damage (Denman et al. 2010). This study looks at past growth of
oaks in even-aged plantation forestry stands, how they have responded to climate over the past
century, and what any past relationships may mean for future management of such plantation oak
stands in this southern England and northern France.
Materials and methods
Five regions in southern England and north-eastern France were selected (Fig. 1), covering a
moderate climatic range from milder and wetter in Peninsula to warmer and drier in France
(Inland). Oak trees in 22 even-aged monocultural plantation stands were sampled (Tab. 1). Up to
15 of the apparently healthiest and visually dominant or co-dominant trees were cored in each
stand, with two cores per tree at 1.3m ±0.2m above ground level. Such trees were sampled to
reduce the impact of varying responses to climate between oaks of different sizes (Zang et al.
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2012). Extracted cores were air-dried, mounted, and sanded to a high-polish finish (Stokes &
Smiley 1996), then scanned using the ATRICS system (Levanič 2007), and ring-width measured to
the nearest 0.01mm using WinDENDRO (Regent Instruments, Québec, Canada). Cross-dating
was achieved through the PAST-4 software (Sciem, Brunn/Geb, Austria), visual on-screen
comparisons, and statistical parameters including the t-value after Baillie & Pilcher (1973) and
Gleichläufigkeit (GLK%) (Eckstein & Bauch 1969). COFECHA (Holmes 1983) was used to check
cross-dating accuracy. Raw ring-width series were detrended and standardised with the dplR
library in R (Bunn 2008, Bunn et al. 2012, R Core Team 2012), using a cubic smoothing spline
(50% frequency response at 67% of the series length) to remove non-climatic trends in tree
growth. Index values were prewhitened and combined across all trees in a stand using Tukey’s
biweight robust estimation of the mean. The residual chronologies from this process were used in
all further analyses, with the usable portion where the expressed population signal was ≥0.85 (for
50-year windows with 49-year overlap) (Briffa & Jones 1990).
Table 1: Site details.
Region

New Forest

East Anglia

Peninsula

France
(Inland)
France
(Maritime)

Stand
number

Planting year
(documented)

Location

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
1
2

1864
1936
1929
1949
1934
1938
1932
1934
1880
1900
1912
1880
1900
1920
1890
1930-1949
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown (pre-1930)
Unknown (pre-1910)
Unknown (pre-1910)
Unknown (pre-1950)

50.919°N 1.711°W
50.929°N 1.641°W
50.841°N 1.663°W
50.846°N 1.538°W
52.436°N 0.855°E
52.503°N 0.857°E
52.515°N 0.676°E
52.427°N 0.899°E
50.785°N 3.420°W
50.865°N 3.863°W
51.046°N 3.675°W
50.484°N 4.746°W
50.634°N 4.128°W
50.569°N 3.668°W
50.983°N 3.044°W
51.187°N 3.604°W
49.153°N 3.450°E
49.592°N 3.843°E
48.949°N 3.584°E
48.891°N 3.398°E
50.327°N 2.244°E
50.842°N 2.231°E
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Figure 1: Map of forest stands cored and regions.

Monthly and seasonal mean temperature and precipitation sums were extracted from the CRU
TS3.1 dataset (Harris et al. in review). These data are based on a 0.5° x 0.5° grid for the period
1901-2009; if a region covered more than one grid cell, the mean values were used (Tab. 2).
Table 2: mean temperatures and precipitation sums (bold) from CRU TS3.1, 1901-2009; standard errors in
brackets.
Region
New Forest
East Anglia
Peninsula
France (Inland)
France (Maritime)

Mean temperature (°C)
Tmax
13.8
(0.06)
13.2
(0.07)
13.1
(0.06)
14.7
(0.07)
13.8
(0.07)

Taverage
10.0
(0.05)
9.2
(0.06)
10.0
(0.05)
10.6
(0.06)
10.0
(0.07)

Tmin
6.3
(0.05)
5.3
(0.06)
6.9
(0.05)
6.4
(0.07)
6.5
(0.07)

Mean annual
precipitation sum (mm)
845
(12.8)
652
(8.2)
1240
(15.3)
649
(9.2)
698
(10.4)

Pointer years (PYs) were determined based upon Drobyshev et al. (2008): for an individual tree, a
pointer year was one in which the growth was outside the 5th or 95th percentiles (i.e. the measured
ring width of that tree was beyond the mean ± 1.64sd). A pointer year at the district level was
deemed to be one in which 15% or more of the trees in a district demonstrated such extreme
growth in the same direction. Response function analyses were used to evaluate relationships
between climatic variables and radial tree growth, using the bootRes library in R (Zang 2012).
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Residual chronologies were compared to both monthly and seasonal mean temperatures and
precipitation sums. Whilst using residual chronologies may risk losing some longer-term
information, this was accepted, as this study concerns reasonably short-term effects on growth
given its focus on future management.
Table 3: Stand-specific statistics.
Region

New
Forest

East
Anglia

Peninsula

France
(Inland)
France
(Maritime)

Stand
no.

Trees
sampled

No. of
cores

Cores in
analyses

Chronology
length (yr)

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
1
2

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
15
12
15
15
13
9
15

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
29
30
24
30
30
26
18
30

27
22
26
26
30
28
29
28
16
28
30
26
30
12
27
26
22
28
30
26
16
30

141
75
78
59
66
68
70
68
195
122
145
175
122
86
231
99
139
103
130
149
169
74

Mean
segment
length
129
58
76
56
73
62
73
68
64
119
120
59
117
74
91
92
61
88
107
117
83
69

Average
growth rate
(mm.yr-1)
1.55
1.73
2.08
1.86
2.16
2.14
2.48
2.00
1.36
1.53
1.39
1.61
1.68
1.69
1.46
1.84
2.66
2.36
1.81
1.94
1.98
2.33

Results and discussion
The regional chronologies (Fig. 2) have low GLK% values (58.3-64.3) and low mean sensitivities
(0.22-0.26), indicating that within-stand agreement in growth is limited, and that the trees show
only a marginal response to climate. Table 4 shows correlation coefficients and significances for
between-region comparisons. For most of these, the chronologies correlate significantly (p<0.05);
the exception to this are the New Forest and France (Inland) chronologies (r = 0.151, p = 0.100),
indicating that oaks in these two districts do not show significantly similar growth, unlike those in all
other regions. The strongest correlation is, unsurprisingly, between the two French chronologies (r
= 0.738, p<0.001).
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Table 4: correlation coefficients between regional chronologies.
New Forest
New Forest

East Anglia

Peninsula

France (Inland)

East Anglia

Peninsula

France (Inland)

France (Maritime)

r = 0.430
p <0.001
df = 58

r = 0.326
p <0.001
df = 118
r = 0.376
p = 0.003
df = 58

r = 0.151
p = 0.100
df = 118
r = 0.255
p = 0.050
df = 58
r = 0.250
p = 0.003
df = 133

r = 0.223
p = 0.014
df = 118
r = 0.613
p <0.001
df = 58
r = 0.340
p <0.001
df = 166
r = 0.738
p <0.001
df = 118

France (Maritime)

Figure 2: Regional chronologies for oaks in pure stands (solid line = mean chronology; dotted line = sample
size; dashed line = year from which EPS ≥0.85).

At a regional level, there are more positive PYs than negative (Fig. 3). There is little agreement in
PYs between regions: only twice does a PY in 15% or more of trees occur in two or more regions
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at the same time (1950 and 1991, both times positive). There are no common negative PYs. A
well-documented and widespread outbreak of defoliating Tortrix viridana L. caterpillars followed by
Erysiphe alphitoides Maulbec & Griffon 1912 on oaks in the study region in 1917-1926 (Robinson
1927) appears not to be reflected in the PYs. Whilst some growth depression in surviving trees
might be expected, the exceptionally high mortality reported may mean that affected trees were not
available for sampling in 2010, with those that survived with reduced growth possibly removed in
later stand management operations, and so regional PYs are not apparent.
The second part of this study looked at potential relationships between oak growth and climate in
each region, and any similarities between them, using response function analyses for the period
1902-2009 (all available climate data). Monthly response function analyses used a 14-month year,
running from the June prior to ring formation through to July of the year in which the ring was laid
down. Seasonal analyses (winter = December, January, February; spring = March, April, May;
summer = June, July, August; autumn = September, October, November) ran from the autumn of
the previous year to the autumn of the current year. When the climate-growth relationships are
considered for an entire chronology (i.e. all years’ ring-width indices) using monthly and seasonal
climatic data, no climatic variable was significant in more than one region. This indicates that,
despite reasonable geographic proximity and not wholly dissimilar climates across the sites, the
particular climatic variables influencing radial increment of these oaks was not the same from one
site to the next.

Figure 3: Pointer years - percentage of trees within each region demonstrating a pointer year (negative %
indicates a negative pointer year; dashed line shows 15%, above which is a regional pointer year ).

Previous studies in this area surrounding the English Channel have often combined local
chronologies into broad regions, rather than considering the management-level scale of a forest
district, as in this study and have generally found summer precipitation has a substantial positive
impact on oak growth in this area of Europe, including north Wales (Hughes et al. 1978), western
Germany (Friedrichs et al. 2009), Ireland (García-Suárez et al. 2009), northern France (Merian et
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al. 2011), eastern England (Cooper et al. 2013), central France (Michelot et al. 2012), and
southern-central and south-eastern England (Wilson et al. 2013). Whilst this relationship is found in
two (drier) regions (current June precipitation in East Anglia and France (Inland)), it is not common
across the study area, as might be suggested from previous work.
As these analyses generated a single coefficient for each region for a period up to 108 years long,
and there previous studies have found variation in the nature of climate-growth relationships in this
area over time (Mérian et al. 2011, Cooper et al. 2013) 25-year moving response functions with 24
years’ overlap were calculated. These showed no consistency in the direction or strength of the
response functions for monthly or seasonal climate variables, thus showing that climatic
determinants of oak growth in this region are not conserved temporally or spatially, with growth
more strongly influenced by local factors, such as soil type and management.
Conclusions
From these analyses, it appears that there is generally little overall difference in the general growth
of oak across the study area, as the only insignificant correlation occurred between the New Forest
and France (Inland). This is not surprising, as all of the sites used are well within the natural range
of both Q. robur and Q. petraea, so it may be expected that oaks are comfortably able to cope with
the vast majority of the climatic conditions experienced over this range. During the best
documented period of excessive oak mortality and morbidity due to a combined pest and pathogen
attack on oak, the trees in this study showed little effect on their growth, with reasonably low
numbers of trees showing pointer years. However, documentation of mortality rates in the studied
stands at this time is very poor, and it is likely that those trees left to sample in 2010 were those
that coped well enough with the infestation and infection to neither succumb at the time, nor to
have such lasting damage that they were later removed during thinning operations. Whilst previous
studies in southern England and northern France have largely found summer precipitation to be a
determinant of oak radial increment, this study, encompassing both areas, has found that in highly
managed even-aged oak plantations there is no common climate signal. Instead, it appears that
local factors modify the effects of climate such that future adaptive management of these
woodlands cannot be determined or derived at a broad level encompassing the English and
French Channel coasts, but will need to be site-specific.
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Introduction
Trying to see the Holocene riverside woodlands reconstructed till up to the High Middle Ages,
scientists used tree rings taken from subfossil oaks (e.g. Becker 1982, 1983, Friedrich et al. 2004,
Leuschner et al. 2002, Schirmer 1979, Spurk et al. 2002). Those lay embedded in the sediments of
German rivers. By identifying wood remnants from two gravel pits in northern Bavaria for the
periods 5500 – 4000 BC and 550 – 850 AD, Kampmann & Schirmer (1980, Schirmer 2008)
completed the spectrum of wood species in these forests.
The different shapes of subfossil oaks and the traces on the trunks were hardly taken into account
so far. Now, the reconstruction of subfossil floodplain oaks was first implemented in a diploma
thesis (Stenger 2010a, b). The research is continuing in a doctoral dissertation. The trunks in
figures 4 and 5 are taken from a sand pit in northern Bavaria.
Subfossil oaks as ecological archives
Approach
Information on the life conditions of a floodplain oak are not only found in the tree rings. The trunk
itself gives a number of references to the close environment of the former living tree. With the help
of the tree ring patterns, its shape and the preserved relicts in and on the stem, the tree itself and
its former close environment can be reconstructed. Concerning the environments it can be
distinguished between singular trees or trees in sparsely populated stands and those in a dense
stand (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Sketches of floodplain forest oak trees on different sites: singular trees, a tree in a sparsely
populated stand and one in a dense stand. Graphic: Stenger 2012.
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In case a floodplain oak has had enough space from the beginning of its growth, the thicker
branches can be found very far down the trunk when the oak has grown older. In this area of the
trunk, the knot arrangements have exhibit opening angles up to around 90° (horizontal) or more
(growing downwards). In the area closer to the treetop, the branches also grow at a steeper angle.
Because of the living conditions in the floodplain the tree would reach a lower height than those
growing in a dense stand. It would have many vestiges of branches with larger diameters and
would grow strongly tapered. In contrary in a denser stand the development of the knot
arrangements would be different: In the lower part of the trunk there are very few or no traces of
branches. The larger branches would grow at a greater height of the tree trunk, often only building
the crown. The branches in the lower part would be growing in a steeper angle, of about 60° and
more (Stenger 2010a, b). In the crown area the lower branches can also have a nearly horizontal
angle (dominant tree). Such an oak may reach a height of 30 m and more. One can observe that
the closer the stock, the less is the tapering of the trunk.
In other words number, size, angle and position of branches are a function of stand density.
Methods
Collecting information from the trunks
After cleaning the tree trunk, the following parameters and special features were measured,
mapped and described: The size of the root, the diameter of the stem in different heights from the
root collar to the tree top, the preserved total length of the stem, knot holes, branch leftovers,
intergrown knots, wounds, callus and cicatrisation, biogenic traces like holes from insects, beaver
traces, plant remains, fungal residues; wood defects, e.g. spiral growth, bending and ring shake.
The root collar is the measuring base to locate all parameters concerning the trunk. The angles of
the former knot arrangements are mainly measured within the inside of the stem (knot holes). On
the outside of the stem the knot arrangements are measured on the leftovers of big branches. The
age of the tree trunk is determined dendrochronologically. The method is applied to the subfossil
Quercus ssp. and Fraxinus ssp.
Measuring the angle of knot arrangements
The angle measurement on knot holes is based on the idea that a branch is built like a stem: it has
a softer pith, heartwood, sapwood and the bark. A metal rod (D= 8 – 10 mm) with a blunt tip is set
onto the visible pith of the knot hole and beaten into it with a hammer. The rod will follow the pith
and displace the surrounding heartwood. More specifically, it follows the wood fibers growing in the
longitude of the branch. Since it cannot escape into the surrounding wood, a falsification of the
angle is not possible. Protruding from the pith the rod will display the original angle of the branch
(Fig. 2).

a

b

c

Figure 2: (a) Angular measurement on a knot hole by placing the angle meter on the metal rod and the trunk
axis. (b) Example of a metal rod in a knot hole. Arrow: Pith of the knot. (c) Knot hole from figure 2 open. The
arrow below indicates how deep the metal bar penetrates the pith. The trunk in (a) is dated 559 AD, the stem
in (b) is not dated. Photos: Stenger 2008 (a), 2009 (b, c).
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With a measuring inaccuracy of about ± 5° the opening width can be detected with an angle meter.
On preserved larger branches the angle can be measured with the same method, without the help
of a metal rod. The angle on a stem fork can be measured between the branches.
The course of a vanished branch can be reconstructed for a maximum of 50 cm outside the trunk.
The measurements can be limited by e.g. rotten knot holes, the pith of knot holes being too short
or the knot holes having diameters less than 30 mm. Because the trunk is lying on the ground,
approximately 1/12 of the traces on the stem (sector 6, fig. 3) are hidden. In about 2/12 (sectors 5
and 7) the angular measurement of tree branches is, due to the length of the rod, difficult. Every
stem with root or root swelling and a certain stem length (depending on the tree age) is mapped.
On stems without a root and a certain length the trunk should imply, that it is not a big branch.
Short pieces of stems from somewhere from the tree trunk were not worked on.
Mapping a subfossil trunk
In figure 3 the tools for mapping and the presentation of the trunks are presented. The shape of the
oaks and the traces on their trunks are illustrated in the Morphogramm. The specifically developed
Branch Clock with its symbols helps to specify the location of branch relicts and other features on
the stem. The Branch Clock is divided in 12 sectors with 30° each. Together with the distance from
the measurement base, for example the root collar, thus results a coordinate system. To describe
the branch traces on a lying trunk there are two different symbols. Round ones represent knot
holes, rectangular ones preserved branches.

Figure 3: Implements for locating traces on a lying subfossil trunk. Left: Most important abbreviations and the
variations of symbols, representing the two different branch remains. Middle: The Branch Clocks, illustrated
on a stylized cross section of a lying trunk, view from the base of a trunk to its top end. In the example of the
Branch Clock the symbols for the traces knot hole and branch are shown in the sectors. They can be found
on the Morphogramm again (sector number) and on the real trunk at their corresponding location. They do
not represent traces on a stem disk respectively on a cross-section of a trunk! In practice, not all symbols
come to application in each sector because of missing traces in some (or all) sectors on the whole mapped
trunk. Right: A sketch of a Morphogramm and of how it can be read. Graphic: Stenger 2012/13.

All entries in the Morphogramm are also found again on the tree trunk itself (Fig. 4, 5). In figure 6 a
and b examples of the two-dimensional Morphogramm without a photo of the trunks are shown.
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The illustration and interpretation of reconstructed subfossil oaks
A tree is a three-dimensional object. However, currently it can just be illustrated in two dimensions.
For a better understanding of the two-dimensional representation of a tree, figure 4 shows the lying
and upright subfossil oak LIFMT018 with its Branch Clock and Morphogramm. In the figures 5 and
6 more examples of Morphogramms of trees in different former stands are given.

Figure 4: The Morphogramm (A) and photos in three different views of the subfossil oak nr. LIFMT018 (46
year rings, with bark, not yet been dated). The trunk in its lying position as it was found (E) and in upright
position (C, D). The Branch Clock shows the mapped kind of branch traces and their position on the trunk.
They can be compared with the symbols on the Morphogramm. In the stem measurements the total length
and the diameter of the stem at different heights on the trunk are found. The measurement base is the root
collar, marked with 0. B illustrates the detail of the branch on the right side of the Morphogramm with its
Branch Clock. For longer branches a new Morphogramm would be used with the knot base as measurement
base. The reference axis for the angle measurement is then the one of the branch. On a stem fork the angle
would be measured between the branches, the reference axis is not the trunk axis. In C and D the upright
stem with the traces on the Morphogramm can be compared. The leveling-rod in C does not show the real
height of the oak. It is meant to support the trunk and keep it from falling over. Both, the Morphogramm and
the oak in C are showing the front side of the trunk. It is the upside of the lying trunk (E). On photo D, the
right side of the erected stem with the strong bending is illustrated. The same side is shown in E. The
angular measurement on a preserved strong branch and the measured angel widths are shown in C. In D
the measurement of a knot with the help of a metal bar is demonstrated, the angle width is 75°. The only
trace on the back side of the trunk can be seen on photo D.
This oak is a young one which stood probably on a bank slope with its front side to the river, the back side
oriented to the slope. On the front side there was more light and low pressure from grass, shrubs or trees in
contrary to the back side. The reason for the curvature was not the destruction of the treetop at a certain
time. For this there are no marks. By a slope slump the oak came in a skewed position. As the oak fell into
the river, the balance point of the treetop had already been repositioned over the root center again (Mattheck
1991). Photos: Stenger 15.09./ 19.09.2012, graphic 09.2012.
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In the figures 5 and 6 mapped trunks are illustrated with their Morphogramm. One stem has been a
singular tree, two have been standing in populated stands.
Example 1, singular tree: Short, strongly tapered trunk, branches densely scattered throughout the
stem, the first strong branches very low on the trunk, a large amount of branches of all sizes (Fig.
5), wide and irregular tree rings.
Example 2, one side in shadow, one with more light: Normal tapered trunk, on the light side strong
branches are set lower on the stem, the knot arrangements of the first branches have more than
90°, these branches were growing downwards. Here the angle measurement was possible
because there was another trunk lying under this log. The first big branch on the shaded side is set
higher on the stem, most of the measured knot arrangements have angles of less than 90°, in the
upper part of the tree trunk the opening angle flattens (Fig. 6a). The tree rings are regular and not
as wide as in example 1.
Example 3, dense stand: This formerly probably dominant oak has got a little tapered trunk, no
traces of branches until the remained top end of the trunk (Fig. 6b). The tree ring width can be
described as narrow.

Figure 5: Photo and Morphogramm of the subfossil oak nr. 11 (96 year rings, not dated, average tree ring
width: 3.48 mm in 80 cm distance from the root swelling). On the upper side the stem is grinded. It is strong
tapered with many big branches. The first one is situated -20 cm from the root swelling. On the left side 3
branch remains are showing angles between 50° and 60°, one with 80°, one with 100°. On the right side two
angles with 75° and 90° could be measured. The symbols in the Branch Clock represent only the mapped
branch leftovers by sectors on the trunk; they say nothing about the number of the mapped traces. The
dashed lines with the flashes are pointing to branch remains recognizable on the photo. This oak is an
example for a former single standing, fast grown in height and width, and therefore gnarled tree. Photo:
Stenger 2008, graphic 2008/ 2012.
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b

a

Figure 6: (a) Morphogramm of the subfossil oak nr. 23 (110 year rings, dated 536 AD, average tree ring
width: 2.98 mm in 250 cm distance from the root collar). The normal tapered grown stem is a sign for a
regularly growth in height and width in a sparsely populated stand. There are downwards growing knots
(more than 90°; angles bold) located on one side of the whole stem. This may be a sign that they were on
the light side, maybe on the border or a clearing of the forest. The oak tried to reach more light by growing
branches out of their own shadow. Most of the angles of the branches on the other (shadowy) side have
angles much lower than 90°. Spiral grown from the left to the right side, deviation about 5° from the stem axis
(dash signature). (b) Morphogramm of the subfossil oak nr. 29 (310 year rings, dated 4251 BC the year rings
of the tree ring blocs added. Average tree ring width: 1.46 mm in 100 cm distance from the root collar). The
tree stood in a former dense stand, probably it was a dominant oak. It has a little tapered grown trunk and no
branch remains. Strong spiral grown from the right to the left side, deviation about 17° from the stem axis
(dash signature). Graphic a, b: Stenger 2009/ 2012.
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Note: Due to the living conditions in the floodplain the tree ring width classifications wide, normal
and narrow grown for historic oak construction timber cannot be compared with the ring width of
these subfossil oaks.
Results
The research is still in the basics. Whether all the collected information are important or not will be
seen after analyzing a larger quantity of trunks. The Branch Clock is an effective and practicable
implement to locate traces on a stem. In combination with the Morphogramm it is also a useful tool
for a first two-dimensional visualization of the shape and the distribution of branch remains on the
trunk. In addition with the angular measurement on knot holes and on remains of big branches
protruding from the trunk, the arrangements of the branches can be reconstructed. But this gives
us an imagination of how a single oak has grown with a view at the close environment of this single
oak. The tree trunks as unique biological archives are available only for a relatively short time:
They are sold, decomposed by natural processes or the localities are no longer accessible. All
undocumented information are lost information. So, the more information we can collected from a
trunk, the better will be the understanding of the former living tree and its close environment.
To reconstruct the living environment in a, for example floodplain forest, there is a need of a great
collective of trunks as a kind of scaffold trees. The preconditions for this are: They shared
approximately the same lifetime in a close area, the finding spot or area in the pit (bog, etc.) is
known, and, depending of the tree ages, they have to have a certain stem length. For statistical
analysis on a large collective of trunks, the mapped stems can be divided into classes according to
their places in the floodplain forest. By way of example, there are oaks amidst and on the border of
a forest. Tree trunks with a similar height and similar living conditions (here two different
collectives) can be merged. Trunks from single or dominant oaks must be considered separately.
For instance, in the diploma thesis (Stenger 2010a, b) 49 stems respectively pieces of oak-stems
were analyzed. 25 stems were dated between 426 AD and 628 AD. Of those dated oaks only 12
trunks have been in good condition. The preserved height of 2 stems was 4.9 and 6.1 meters (m).
9 trunks had a length between 9.1 and 11.05 m and one 13.7 m. The tapering of 6 of the larger
trunks was normal, which means that these trees have been standing in a more or less sparsely
populated stand. The variation of the angles was between 30° and 80° (and larger: nr. 23). The
branch settings on the trunks were starting between 2.0 and 3.0 m above the root collar. 5 oaks
had less tapered trunks (thinning of about 1 cm/m), the first branches set higher than 4 m. Most of
the branches had angles between 35° and 50°. They have been standing in a dense populated
stand. A probably dominant oak had 13.7 m of length obtained with just 16 branches, but more
than 75% large ones (D > 10 to 75 cm). The first visible branch was set in a height of 4.1 m and
the branch settings on 8 measurable branches were between 18° and 48° (the other branches
were rotten or the angles not measurable).
For the 12 oaks can be said in summary, that about 50% of the branches are set in between 4/ 5 m
and 8/ 9 m from the root collar. In the upper part of the stems there were less, but more large
branches.
However, it is absolutely not easy to get a suitable collective.
Conclusion and outlook
With the developed and presented tools it is possible to reconstruct individual trees, within the
limits that have been identified. Looking at the preserved features, it can be inferred to many
things, such as the shape of the tree including the knot arrangement of the stem, the nature of the
close environment, whether the tree has been alive, partly or totally dead before it was covered
with sediments. By collecting further information from the trunk we gain more insight into the
ecological setting of an ancient floodplain forest. With this we can start an extended interpretation
of year ring sequences to detect possible local, non-climatic influences on the tree ring patterns.
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This will have more significance when a larger amount of trees, which lived at the same time in a
narrow spatial area, is scientifically processed.
However, after further researches it could be possible to verify changes in the habitus of the oaks
in the course of the millennia. Maybe we will detect traces of direct influence of anthropological
influence on the growth of trees (e.g. by cutting off branches), and a lot more. In addition with the
determination of wood findings near the oak stems the picture of Holocene floodplain forests will be
more detailed. Perhaps this, or a modified method will as well be applicable in archeology, for
example at the investigation of stems from boardwalks made from trunks, on preserved stems in
bogs, in paleontology on fossil stems, on stems coming out due to the melt of mountain glaciers,
on tree trunks from the lignite mining or on trunks lying on the ground of lakes or the sea, and the
like. The measurement of the angle of knot arrangements may not be possible on all kind of wood.
But just the mapping of a trunk gives a lot of information. As a future target, maybe it will be
possible to reconstruct ancient floodplain forests in the course of the millennia with oak and ash as
scaffold trees. The reconstruction of forests with other tree species may be possible, too. For some
time, a computer program is developed in which the trees can be represented three-dimensional. It
will be available for scientific purposes at leisure. This will be the first step for further investigations
in prehistoric and historic Holocene floodplain forests.
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Background and aims
In connection with an on-going study of bog-pine establishment and die-off phases believed to
reflect climatically induced hydrological changes in South Swedish ombrotrophic bogs (Edvardsson
et al., 2012a, b), trunks of oak (Quercus robur), ash (Fraxinus excelsior) and alder (Alnus
glutinosa) were found at the peat bog Viss mosse. The main part of the pine material covers the
period 5284-4559 BC (Edvardsson et al. 2012b). However, most of the deciduous trees were found
closer to the margins of the bog and can therefore be assumed to reflect subsequent forest
establishment phases following lateral expansion of the peat deposit.
To combine bog-tree dendrochronology and peat stratigraphy have proved to be useful for
reconstruction of both site development and regional climate variations (Eckstein et al. 2010, 2011,
Edvardsson et al. 2012b). As opposed to the pine-based study of Viss mosse by Edvardsson et al.
(2012b), this study focuses on: (1) deciduous tree species (oak, alder and ash), (2) a later period
(3000-1000 BC) and (3) more detailed peat stratigraphy based on humification, pollen and
macrofossil analysis. Our aims are to; (1) clarify the development and expansion of the peat bog
based on bog-tree dendrochronology and peat stratigraphy, (2) assess these local
palaeohydrological data in the context of regional climate reconstructions based on other proxy
records, and (3) explore climate-related interactions between different species of bog trees.
Material and methods
Site description and fieldwork
The study is based on material form the peat bog Viss mosse, southern Sweden (55⁰51´N,
13⁰49´E), a peat bog used for extensive peat harvesting and described by Edvardsson et al.
(2012b). During fieldwork campaigns in 2010, 2011 and 2012 samples from 75 deciduous trees
were collected with a chainsaw. Three peat sequences were taken with a Russian peat sampler.
Exact positions of trunks and peat profiles were obtained during fieldwork with a GPS. Depths of
the remaining organic deposits were measured with a probe along transects in the area where
most of the in situ trunks were found.
Laboratory work
Ring-width (RW) records from each sampled tree were measured using standard dendrochronological equipment (Schweingruber 1988). The wood material was treated, controlled and
standardized using the methods described by Edvardsson et al. (2012b).
Stratigraphic boundaries of the three peat sequences were identified based on peat characteristics
and degree of humification. Thereafter, each peat-stratigraphic boundary was dated by
radiocarbon. Pollen samples were taken at 2 cm intervals in the stratigraphies beneath the tree
trunks and at 5 cm intervals in peat collected from the remaining stratigraphy above the tree trunks.
Samples for peat bulk density, a physical parameter commonly used as a proxy for peat
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humification (Chambers et al. 2011), were taken over the entire stratigraphic unit. Generally, the
degree of humification reflects bog surface wetness when the peat was formed.
Preliminary results
Ring-width records
Based on 41 oak samples, four ring-width chronologies have been developed, One of these has
been absolutely dated to 1724-1399 BC by cross-correlation with Danish material (Christensen et
al. 2007), while the other will be dated by radiocarbon. So far, radiocarbon dating results from one
oak chronology have yielded an age span of 1282-1076 ± 113 BC.
Due to numerous missing rings and wide age distributions only five of the 33 alder samples were
possible to cross-date. Therefore, several individual trunks have been radiocarbon dated, yielding
ages in the range of 5700-1400 BC. One RW record composited of five alder samples has been
developed, covering the period of 2592-2344 ± 38 BC.
Initially, some alder samples were erroneously identified as beech trees during fieldwork and
subsequent measuring. These trees were also presented as beech (Fagus sylvatica) at the
TRACE conference in Potsdam-Eberswalde in 2012. However, wood anatomical results obtained
thereafter proved that they were indeed alder. These alders are characterized by (1) unusually
thick, but false medullary rays, (2) a more yellowish colour than other alder samples from the site,
and (3) anomalously long life spans (more than 200 years) as compared to the normal maximum
age of alder of about 120 year (McVean 1953). It is presently unclear why these alders have
developed such apparent beech-like features.
Peat stratigraphic studies
The stratigraphic successions obtained at Viss mosse exhibit eight consecutive units in the
marginal part of the peat deposit. Radiocarbon dating of these units provides evidence of a rapid
expansion of the bog with an onset at about 2500 BC.
Discussion and continued work
Preliminary pollen stratigraphic data in combination with the temporal distribution of dated tree
trunks suggest an establishment of alder before the oak population spread across the investigated
area. So far, no fire scars have been observed on the oak trunks, but a layer of charcoal in the
peat indicates a fire event c. 1600 BC followed by a rapid increase in the Betula pollen frequency.
The pollen record also shows decreasing frequencies of Quercus and Alnus immediately after the
assumed fire. However, this is likely to be a ‘percentage effect’ of the large increase in Betula
pollen rather than an indication of decline in the absolute pollen production of other species.
However, the oak population seems not to have suffered from the fire as the tree-ring data show
several germinating and no dying oak trees.
Most likely there were trees growing in the area before 2500 BC at the site where the deciduous
trees were found. However, in this marginal zone of the bog no trees were preserved until the peat
bog started to expand after c. 3000 BC. This expansion of the peat deposit took place during the
onset of the so-called neoglaciation (Nesje et al. 1991). In southern Sweden this transition to
generally colder, wetter and more unstable climatic conditions has been dated to 2650–1450 BC
(Jessen et al. 2005).
This work is still in progress. Radiocarbon dating of the two undated oak records will lead to
improved precision of the reconstruction and additional evidence of the interaction between oak
and alder, i.e. whether similar patterns occurred during different establishment phases. Results
from an on-going macrofossil analysis of the peat stratigraphy will probably contribute more
valuable information on the development of the peat deposit during this major climatic transition
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phase towards generally colder and wetter conditions, as well as on related interactions between
different species.
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Introduction
The investigations on genetic parameters of wood structure of European larch from two seedling
seed orchards from northern Poland were carried out in 2008-2010. Genetic parameters for wood
density traits were estimated in 389 25-year-old trees of 8 half-sib families of European larch.
Wood density traits of individual rings were determined by X-ray densitometry (Bergsten et al.,
2001). Genetic parameters such as narrow-sense heritability and genetic correlation were
calculated using the formulas developed by Wright (1976). Genetic parameters were estimated on
the basis of variance components for each trait and covariance components between different
traits, obtained from the MANOVA procedure of the SAS 9.2 PL software (SAS, 2002). Estimated
values of narrow-sense heritability of latewood density and maximum wood density were 0.97 and
0.98 respectively. The narrow-sense heritability of annual ring density and earlywood density
fluctuated in the studied period. Maximum wood density showed strong positive genetic correlation
with latewood density (rg = 0.98) and minimum wood density showed strong positive genetic
correlation with earlywood density (rg = 0.96). The genetic correlations between wood density traits
were increasing with cambial age. Similar trends in genetic parameters changes in time are shown
by Fujimoto et al. (2008) for hybrid larch.Stabilisation of genetic correlations between wood density
traits was observed in mature wood - from 16th annual ring. This confirms the correctness of
decisions to select trees on the basis of genetic parameters obtained for mature wood (early tests).
Wood density is the most important indicator of wood suitability for various kinds of utilization.
Wood density is correlated with several wood properties. Mean ring density depends on the
proportion of earlywood and latewood in annual rings (Warren, 1979). Ring density results from
different combinations of all these components (Hylen, 1999).
High growth rate in juvenile trees implies the dynamic nature of changes in the values of genetic
parameters estimated for the first annual rings (Baltunis et al. 2007, Hannrup et al. 2000, Lenz et
al. 2010). The mentioned tendency can be observed in the increase of individual tree heritability
and genetic correlations in wood density traits (Loo, Tauer 1984, Lenz et al. 2010, Louzada,
Fonseca 2002). Rapid growth of individual tree heritability is typical for ring density, earlywood
density and for minimum wood density (Gaspar et al. 2008, Lenz et al. 2010, Louzada, Fonseca
2002). While for latewood density and maximum wood density an opposite trend is observed in
terms of heritability. The increase of individual heritability of wood density traits is inhibited after
several years at a level which later on remains constant (Loo, Tauer 1984). According to various
authors, the age-age genetic correlations for wood density traits between the youngest annual
rings in juvenile wood and rings in mature wood reach the highest value in the first years of growth
(Gaspar et al. 2008) or in later periods: 15-20 years – 1.0 (Fujimoto et al. 2006), 8-11 years – 0.88
(Hanrup, Ekberg 1988). A different trend in genetic correlations was determined for Pinus radiata,
for which the highest values (2-3) for this parameter were observed in the tree age, a value close
to zero was observed in the transition wood 6-8 and a stable and moderate value of genetic
correlation was determined from the cambial age of 10 (Zamudio et al. 2002). Age-age analysis of
genetic parameters enables a precise examination of the heritability trends and an estimation of
genetic gain in a given year. Variability of heritability along the tree age clearly indicates how the
time, when selection is performed, determines the potential genetic gain (Lenz et al. 2010).
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Analysis of trends in genetic parameters variability in time allows for an improvement in selection
intensity and efficiency by applying early tests (Gaspar et al 2008).
A clear change in the value of genetic parameters of wood density traits is observed in the
transition zone between juvenile and mature wood. In various species the nature of the said
changes shows different trends: Pinus sylvestris (Hanrup, Ekberg 1988, Hannrup et al. 2000),
Pinus radiata (Zamudio et al. 2002), Pinus taeda (Loo, Tauer 1984), Pinus Elliottii (Hodge, Purnell
1993), Hybrid larch (Fujimoto et al. 2008).
The main purpose of the study was to determine the age of stabilisation for the value of genetic
parameters of wood density traits in European larch grown in seedling seed orchard conditions.
We assumed that the stabilisation age for genetic parameters of wood density traits in European
larch should be similar to the analogous period determined for the hybrid larch (Larix gmelinii var.
japonica × L. kaempferi).
Material and methods
In 2007 from two European larch seedling seed orchards located in the Młynary and Zaporowo
forest districts (northern Poland) materials were sampled and used for the analysis of wood
density. Among 22 families represented in both seedling seed orchards, based on the pilot study of
wood density traits, 8 families were selected for further studies. The selection of sample trees for
this examination was based on the assumption of an average representation of each family by 25
individuals in each seedling seed orchard. In total there were 188 trees selected from the Młynary
forest district and 201 trees from Zaporowo forest district. Two increment cores were sampled from
each tree at breast height (1.3 m). Wood samples were subject to standard preparation procedure
for the X-ray examination. Thickness was standardised by longitudinal cutting (Larsson et al.,
1994) and at the next stage the resins were extracted in distilled water (Grabner et al., 2005). The
final stage of preparations covered the stabilisation of water content in the samples at the level up
to 15% (Zobel & Jett, 1995). Increment cores were scanned from the core to the bark using X-ray
densitometry (Bergsten et al., 2001). Analysis of X-ray images using WinDENDRO™ software
provided the following values of wood density traits: mean ring density, earlywood density,
latewood density, maximum wood density, minimum wood density. In order to estimate quantitative
genetic parameters (genetic correlation and narrow-sense heritability) we calculated variance
components using the SAS 9.2 PL VARCOMP procedure and covariance components for each
combination of traits using the MANOVA procedure (SAS, 2002).
The narrow-sense heritability is given by the following formula (Falconer & Mackay, 1994):

hi2 = 4σF2/(σF2 + σPF2 + σE2)
where:

σF2 – family variance,
σE2 – residual variance,
σPF2 – family×seed orchard variance.

The genetic correlation was calculated as follows (Wright, 1976):

rgxy = CovFxy/(σFx2 σFy2)1/2
where:

σFx2 – family variance components for traits X and Y, respectively,
CovFxy – family covariance components for traits X and Y.
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Results and discussion
In the following years, similar fluctuations in heritability for all traits were seen (Fig 1).Maximum
wood density and latewood density had generally the highest heritability ranging from 0.48 to 0.98
and from 0.25 to 0.97 respectively.
Obtained heritability values are significantly higher than the minimum and maximum values quoted
by other authors: hybrid larch LD – 0.44; MAX – 0.41 for Pinus pinaster LD – 0.26; MAX – 0.44 for
Norway spruce LD – 0.59; MAX – 0.51(Fujimoto et al. 2008, Gaspar et al. 2008, Lewark 1982,
Zhang, Morgenstern 1995). The seen differences may occur due to a different relatedness nature
of the research material (full-sib families, half-sib families, clones), various age of trees, and most
of all due to different species of trees. The lowest value of narrow-sense heritability, all density
traits reached at the age of 14 (in 1999).
The seen decrease of this genetic parameter might be related to thinnings carried out on the tested
surfaces, however, the previously mentioned interventions occurred in years: 1997, 2000 and
2005. Therefore, it does not explain the occurring phenomenon. Another noticed decrease in the
heritability of wood density traits at the age of 19 (year 2004) did not find its justification in the
thinning interventions. Probably the low heritability of wood density traits is associated with the
heterogeneous response of trees to the disturbance of growth conditions due to drought occurring
in year 2003 (Rebetez et al. 2006).The low heritability of minimum density and a slow upward trend
at the age of 14 corresponds with the results cited for Norway spruce (Lewark 1982). Most authors
report higher values of this genetic parameter indicating a slow upward trend along with age
(Gaspar et al. 2008, Fujimoto et al. 2008, Louzada, Fonseca 2002). Despite a strong correlation
between earlywood density and a minimum density of wood, the heritability of minimum density
reaches much lower values than the heritability of earlywood density. This suggests that this trait is
only remotely genetically controlled and it strongly succumbs to environmental conditions.

Figure 1: Chronology in narrow-sense heritability for wood density traits: mean ring density (RD), earlywood
density (ED), latewood density (LD), maximum wood density (MAX), minimum wood density (MIN).

Estimated genetic correlations between wood density traits were high for the entire analyzed
period. After the age of 15 all genetic correlations reached the value raging from 0.67 to 0.98 (Fig
2). For most correlations four (4) characteristic periods of changes in particular genetic parameter
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can be determined (according to tree age trend). In the first period (associated with the evolution of
juvenile wood), up to the age of 11, correlations increased. In the second (typical for transition
wood), between 11 and 15, correlations stabilized. In the third period, a short time between the age
15 and 16, correlations again rapidly increased and reached their maximum at the 16th ring. In the
last - fourth period (typical for mature wood), from the age of 17, correlations stabilized again.
The values of the genetic correlation between the mean ring density and the wood density traits
correspond to the results obtained for hybrid larch (Fujimoto et al. 2008). Authors of these studies
suggest that due to a strong genetic correlation between wood density traits, these traits are of a
limited use when it comes to a selection targeted at the improvement of the quality of wood.
According to them, the selection should be carried out on the basis of the overall wood density.
The highest noticed values of genetic correlations of wood density traits for the age between 16-20
correspond to mature wood. This suggests that the selection carried out to improve the overall
density of wood can be based both on a mean ring density, as well as on the other density traits.
One should however note that these density traits have various heritability.

Figure 2: Chronology in genetic correlation between wood density traits: mean ring density (RD), earlywood
density (ED), latewood density (LD), maximum wood density (MAX), minimum wood density (MIN).

Conclusions
1. The unstable nature of the heritability of wood density traits typical for the transition period
(from juvenile to mature wood) can be the cause of wrong selection decisions concerning
wood density, which may result in wrong estimation of genetic gain.
2. Genetic parameters of wood density traits present stable and strong correlation for mature
wood.
3. Heritability of wood density traits is characterized by a visible increasing time-trend.
4. The minimum density of wood is a trait which is probably poorly genetically controlled and is
subject to strong environmental influences.
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Introduction
European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) can be considered a focal species in dendroecological
studies of forest dynamics (e.g. Dittmar et al. 2003, Piovesan et al. 2005). Beech grows from
Mediterranean to cold temperate environments with broad geographical and altitudinal ranges
(more than 20° latitude, 30° longitude and 1500 m in elevation). As a late-successional species,
beech has a long potential lifespan (400-500 years; Di Filippo et al. 2012; Trotsiuk et al. 2012).
Beech populations are ideally suited for biomonitoring purposes given their high sensitivity to
environmental changes related to climate (Biondi 1993, Piovesan & Adams 2005, Peñuelas &
Boada 2003, Jump et al. 2006, Di Filippo et al. 2007, Piovesan et al. 2008), forest fragmentation
(Barbeta et al. 2011), pollution (Šebesta et al. 2011) and forest management (Merino et al. 2007,
Ziaco et al. 2012).
Bioclimatic studies generally follow two approaches: process-based (e.g ecophysiological models,
dynamic vegetation models; e.g. Hartig et al. 2012) or correlative (e.g. bioclimatic maps, bioclimatic
envelopes; e.g. Araujo & Peterson 2012). Dendroclimatology provides a third approach, based on
the principle that common climatic factors control growth variations between trees in the same site
and between sites experiencing similar environmental conditions. Tree-ring chronologies integrate
the biological expression of the effects of climatic variability on vegetative and reproductive
processes. Climatic signals in tree-rings vary with the main ecological gradients, defined in terms
of latitudinal/altitudinal site ecology, and expressed as differences in growing season length,
drought intensity and duration, occurrence of frost events. Bioclimatic classifications of forests can
be built according to the spatial variation of the growth-limiting climatic factors, identifying
homogeneous areas of climatic influence. In this sense bioclimatic units reflect latitudinal or
altitudinal areas where tree-growth is controlled by the same climatic factor(s). For this reason treering networks can be used a) to reveal homogeneous bioclimatic areas according to similar growth
patterns at different spatial scales and b) for monitoring temporal variations of such patterns
through long-term tree-ring chronologies. Such approach allows for drawing synoptic maps based
on long (at least decades) time spans ranging from local to continental scales.
Italian beech forests are widespread over the entire country (1035103 ha, INFC 2005) and
characterized by complex dynamics because of their distribution along elevational/latitudinal
gradients, together with remarkable ecological continuity and integrity. Central-southern Italy was a
glacial refuge for European beech (Magri 2008) as shown by the higher genetic diversity found in
the southernmost beech populations (e.g. Italian peninsula) compared to those pertaining to the
central and northern areas of the species distribution (Magri et al. 2006). Moreover, despite a long
history of human utilization, patches of primary and secondary old-growth beech stands are still
present in remote montane areas of both the Apennines and the Alps (Piovesan et al. 2010).
Individuals exceeding five century have been reported for Central Italy (Piovesan et al. 2011), while
in the Eastern Alps the oldest known beech stand (Lateis) is about 400 years old. However, in both
areas ages >300 years are not uncommon (Di Filippo et al. 2012).
In 2002 a national tree-ring network mainly focused on beech was established to describe the
bioclimatology of Italian forests (Schirone et al. 2002), recently enlarged with support from the
Scientific Research Program of National Relevance 2007AZFFAK project (“Climate change and
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forests – Dendroecological and ecophysiological responses, productivity and carbon balance on
the Italian network of old-growth beech forests”). Currently the network includes more than 40
beech stands sampled along a wide latitudinal (from 37° 52' to 46° 34' N) and altitudinal (200 –
2100 m asl) transect.
The beech tree-ring network can be a paradigm for the application of dendroecological methods in
forest ecology concerning: a) forest bioclimatology, describing the spatial organization of tree-ring
based bioclimatic classification of beech stands in Italy; b) assessment of global change impacts
on forest stands, by checking the temporal stability of bioclimatic relationships and by exploring the
link between bioclimate and tree longevity, growth rates, and disturbance processes.
Material and methods
The tree-ring network is a combination of 45 beech chronologies developed over the past 20 years
(Biondi 1992, Schirone et al. 2002, Di Filippo et al. 2007, Piovesan et al. 2010; Fig.1). The main
network features are: a) distribution over the entire peninsula; b) broad elevational range, from low
hills to high mountains; c) presence of old trees within forest stands with no intense human
disturbance in the recent past (Piovesan et al. 2005). The most intensively sampled areas were
Central Apennines (Piovesan et al. 2005) and Eastern Alps (Di Filippo et al. 2007). Field collections
were made by selecting at least 20 among the largest dominant or codominant trees. One wood
increment core was collected the lower bole at breast height (along the contour line whenever
possible). All wood samples were prepared for dendrochronological analysis using standard
methods (Stokes and Smiley 1996).

Figure 1: The tree-ring network and maximum longevity detected within each beech population.
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We used ring width to quantify diameter increment, and ring areas to quantify basal area increment
(BAI; Piovesan et al. 2008). BAI, an indicator of tree productivity, was used to assess stand
productivity dynamics. BAI chronologies, obtained by averaging individual BAI series, were
smoothed by cubic splines with a 50% frequency-response cutoff at 50-year periods to represent
long-term productivity trends. Standardized tree-ring chronologies, representing the expression of
the high-frequency climatic signals controlling tree-growth variability of that tree population, were
produced for each site using the following formula:

with Īt = chronology value at year t; nt = number of samples for year t, with nt ≥ 3; w = crossdated
ring width of sample i in year t; y = value of sample i in year t computed by fitting a modified
negative exponential with asymptote ≥ 0 or a straight line with slope ≤ 0 to the ith ring-width series;
cit = constant added to sample i in year t so that the standardized chronology has mean equal to 1
(Di Filippo et al. 2007). Each standardized chronology was validated according to its EPS
(Expressed Population Signal) and prewhitened by fitting autoregressive (AR) models to enhance
its climatic signal (Cook et al. 2001).

Figure 2: Correlation maps of the first 2 PC scores representing the Mediterranean (a) and Alpine (b) signals
for the period 1942-1988. Grey intensity and symbol's dimensions are proportional to PC loadings. c)
Walter–Lieth climatic diagrams referred to high-mountain beech populations on eastern Alps and central
Apennines. d) Interpolated correlation maps between PC1 scores and gridded Summer precipitation.

A bioclimatic classification of the standardized chronologies according to their dominant climatic
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signal was obtained by a Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) (Piovesan et al. 2005, Di Filippo et al.
2007). Multivariate analysis, including Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) and Principal
Components Analysis (PCA), were performed based on the correlation matrix between
prewhitened chronologies: HCA separates groups of homogeneous climatic control e.g. Bioclimatic
Units (discrete approach), while PCA identifies common macroclimatic signals responsible for the
observed classification at a regional scale thought Principal Component (PC) scores, or amplitudes
(continuous approach) (Piovesan et al. 2005). Selection of PCs was guided by Kaiser’s Rule.
Composite chronologies were obtained by pooling together all ring-width series from sites whose
prewhitened chronologies were associated by multivariate analysis and the same formula reported
above was used to compute prewhitened composite chronologies.

Figure 3 a) Hierarchical clustering dendrogram of beech prewhitened chronologies from Eastern Alps,
Central and Southern Apennines; boxplots: elevation range of the low-elevation (L), mountain (M) and highmountain (H) belt in central Apennines (above) and eastern Alps (below). b) Elevation range covered by
altitudinal bioclimatic zones of beech on the eastern Alps and the Central Apennines, showing beech lifespan
(years in parentheses), and the main climatic factors limiting beech growth within each zone.

Climate-growth relationships were determined using both dendroclimatic and synoptic procedures.
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Dendroclimatic correlation and response functions were calculated between principal component
scores of prewhitened tree-ring chronologies and monthly climate variables using DendroClim2002
(Biondi & Waikul 2004). Explanatory climate variables spanned a 17-month window, from October
of the current growth year to June of the previous year. Climate was quantified by monthly total
precipitation (P) and monthly mean air temperature data (see Piovesan et al. 2005, Di Filippo et al.
2007). Temperature and precipitation climatologies were obtained from Brunetti et al. (2009a, b).
Results and Discussion
Bioclimatic classification of the tree-ring network
The Italian tree-ring network consists of high-frequency tree-ring chronologies distributed along a
wide geographic/climatic gradient (Fig. 1). According to the multivariate analyses, Italian beech
populations were arranged horizontally in two bioclimatic zones according to their latitude
(Temperate vs. Mediterranean biome; Fig. 2) and vertically in bioclimatic belts according to their
elevation (Fig. 3). The separation between the Mediterranean and the Temperate biome was well
described by the spatial extent of the first two principal components (PCs) of the network, which
demonstrated the existence of two main macroclimatic signals dominating high frequency treegrowth variability in the two areas (Fig. 2a-b). The two biomes are characterized by quite different
precipitation regimes (more abundant and concentrated in the growing season on the eastern
Alps, lower amounts with summer drought in the Apennines; Fig. 2c). In fact their boundary runs
across the Northern Apennines and corresponds to the limit of summer drought control over growth
variability (Piovesan et al. 2005, Di Filippo et al. 2007; Fig. 2d). Interestingly, this bioclimatic
boundary coincides with what found in other studies based on Abies alba tree-ring network (Carrer
et al. 2010), and it matches to the boundary between the northern and the central Italian climatic
regions identified by Brunetti et al. (2006) on the base of interannual precipitation variability.

Figure 4: Teleconnection patterns within a multispecific tree-ring network: climatic signal of the first (a) and
second (b) PC scores.
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Within each biome, elevation is the leading factor controlling the main climate signal, as it
determines mean temperature regime as well as growing season onset and duration. In both the
Alps and the Apennines Fagus sylvatica populations were arranged by HCA in three altitudinal
bioclimatic belts: low-elevation, mountain and high-mountain beech stands (Fig. 3). Each
bioclimatic belt composite chronology had its own limiting climatic factor. However, while summer
drought was the dominant climatic factor across all elevations in Central Italy, the Alpine stands
were controlled mainly by thermal limitations (Piovesan et al. 2005, Di Filippo et al. 2007). In the
Mediterranean biome we observed, with increasing elevation, a shortening of the dry period (from
May-August to July-August) and an increasing need for warmth in early spring. Substantial
differences in growing season length (one month delay among low-elevation and high-mountain
belts) were detected in central Italy by matching dendroecological data with the Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI; Alessandrini et al. 2010). On the Eastern Alps instead the
influence of heat/drought stress remained limited to low-elevation stands, in opposition to highmountain populations where warmer temperature favors growth during all the vegetative period (in
summer months too). It is also noteworthy noticing that at mid-elevations on the Alps (mountain
belt) the climatic factors of the year preceding ring formation are the main signals, possibly in
relation to previous summer climate control on floral induction in beech trees. In fact the mast
seeding phenomenon in beech (as in spruce) is synchronized by climate, and the antagonism
between vegetative growth and reproduction is reflected in growth variability (Piovesan & Adams
2005).
When matched within a tree-ring network including different tree species, the bioclimatic constrains
seemed to exert a stronger influence than genetic features on growth variability, especially in sites
at the altitudinal limit of the species range (Fig. 4). In Central Italy, low mountain to hilly beech
populations spread at the same elevations of Turkey oak and downy oak (Quercus cerris and Q.
pubescens) populations (Fig. 4). Moving upward, the uppermost oak population (900 m asl in
central Apennines) was linked more to mountain beech chronologies than to hilly oak records (Fig.
4a), while hilly beech stands were more strongly correlated to hilly oak than to mountain beech
populations (Fig. 4b).
The factors affecting beech longevity within the tree-ring network
Our dendroecological investigations uncovered a number of multi-century old trees, with the oldest
ones found in high-mountain areas of central Italy (Fig. 1). Tree lifespan and growth rates are
affected by climate (spring–summer temperature) and are inversely related to one another along
elevation gradients (Di Filippo et al. 2012). For this reason high-mountain beech trees in both the
Alps and Apennines have a longer life span compared to middle- and low-elevations stands. Older
individuals are often not characterized by large dimensions, since they are subjected to worse site
conditions (e.g. high-mountain environments, close to the tree-line). In Italy the oldest beech
stands are found at the timber line, as in the case of the Valle Cervara and Coppo del Morto
(maximum age: 560 yrs at DBH), two old-growth forests of Central Italy growing around 1700-1850
m asl. On the Alps the oldest stand is the high-mountain beech forest of Lateis (380 yrs, 1450 m
asl). However, in both biomes several mountain stands with 300-350 yrs old trees were found.
Low-elevation populations showed considerably lower ages (100-200 yrs). At lower elevations, e.g.
on hilly areas of Central and North-eastern Italy, sustained growth rates speed up forest turnover
rates: the structural cycle of such forests is thereby accelerated and their maximum potential
longevity strongly reduced.
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The tree-ring network as a tool to understand climate-change impacts on forest ecosystems
Our bioclimatic classification allowed to frame climate-change impacts on forests
considering the spatial organization of the main growth-limiting climate factors. Average Basal Area
Increment (BAI) showed diverging trends for different biomes and altitudinal zones (Fig. 5; see also
Fig. 5 in Di Filippo et al. 2012). Beech in the Apennines lost productivity across the entire elevation
gradient following the progressive increase in summer drought (Piovesan et al. 2008). This decline
in tree productivity began during the 70s and, especially in low-elevation and mountain stands,
accounted on average for 20-30% of BAI losses (Piovesan et al. 2008). In the eastern Alps we
instead observed increasing productivity, especially in mountain and high-mountain areas, possibly
in connection with global change (e.g. an improved thermal regime probably plus CO2 fertilization
and nitrogen depositions; Di Filippo et al. 2012).

Figure 5: Average Basal Area Increment (BAI) per bioclimatic belt in the Alps and the Apennines. Curves are
50-yr cubic smoothing splines.

Similar productivity losses were detected in central Italy oak stored coppices, whose productivity is
strongly coupled to the hydrologic balance, and the declining growth anticipated the observation of
dieback phenomena (Di Filippo et al. 2010). Mediterranean stored coppices are destined to be
affected by growth decline because drought periods generally occurs at decadal scale, so that
growth of tree pertaining to different cohorts results to be highly synchronized, implying a lower
growth potential for recent generations (Fig. 6a). In declining trees, tree-ring analyses outlined the
existence of a progressive shift in the importance of the climatic factors controlling growth, from
current to previous years of ring formation (Fig. 6b; Di Filippo et al. 2010). Dendroecology thus
revealed to be a useful tool for predicting decline/dieback phenomena before the manifestation of
pathological symptoms. In a global warming scenario, increased frequency/intensity of dry periods
will affect especially hilly stands, with dieback potentially leading to local extinction of mesophilous
species.
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Figure 6: Productivity losses in Mediterranean oak stored coppices. a) Mean volume increment (MVI), 11-y
splines of cohorts born in 1959 and 1972 as a function of age. b) 11-y window Moving Correlation Function of
volume increment with selected climatic factors; each value represent the last year of each interval (symbols
on each line denote correlation p < 0.05; dotted line: May–June water balance 11-y spline).

The bioclimatic influence on tree productivity is connected to the capacity of trees to respond to
natural disturbance events. Recent work by Ziaco et al. (in press) using the boundary line method
(Black & Abrams 2003) demonstrated the importance of calibrating beech growth release potential
to the bioclimatic context for an effective reconstruction of forest disturbance history, especially
when studying populations living at marginal (i.e. latitude or altitude) sites.
Other important effects of climate warming may lead to differences in the potential longevity
expressed by beech at different elevation. Since tree lifespan (and growth rates) are controlled by
climate, we estimated a reduction in beech lifespan of 23±5 years for each degree of warming (Di
Filippo et al. 2012). The existence of divergent productivity trends between the Alps and the
Apennines could thus point to the presence diversified, even opposite, climate change effects in
different bioclimatic contexts of the same region. In the Mediterranean region, drought could either
increase longevity by reducing growth rates or cause mortality of older trees. On the Alps, instead,
if warming continues beech maximum lifespan could be reduced by faster growth.
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Revision of dendrochronological data in the Rhineland, Germany.
An interim report on a generational transfer of dendrodata.
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E-mail: dendro.prehistory@uni-koeln.de

Introduction
The article is dealing with the topic of structural and technical generational change in an
archaeological Dendrolab and first basic results from the pilot scheme are presented.
The Laboratory of Dendroarchaeology at the University of Cologne is a close partner of the cultural
heritage services in North Rhine-Westphalia. Since 1972 about 50,000 digital dendrochronological
measurements, mostly from archaeological timbers, were stored in binary coded single data files in
different directory structures on the lab’s computers. The files contain a short header followed by
the sequence of year ring distances. All of the other metadata are stored on paper archived in ring
binders. This heterogeneous storage structure requires time-consuming preparations for scientific
analysis.
In 2008 the single binary data-files were converted into single ASCII text-files stored in a key
number-based directory structure. Simultaneously the data were transferred into a preliminary
SQL-database. These two steps were a first data backup that allowed an easy access to the
formerly proprietary data. The next step was to find out which data structure will suit a modern
scientific database that contains both all existent digital and analogue (meta-) data and that is open
for additional information.
For this purpose in 2010 a pilot scheme was started focussing on the dendrodata of timbers from
archaeological excavations in the open cast lignite region in the Rhineland (Fig.1).
In 2011 we switched to the Windows-based software TSAPWin Professional for our daily
dendrochronological measurements and analysis. At the same time we transferred the old
measurement data from ASCII text-files to the Heidelberg format structure. But most metadata are
still on paper.
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Figure 1: The lignite mining area of the Rhineland and its open cast mines Garzweiler, Hambach and Inden
(shaded areas, including recultivated open cast pits).

Initial situation at the Dendrolab Cologne
The former system of data storage comprised analogue and digital data. The analogue metadata,
printed and handwritten, are archived in about 150 folders. Some of these metadata are stored
separately from the tree ring series in an MS-Access database with 15 data fields per record to
allow some comfort in data access. The associated measurement data of tree ring series was
stored in binary files, one file per series, which allowed only for a small amount of metadata to be
saved. The backup of these series comprises about 100 floppy discs (5¼”).
The setup of a database containing all existing information on each measurement was essential to
escape from that uncomfortable and unsafe situation. At the same time the data recorded with
TSAPWin since 2011 must be integrated too. So our approach is not only to transfer the previous,
partly analogue data into a digital future. We also need new structures for the digital recording of
timbers that arrive from current excavations. The structure and function of the new database
should be tested in a pilot project before all of the lab’s data would be transferred to it. We chose
the archaeological dendrodata from the lignite mining area of the Rhineland (Fig. 1). Their revision
and integration into a database would at the same time sharpen our structural demands and
ameliorate the data.
Data of the pilot scheme
During the past 40 years about 1,600 archaeological wooden elements from excavations in the
mining area were sampled and examined at the Dendrolab Cologne (Diethelm 2012). At 31% of
these elements it was impossible to measure the ring distances because the wood was damaged
in some way. But more than 1,000 elements were measured, resulting in nearly 1,800 tree-ring
series (radii) and 533 dated elements. So roughly the half of the measured elements is dated (Fig.
2). This is the pool of dendrochronological data that is to be revised. We hope to raise our
proportion of dating in the course of the revision. Information as to the proportion of successful
dendrodating is rare in literature. Schweingruber suggests that a maximum of 66% of all delivered
samples can be dated (Schweingruber 1983:87).
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Figure 2: The ratio of measured to unmeasured elements (left) and the ratio of dated to undated elements
(right).

The chronological distribution of the 533 dated elements in the past 2,000 years is erratic (Fig. 3).
The ordinate of figure 3 shows the number of dated elements whose latest tree rings end in the
same calendar year. Although the lignite mining area is an archaeologically well studied region,
there are periods where the number of dated elements per year is very low or no timbers are
available at all, resulting in dendrochronological gaps.
There is a badly represented period from the late Antiquity to the Migration Period (AD 230-500), a
dendrochronological gap well known for large parts of Western Europe (Fig. 3). In this span of 270
years a total of only 21 dated elements exist. 15 of these elements come from the same
archaeological site and cover 50 years from AD 340-390. Another gap covers the period from the
Early to High Medieval times (AD 650-1250). There are several reasons for these poorly
represented periods in the dendrochronological calendar. In the lignite mining area of the
Rhineland it is a mixture of cultural and environmental factors which cause a poor replication in the
reference-curves too.
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Figure 3: Chronological distribution of dated elements (n=533) from the lignite mining area of the Rhineland.

Demands of the data base
In 2010, when the project started, we set up the following demands for the database:
 Maintenance of old and new data in the same structure
 Storage of old data in their original condition (library / backup)
 Storage and analysis of dendrochronological measurements and their metadata including
information on the location of the archived samples
 Application of an “easy to learn” open source software (easy access and cost reasons)
 Systematic software updates and backups
At the same time other dendrochronologists were facing similar data base problems especially
concerning the handling of metadata in an exchangeable way (van Lanen & Jansma 2009, Jansma
et al. 2010, 2012a, b, Brewer et al. 2011).
Accessing the metadata has become more important in the past years. For storing and accessing
metadata TRiDaBASE was developed recently (Jansma et al. 2012). But we want to store
measurement data along with their metadata in the same structure and later on also the average
curves and chronologies shall be integrated. So TRiDaBASE does not really suit our needs.
In our work environment it is also important that the database serves multiple users. Another
important criterion is the possibility to port the database to another operating system or even
another database system one day. Although at the moment the Dendrolab Cologne uses MSWindows as the primary operation system, we want to stay open for future changes. This led us to
the conclusion that an SQL based database might be best suited. It is available as open source
software, it has a relatively simple syntax which is semantically close to English and it is a powerful
and proven tool to depict complex data settings and execute even comprehensive queries. We
decided in favour of the widely used and free of charge MySQL database. This decision was
strongly supported by the facts that the Computing Centre at the University of Cologne (RRZK)
offers MySQL with a phpMyAdmin administration plus software support, maintenance, updates and
backup facilities. At the end of the project we will consider publishing all database relevant
information.
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Dating in Dendroarchaeology
Timbers from archaeological excavations are mostly modified by man. That is why sapwood is
seldom and elements with preservation of a waney edge are very rare. Due to the anthropogenic
modifications several elements of an object may have different last years. Dating in
Dendroarchaeology generally pursues the goal to date the onset and lifetime of an object which
may have many elements in terms of Jansma (2010:101-102). But in contrast to Jansma (2010) in
the Dendrolab Cologne the multiple sampling of an element is not documented by multiple sample
numbers. All pieces taken from the same element are treated as the same sample and they have
the same sample number. The radii measured are continuously labelled with small letters suffixed
to the sample number. We admit that in doing so it is not possible to identify the position of a radius
within an element. But in our workflow it has no practical meaning to differ between several slices
of wood (Jansma’s ‘sample’) cut from the same element. For us the element’s felling date is most
important. The way to that goal has three levels. The first one is the date of the youngest
measured ring for each radius. The second level is the date of the element. That means all radii
and their dates are drawn into consideration along with statistical data on expectancy of sapwood
rings (in the absence of a waney edge) to achieve a felling date. The third level is particularly
important for archaeology. It holds the dates of onset and lifetime of an object. For example a
wooden well, the object, has many elements, boards, and their earliest felling date will probably
represent the onset of the construction while the youngest felling date may represent the latest
modification or repair. The aforesaid conditions affect the design of our dendroarchaeological
database.
Database Design
In 2010 Jansma et al. present their universal data model TRiDaS for exchanging
dendrochronological data and metadata. The authors point out the distinction between a datatransfer standard and a data-storage standard (Jansma et al. 2010:101). They recommend a local
database to store the administrative and specific data of the Lab.
Of course the design of our database aims at a user-friendly handling for everyday use. The
concept is adapted to timbers from archaeological excavations and dating of frame houses.
Therefore it makes no sense to provide attributes that will never be used, like sprout year, slope
angle or soil depth.
We also want to hold all information in a single database to avoid any additional work steps. That is
why we designed an ‘active section’ and a ‘library section’ in this database (Tab. 1). While the first
one holds the revised old data and the new data in the same table structure the second is just a
backup to archive the old unaltered data from the single binary files.
As the basic concept of relations between data entities in the TRiDaS data model corresponds
mostly to our demands we adopted parts of it to our ‘active database’. Its basic structure contains
five layers (Tab. 1).
The first layer ‘project’ contains administrative information like customer, contact person and
addresses.
The second layer ‘object’ is the assignment layer. In most cases this is information on the delivery
of elements from an excavation or from the roof framework of a building. This is a
dendrochronological object in our view. Geographical information is located in this layer as well.
The third layer ‘element’ is our sample layer. Independent from the amount of pieces cut from one
element they all receive the same sample number (see chapter “Dating in Dendroarchaeology”
above). The metadata related to them are stored here.
The fourth layer ‘radius’ contains information on a radius like its quality, number of sapwood rings,
waney edge.
The fifth layer ‘value’ simply holds the information of year ring widths of each radius. Its index, ring
positions and ring widths are stored here.
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Table 1: Structure of the SQL-database organized in five layers. The terms of the entities are analogue to
Jansma et al. 2010.

Revision and Database Input
As already mentioned it is one important criterion of this project to backup the original and
unaltered data from the old binary files in the ‘library section’. They are the base for the step by
step revision of all data of the Dendrolab. After revision they are stored in the ‘active section’.
During the manual input the information from different sources is revised and corrected if
necessary and it is completed with further metadata, for example geographic coordinates.
Preliminary scientific results
Now, after running the project for 18 months, the revision of the data arise a first result. At first
check of the revised data it was possible to reduce the gap between the late Antiquity and the
Migration Period. (cp. Fig. 3 and 4). In this period we now can date around 25% of the former
undated tree ring series. They helped to fill in the gaps from AD 300-340 and from AD 390-500. In
future we hope to fill up the remaining gap AD 230-300 completely.
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Figure 4: Replication of tree ring series dated AD 150-600 (last rings) from archaeological timbers excavated
in the lignite mining area of the Rhineland.

Next the setup of regional chronologies will be started. In addition we will test statements
concerning the forest management in Roman Period following the work of Billamboz & Köninger
(2008) and Billamboz (2009).
This initial success by the revision of the data from the lignite mining area emphasizes the
importance to ensure and revise the whole data set of the Dendrolab Cologne.
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Introduction
The number of dendroarchaeological studies carried out in High Asia is still rather scarce
(Gutschow 1994, 2001, Schmidt 1993, Schmidt et al. 1999, 2001, Sheppard et al. 2004, Xinguo et
al. 2003). In dendroarchaeology, wood is commonly used as a source of dating historic or
prehistoric objects. Dating is accomplished either by dendrochronological dating or by radiocarbon
dating, in the latter case often by applying the wiggle-matching approach (Bronk Ramsey et al.
2001). Beside useful information in the chronological or human historical context, wood may
contain additional information which may be of great relevance for reconstructing former
environmental conditions, especially for extending chronologies from living trees for reconstructing
past climate changes (Tarasov et al. 2003, Sheppard et al. 2004). In this study we investigate the
ring-width variations of wood from living trees and historic wood samples for their indications of
changes in the tree growth vigor and forest structure.
Study material and methods
Studied sites and wood material
We collected wood from historical buildings in the southern part of the Tibetan plateau around
Lhasa, and in the Dolpo region of western Nepal (Bräuning 2001, Bräuning et al. 2011). Beside the
historic material, wood from living trees was collected form tree stands of the same area of the
historic wood. At Dolpo, living and historic wood samples come from the close neighborhood
(29°26‘N/ 82°54‘E, 3850 m a.s.l.) and are from Pinus wallichiana. Tree-ring chronologies from
Tibet come from relict stands of living Juniperus tibetica trees in the surrounding of Lhasa (28°58'30°18’N/ 90°28`-91°58‘E, 4140-4450 m a.s.l.; Bräuning 2001). These chronologies from living trees
cover the periods 1748-1998 and 1081-2005, respectively. However, many samples of historic
wood could not be successfully crossdated with these chronologies. Thus, we carried out ca. 300
AMS 14C datings to date historic samples. It is worth to note that all sites are at present strongly
impacted by human influence, namely fire in Dolpo and grazing at all Tibetan sites.
Methods
Samples from living trees were collected with an increment corer at breast height, samples from
historic wood was collected either with an increment corer or as disks. In cases of missing
innermost rings in historic samples or in samples from living trees, the number of missing rings to
the pith was estimated according ring curvature and width of the inner rings. Ring width was
measured with a LINTAB V measuring table (Rinntech, Heidelberg, Germany) with a precision of
0.01 mm. We aligned the raw ring-width measurement series of samples beginning in each century
according to their cambial ages and compared the cumulative growth during the first 100 years of
tree growth. Since tree ages were much higher for the studied juniper trees from Tibet, now growth
curves for trees established during the 20th century could be produced. For further discussion, we
selected graphs from some centuries that have a minimum number of 3-4 trees starting growth in
the respective century and that show differences in the mean growth behaviour.
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Results and discussion
The cumulative growth curves of P.wallichiana from Dolpo for the 16th, 17th, 19th and 20th centuries
are shown in Figure 1. Although the data replication is rather low it is obvious that growth in the
first 100 years of tree live was more homogeneous in the 16th, 17th, and 20th centuries than during
the 19th century, in which the ring-width series show an extremely wide spread between fastgrowing and slow-growing individuals. Average cumulative growth was lowest in the 17th century
and highest during the 20th century. Since pine trees are light demanding species we interpret the
results as low growth during unfavourable climatic conditions during the 17th century, an increasing
human influence on the regional forests during the 18th century when some trees are strongly
favoured possibly by removing competitors, and by very high growth rates in the very open tree
stands surviving in the 20th century.

Figure 1: Cumulative growth curves from Pinus wallichiana from Dolpo region, Nepal. Single trees are shown
in grey, mean growth curves in black.

The cumulative growth curves of J. tibetica from the southern Tibetan plateau also show strong
variations during the past 2000 years (Fig. 2). Tree growth during the 1st century B.C. and during
the 15th century A.D. was quite consistent and rather slow. However, during the 11th and 19th
centuries, cumulative growth curves during the first 100 years of juniper growth varied strongly with
higher average growth rates. Although the better growth performance of the trees may also be at
least partly caused by better climatic conditions, we assume that human impact on the local forests
had a strong impact especially in the 11th century, when the monastery of Reting was founded that
is located in the centre of the forest with the oldest living trees (Bräuning 2001). On the other hand,
impact on the forest during 19th century might also have been high since there is no indication for
favourable summer moisture conditions at this semi-arid site (Grießinger et al. 2011).
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Figure 2: Cumulative growth curves from Juniperus tibetica from the Lhasa region, Tibetan plateau. Single
trees are shown in grey, mean growth curves in black.

Figure 3 compares the average growth performance during the first 100 years of growth during
different time periods. It becomes apparent that maximum growth rates of P.wallichiana can be
much higher than those for the high-elevation species J. tibetica. On the other hand, the enhanced
growth rates during the 20th century in Dolpo and during the 19th century in Tibet indicate that
human impact on forest structure has been increasing during the recent decades and forests
probably showed a more open structure with better light conditions for remaining trees.

Figure 3: Average growth curves during different time periods of (a) Pinus wallichiana from Dolpo and (b) of
Juniperus tibetica from the Lhasa region.
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Due to low sample sizes especially during older time periods, our results are of preliminary
character and should be improved by further inclusion of older trees, if those become available.
The purpose of our study was to demonstrate that historic wood may contain a wealth of
information about former environmental growing conditions and human-environment interactions
that should be used as a source of historical environmental development.
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Introduction
Annually resolved and absolutely dated patterns of tree-ring width, ideally driven by one
dominating climate factor, such as summer temperature at the upper and northern distribution
limits of tree growth (Fritts 1976), can provide unique opportunities for reconstructing past climate
conditions (Esper et al. 2002). A combination of living trees and relict material may even allow
continuous chronologies to be developed over centuries to millennia (Büntgen et al. 2011), which
ultimately denote important paleo-environmental archives (IPCC 2007).
Arctic driftwood, exclusively originating from the circumpolar boreal forest zone, rifted by the ocean
currents and deposited along shallow coastlines, is exceptional regarding its spatial dispersal
distance and ability to be preserved over most of the Holocene (Funder et al. 2011). Driftwood may
therefore constitute an important proxy record at the interface of marine and terrestrial processes.
In fact, it may contain information on past environmental conditions that occurred during a tree´s
lifespan, but also reflects changes in forest management, as well as associated logging and
floating activities (Johansen 1998). Insight into past changes in the rate of river runoff, the
dynamics of ocean currents, and the amount of postglacial uplift might be further gained from large
driftwood collections if the absolute age and precise origin of each sample is determined via the
application of traditional dendrochronological and wood anatomical techniques.
Early explorers at the end of the 19th century were pioneers in scientifically collecting and
analyzing driftwood (e.g. Agardh 1869, Kindle 1921, Eurola 1971) (Fig. 1). The amount of material
considered in these studies was, however, restricted to a few samples only. From the 1990s
onward, more sophisticated surveys with enhanced sample replication took place with a main
interest in assessing paleo-environmental changes including variations in sea-ice cover, as well as
in linking driftwood abundance to human settlement (e.g. Eggertsson 1993, 1994a, 1994b, Dyke et
al. 1997, Johansen 1998, 1999, Alix 2005). Nevertheless, highly replicated and systematic Arctic
driftwood compilations and their subsequent wood anatomical and dendrochronological evaluation
are still missing.
Near Holocene-long estimates of fluctuations in Arctic sea-ice cover and ocean currents were
recently obtained from radiocarbon dates of ~80 driftwood samples (Funder et al. 2011), which
originated from northeast Greenland. This 10’000-year long record was combined with careful
analyses of ancient shell and plant remains, as well as lake isolation lines. Situated at the forefront
of modern paleo-climatology and -oceanography, and focusing on the Arctic region – one of the
world’s most sensitive environments to climate change – this cross-disciplinary study clearly
emphasizes the potential of driftwood research to generate unprecedented datasets that combine
information from both, terrestrial and marine ecosystems. However, some of the results remain
partly debatable and thus raise an array of stimulating questions: Were wood anatomical and/or
dendrochronological analyses applied to define the genus or species of each driftwood sample,
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and if yes, were these methods able to properly differentiate between spruce, larch, and pine? Why
was the potential Siberian source region restricted to the boreal forest east of ~85°E only? How
were different ocean currents that may transport driftwood from the Russian White Sea, the
Barents Sea, and the more eastern Kara Sea considered? Why was the natural species
distribution of the boreal forest zone simplified, yielding to the assumption that spruce
predominantly originates from northern North America and larch mainly derives from eastern
Siberia?

Figure 1: History of Arctic driftwood research per region: A. Iceland, B. Northern Norway, C. Svalbard, D. Jan
Mayen, E. Northern Greenland, F. Northern Canada, G. Central Canada, H. Alaska, I. Siberia (Kolyma), J.
Svalbard (This study), K. Eastern Greenland (This study). More than one study was often conducted per
region and circle sizes therefore indicate the number of collected samples per region.

Data and Methods
In seeking to provide further methodological insight and to possibly also answer some of the above
questions, we reanalyzed a total of 1’445 driftwood samples from coastal east Greenland (1’055)
and Svalbard (390). All samples, ranging from small branches to large stems, were collected as
discs and represent a random compilation of Arctic driftwood. The samples were differentiated
between logged and natural material in the field. Logged stems derive from timber rafting on the
boreal rivers, while naturally fallen stems enter the rivers due to storm events, erosion processes,
or changing soil conditions. Missing rootstocks and snags characterize logged material, and clearly
distinguish it from natural wood showing a root collar and/or evidence of branches.
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All samples were sanded and macroscopically categorized. Macroscopic characteristics include
sap-to-heartwood contrast, wood color, resin ducts, and the transition from early- to latewood.
Odor and gloss of driftwood samples do not provide reliable information. Reddish heartwood is
indicative for larch and pine. Spruce and fir are bright colored. Large resin ducts are typical for
pine, whereas small resin ducts are common in larch and spruce. Fir is characterized by the
absence of resin ducts or solely contains traumatic rows. Sharp boundaries between bright
earlywood and reddish latewood are indicative for larch. To further identify the genus, respectively
species of each sample, their corresponding radial cuts were microscopically analyzed. Larch,
spruce, and fir have small pits in the ray cross-fields. Pine has large pinoid pits in the rays. Scots
pine differs from Siberian pine by tooth-shaped in comparison to smooth tracheid walls.
Geographical online data (Little 1971, EUFORGEN 2009, Malyshev 2008) were combined with
historical Russian inventories (pers. comm. S. Shyatov) and documentary evidence (Berg 1950), to
map the circumpolar distribution of the main boreal conifer species. The main Eurasian and
American river systems and dominant Arctic Ocean currents supplemented the bio-geographical
mapping.
Results and Discussion
Our macroscopic classification separated pine, other coniferous (larch, spruce, and fir) and a few
deciduous genera. Additional microscopic anatomical analyses specified Pinus sylvestris and
Pinus sibirica, as well as Larix sp., Picea sp., Abies sp., Salix sp., Populus sp., and Betula sp.
Microscopic differentiation was possible for fir, willow, poplar and birch at genus-level, at specieslevel for pine (Scots pine and Siberian pine). Similar structure and frequent fungi infestation
complicated the distinction between spruce and larch.
Uniseriately (biseriately) arranged bordered pits most often indicate spruce (larch). The different
shape of cross-sectioned bordered pits in radial cuts enables the certain differentiation between
the two species (Bartholin 1979). Angular-shaped pits characterize spruce, while smooth-shaped
pits are typical for larch (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Distinctive anatomical feature for spruce and larch (radial cuts): a. Spruce contains angular
bordered pits in its cross-sections. b. Larch comprises smooth-shaped bordered pits in its cross sections.

Our results emphasize the importance of thorough wood anatomical analyses and reveal a diverse
species distribution among the driftwood sample, which reflects the circumpolar boreal species
composition fairly well. Scots pine constitutes almost half of the material (37%), followed by larch
and spruce (26% and 18%) (Fig. 3). Small branches represent local driftwood from surrounding
areas, with willow accounting for 8% of the entire compilation. Pinus sibirica, Abies sp., Populus
sp., and Betula sp. are less frequent and do not surpass 5% each.
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Figure 3: Species distribution of different driftwood studies, including material from northern Greenland
(Funder et al. 2011), as well as eastern Greenland and Svalbard (this study), with species being abbreviated
(PISY: Pinus sylvestris, PISI: Pinus sibirica, LASP: Larix sp., PCSP: Picea sp., ABSP: Abies sp., SASP: Salix
sp., BESP: Betula sp., Plyw.: Plywood, wood: unidentified samples; nd: not declared if natural or logged
wood, n: natural, l: logged).

This study highlights the importance of a precise anatomical assessment, and questions the results
by Funder et al. (2011), who separated 80 samples from northeast Greenland into larch and
spruce only. At the same time, our results stress the anatomical challenge of differentiating
between spruce and larch species, and hence imply the impossibility of defining the precise origin
of these two driftwood genera.
A combination of wood anatomical and dendrochronological techniques including crossdating
against boreal master chronologies per catchment therefore appears particularly relevant for a
precise driftwood provenancing.
Based on a fairly rough species distribution, Funder et al. (2011) considered spruce to originate
exclusively from northern North America, and larch to derive only from eastern Siberia > ~85°E
(east of the Yenisei River). However, the natural boreal species distribution is much more complex
(Fig. 4), and all genera appear circumpolar on both continents. Moreover, larch is widely distributed
in Siberia and its habitat reaches far more west than the Yenisei. According to the prevailing ocean
currents, wood from western Siberia should be able to enter the main currents, which subsequently
can transport the wood to its final deposition along the shallow coastlines of eastern Greenland
(Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of boreal forest species: a. Funder et al. (2011), b. Distribution considered in
this study (EUFORGEN 2009, Little 1971, Malyshev 2008).
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The proportion of logged and natural stems differs between the species. Almost two third (71%) of
all Scots pines were logged. Within larch and spruce the amount of logged (39% and 40%) and
natural (39% and 40%) wood is nearly the same. Our results therefore contradict the rather old
material described by Funder et al. (2011). Pine is the dominating species in central Siberia and
therefore prominent in the Russian wood industry, where timber rafting on the large rivers is the
common way of transport. Intensive logging in combination with timber floating on the large
Siberian rivers was started in the first half of the 20th century. Before better floating methods were
established by the middle of the last century, many stems got lost on their way down the rivers.
Henceforth, pine is more likely to be transported into and further through the Arctic Ocean.
Conclusions
Macro- and microscopic wood anatomical classification reveals different driftwood genera. A
species-specific classification is exclusively possible for pine. Almost half of all samples were
logged, and thus originate from rather recent wood industrial activities, e.g. timber rafting.
Contradicting earlier results from the northeastern coastlines of Greenland, Pinus sylvestris
accounts for the majority of our sample. This material is associated to a particularly large
distribution area in Siberia, as well as to its predomination in the wood industry. Moreover, we
identified Larix sp., Picea sp., Abies sp., and Pinus sibirica, as well as deciduous wood of Salix sp.,
Populus sp., and Betula sp.. The herein analyzed driftwood collection proportionally reflects the
natural species distribution of the circumpolar boreal forest zone, where the same genera appear
with different intensity on both continents. Additional dendrochronological analyses including
precise crossdating will guarantee the precise geographical and temporal originating of our
driftwood collection. Further investigation on isotopes, fungi, ancient DNA or radiocarbon dating,
also on material from different sites in the Arctic will help to fully detect the dendroecological
potential of Arctic driftwood.
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Introduction
Under natural conditions, wooded islands are common features of braided mountain rivers
(Gurnell, Petts, 2002). Islands develop if the rate of turnover of the river’s active zone is lower than
the rate at which trees can grow on emerged in-river surfaces (Gurnell et al., 2009). In turn, island
development can be prevented: (i) by high flow and sediment dynamics of rivers resulting from
rapid run-off from deforested catchments, (ii) by a frequent occurrence of high flood flows, and (iii)
where natural (in gorges) or artificial (in channelized reaches) flow constrictions occur.
Early studies on the influence that vegetation exerts on the functioning of mountain rivers focused
on the environmental significance of large woody debris in North American (e.g. Sedell et al., 1988)
and European river systems (Gurnell et al., 1995). Studies concerning island development in
mountain rivers were undertaken later (e.g. Kollmann et al., 1999), leading to recognition of the
significance of vegetative regeneration of Salicaceae in island inception (Karrenberg et al., 2002)
and a beneficial influence of islands on river biocomplexity (Gurnell et al., 2005; Mikuś et al., 2013).
Trees developing from seeds or living driftwood can colonise gravel bars, changing them into
relatively stable islands within a few years (Kaczka et al., 2008).
Studies of island development in Polish Carpathian rivers indicated that most islands in the rivers
are relatively small and exhibit a simple pattern of tree age, with the oldest trees growing in the
island centre (Kaczka et al., 2008; Mikuś et al., 2013). This study concerns an atypical island in the
Czarny Dunajec River, that has relatively large area (1.78 ha) and exhibits a patchy structure of
tree height. The Czarny Dunajec flows out of the high-mountain Tatra massif and constitutes the
upper course of the Dunajec, the second largest river of the Polish Carpathians. The studied island
is located in a 4-km-long, unmanaged reach of the river with an island-braided channel pattern
(Fig. 1). The island is overgrown with willow-alder alluvial forest.

Figure 1: Location of the studied island.
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The study aimed at a recognition of development stages of the large, complex island. To get a
comprehensive view on the development of this form, two analytical methods (a
dendrochronological study supported by GIS analysis and a photo-interpretation of fluvial forms)
were applied.
Study methods
Development of the studied island was reconstructed by means of two independent methods. The
first method utilized tree-ring dating of larger trees growing along four transects running across the
island (Fig. 2A). In total, we dated 474 trees with a trunk diameter larger than 5 cm (measured on
the height of 30 cm above the ground). We assumed that the diameter of a trunk is a good
indicator of tree age as the former is directly proportional to the latter (Fig. 2B). Increment cores
were taken at the lowest elevation still enabling the use of a tree corer to obtain as many rings as
possible and to determine the year of tree establishment most precisely. The samples were
subjected to standard dendrochronological processing. The number of rings was counted from pith
to bark. The Duncan’s method was employed in the case of missing pith (Duncan 1989, Rozas
2003). The location of each sampled tree was established using “Trimble GeoXT” GPS receiver
with average accuracy of 0.45 m.
Data about tree age are discrete and represent points on the island surface. In order to obtain
continuous information about the time of tree establishment on the island, interpolation of the data
by means of the Inverse Distance Weighted method (IDW) was performed. In this method, the
extreme (minimum and maximum) values are not generated outside the preset points and the
critical value is the distance from the starting point. Summary results were visualized using the
ArcMap software.

Figure 2: (A) Location of sampled trees along four transects running across the island and (B) the
relationship between stem diameter and the cambial age of the trees estimated using Duncan’s method
(Duncan 1989, Rozas 2003).

Another method used in the reconstruction of the island development was photo-interpretation of
orthophotos taken in 1977, 1983, 1994, 2002 and 2009, with a pixel size varying between 0.5 and
0.75 m. Based on the analysis of spectral reflectance signature (brightness, colour and contrast
between pixels) (Smirnow 1970), each element of the study area was classified into one of the four
fluvial forms: low-flow channel, floodplain, river island and gravel bar.
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Results
Results of the tree-ring dating interpolated over the whole studied island, together with the spatial
pattern of fluvial forms shown on the orthophotos from 5 dates, allowed to get a model of island
development (Fig. 3). The analyses indicate that over the past 35 years the studied reach of the
Czarny Dunajec was significantly transformed by erosion and accumulation processes. In 1977 the
location of the present island was occupied by a floodplain overgrown by a well-developed riparian
forest (NW part of the present island), a lateral bar (central part) and a low-flow channel (SE part).
A tree that started growing on the lateral bar in 1974 was found on Transect 2. The left bank of the
river, that 35 years ago occurred within the area of the present island, later gradually retreated,
leaving the space for the island development since the late 1980s.
With the deposition of material within the river, new depositional forms originate, first as gravel bars
that subsequently can be colonised and strengthened by vegetation. Patches of woody vegetation
on gravel bars form the nuclei of island development and stimulate the deposition of fines, allowing
the depositional processes to prevail over erosion in a given part of the channel.
In 2002 the studied island was almost fully developed and its further growth in the years 2002-2009
was limited to its marginal parts (Fig. 3). The island originated as a result of the coalescence of a
few smaller gravel bars that were stabilised by encroaching woody vegetation. Islands in the
braided rivers of the Polish Carpathians develop in the upstream direction (Kaczka et al., 2008:
Mikuś et al., 2013) and usually are considerably smaller than the studied island. The latter initially
exhibited the same pattern of longitudinal growth, with the oldest central part, but about 10 years
after the island inception its width started to rapidly increase.

Figure 3: Location and extent of the studied island in 2009 shown on the background of fluvial forms
presented on the orthophoto from 1977, and the model of the island development between 1977and 2009
based on the results of dendrochronological sampling (black circles).
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Conclusions
The studied island originated as a result of the long operation of depositional and erosional
processes in the river. The development of the form was supported by vegetation establishment
that has led to the stabilisation and coalescence of gravel bars. During more than 30 years (19772009) the studied form evolved from a set of small gravel bars to the large wooded island, with the
associated seventeen-fold increase in its area.
A comparison of the results of both methods (the photo-interpretation of fluvial forms and the
dendrochronological dating of trees on the island) shows that a more comprehensive
reconstruction of the island development could be obtained by the use of the dendrochronological
method supported by a modern cartographic technique (GIS). Not only did it reveal the spatial
extent of woody vegetation encroachment on emerged surfaces in the river but also, due to the
nature of the record in tree rings, allowed a more detailed reconstruction of its temporal progress.
The photo-interpretation method is faster but its results are less precise and discontinuous in time.
The interpolation of point data about the age of trees, performed with the use of GIS, enabled to
create a model presenting the successive stages of island development. The use of GIS also
enabled combination of the results of both methods, which yielded a more comprehensive
reconstruction of the development of the studied element of the multi-thread river.
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Introduction
The Romanian Carpathians represent a geographical space where dendrogeomorphological
analyses are still at the beginning, as the laboratories that specialize in such analyses have
emerged only during the last years. Consequently, the dendrogeomorphological analyses
undertaken along the avalanche chutes in the Romanian Carpathians are relatively recent. In
2005, many such catastrophic events occurred, which created the opportunity to run such kind of
tests. In Piatra Craiului Mts., for instance, the specialists were able to accomplish a
dendrogeomorphological reconstruction of the respective events based on the analyses
undertaken along the avalanche tracks, which scar the mountain slopes (Motoiu & Munteanu
2006). Thus, the investigations focused both on the local conditions that encourage avalanche
formation and on the impact they have on forest vegetation. The present study shows in detail
what happened in the Vlăduşca area in 2005.
Study area
The investigated area lies on the eastern slope of the Piatra Craiului massif, a mountain unit
developing on the eastern façade of the Southern Carpathians (the central part of Romania). The
massif is essentially a calcareous ridge trending northeast-southwest, which reaches the maximum
altitude of 2238 m in Piscul Baciului peak (Fig. 1). The ridge is influenced by the geological
structure, as it is nothing else but the western flank of the Piatra Craiului synclinorium, which has
taken the appearance of a hogback. Therefore, it has two slopes that differ from the morphological
point of view: the eastern one is less inclined, with limestones in its upper part and conglomerates
in its middle and lower sections, while the western one is calcareous and steeper. Both slopes are
dissected by a temporary hydrographic network, which encourages the formation of avalanche
chutes that destroy the adjacent forest. Consequently, avalanches and torrential erosion are the
most important present-day geomorphological processes (Constantinescu 2006, 2009, Munteanu
2009, Munteanu et. al. 2011). The eastern slope displays a number of structural cliffs lying on the
upper calcareous part or at the contact between the limestones and conglomerates. In the middle
part of the slope, one can see the avalanche tracks in the Vlăduşca area (Fig. 2), one beginning
beneath the highest peak in the massif and the other immediately north of it. The two longitudinal
tracks are separated by an interfluve, which in 2005 was transcended by the sliding snow. Both
corridors belong to the headwaters area of the northeastern catchment of the massif, which goes
by the name of Prăpăstiile Zărneştiului.
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Figure 1: The location of study area

Methods
Dendrological analyses have relied on the existing data, which are found in a number of specialty
works (Deline et al.2011, Decaulne & Saemundsson 2006, Malik & Owczarek 2007, Viglietti et al.
2010, Stoffel & Bollschweiler 2008).
The dendrogeomorphological reconstruction of the avalanche tracks was accomplished based on
the traces left on vegetation (namely on forest and on the isolated trees). Beside the mappings in
the field, accomplished by using GPS receivers, measure tapes, clinometers and compasses, we
also used topographic and tourist maps, satellite imagery, ortophotoplans and aerial photographs
of various scales and editions, in order to assess the initial situation and the changes that occurred
in the aftermath of the avalanche event. At the same time, we analyzed the vegetation along the
avalanche chute, as well as the one lying at its extremities, trying to get a clear picture of the
avalanche effects. By studying the fallen trees and by taking samples of their trunks we were able
to establish their age and the moment of their compression.

Fig. 2 The avalanche tracks in the Vlăduşca area, identified on the Ikonos 2004 satellite image and the
location of the corridors in the Vlăduşca area, lying on the eastern slope of the Piatra Craiului Mts.
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Results and discussion
On March 2005, the Piatra Craiului Mts. witnessed three large avalanches, which occurred in three
areas, i.e. Vlăduşca, Grind and Padinile Frumoase (Munteanu & Motoiu, 2006; Motoiu &
Munteanu, 2006). Here, the local morphological conditions encourage avalanche formation,
because the upper part of the ridge lies above 2000 m altitude. Consequently, the snow piles up
easily and wind slabs and snow cornices come into existence. When they collapse, they often
trigger natural avalanches. The general morphology is given by the divergent temporary river
network, which scars the calcareous slope and deepens into the conglomerates underlying the
forest vegetation (Fig.3). The resulting channels shelter along their thalwegs loose deposits
alternating with scree formations found in various stages of stabilization. The prevailingly eastern
aspect encourages avalanche formation throughout the entire cold season. The slope gradients
exceed 600 on the structural cliffs, while in the upper calcareous area they range between 350 and
450. In the middle section, however, the values drop to 200-350, but at the base of the cliff they get
even lower (Munteanu & Motoiu 2006, Munteanu et. al. 2011). At the same time, one must also
take into account the favorable climatic conditions of the winter 2004-2005, when successive
snowfalls were recorded starting with November, alternating with periods of stability and warm
spells, which brought about naturally triggered avalanches (Motoiu & Munteanu 2006).
The avalanche of March 2005 occurred on the southern corridor, which originates in the catchment
area lying beneath the Piscul Baciului peak (Fig. 4). Its general direction was west southwest-east
northeast. Initially, the avalanche followed the main channel, went over the contact between the
limestones and conglomerates, and after approximately 200 m crossed the lower northern
interfluve, passing into the northern corridor. The avalanche continued simultaneously on both
tracks, thus indicating a diffluence phenomenon. With the decreasing of gradient, the avalanche
lost energy and finally stopped at the base of the slope. The deposits aligned themselves
according to the initial morphology: divergent to the south and along the valley, to the north (Fig. 4)
(Munteanu & Motoiu 2006). Parallel to this avalanche, on the southeastern slope of the peak,
another snow-sliding phenomenon occurred, which borrowed the corridor of the Grind Valley
(Motoiu & Munteanu 2006).
The morphology of the functional zones is well emphasized by the local features of each of them
(Fig. 3). Thus, the starting zone is represented by two nival depressionary areas, developed on
limestones, lying at elevations between 2238 and 1950 m. The mean values of the slope gradients
exceed 400, the mean length is 400 m and the mean width is 660 m. In the northern
microdepression, the substratum is represented by limestones, rocks and screes, while in the
southern one, it is prevailingly herbaceous, the sedimentary deposits being distributed more
sparsely, especially on the lower section. The depressionary area situated on the northern corridor,
upstream the calcareous rocks, is divided into four small thalwegs. Here, the vegetation is
represented by East Carpathian sesleria-evergreen sedge grasslands; alpine and subalpine
calcareous grassland (Sesleria rigida ssp. Haynaldiana, Carex sempervirens); Carpathian
Kotschy’s alpenrose heaths (Bushes with Pinus mugo and Rhododendron myrtifolium); East
Carpathian xerophile poppy screes; calcareous and calchist screes of the mountain to alpine levels
(Thlaspietea rotundifolii) - Papaver corona-sancti-stephani, Cerastium lerchenfeldianum and
Cerastium transsilvanicum.
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Figure 3: Map of the avalanche corridors in the Vlăduşca area

The avalanche path is made up of two distinct channels, which fall in steps. When large
avalanches occur, at elevations between 1950 and 1500 m these corridors can merge with each
other. The gradient ranges here from 850 to 100, the mean slope is 360, the mean length is 700 m,
and the mean width is 250 m. At the contact between the limestones and conglomerates, the
avalanches jump over the calcareous cliff, which is more than 60 m high. On the northern slope,
the substratum is made up of mobile and semi-mobile scree, while on the southern one, it mainly
consists of semi-mobile talus slopes. The vegetation growing in this area is represented by Eastern
Carpathian yellow oatgrass meadows (Agrostis capillaris and Festuca rubra); Eastern Carpathian
mat-grass swards Species-rich Nardus grasslands, in siliceous substrates in mountain areas (and
submontane areas, in Continental Europe) - Nardus stricta and Viola declinata; East Carpathian
xerophilous poppy screes. To the base of the slopes, begins to appear the Carpathian Oxalis
spruce forest (Picea abies and Oxalis acetosella).
The deposition zone runs from 1500 to 1345 m altitude and shows distinct features for each
corridor. Thus, the northern one is elongated and deep, while the southern one is wider. The first is
510 m long, while the second is only 345 m. As far as the width is concerned, it is 45 m and 80 m
respectively. The deposit’s maximum computed area is approximately 7 hectares, including the
adjacent pastures. The substratum mainly consists of semi-mobile scree and grassy vegetation,
Eastern Carpathian yellow oatgrass meadows; and Carpathian Oxalis spruce forest (Picea abies
and Oxalis acetosella). Between the two nival-torrential catchments there is a rounded interfluve
covered by the Carpathian Oxalis spruce forest (Picea abies and Oxalis acetosella) (Pop &
Vezeanu 2006). The forest vegetation suffered the most damage, as the felled trees deposits lying
only 200 m away from the Vlăduşca sheepfold suggest. This means the avalanches that occurred
on the southern and northern corridors leveled to the ground the trees that stood in their way, no
matter if they were along their tracks or on the middle and lower sections of the divide. In the
aftermath of these events, twelve hectares of forest were destroyed. The erosion exerted on the
substratum is significant, especially if we consider the starting zones and the avalanche paths. The
materials removed from above were later deposited in the lower areas, in the so-called runout
zone. At the base of the two avalanche tracks, there are two important tourist trails, which are very
busy even in winter. This means the avalanches also pose a serious threat to the tourist activities
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carried out in this area. Although it is very important to know the avalanche recurrence interval, the
efforts in this respect are still at the beginning. Generally, the small-size avalanches that occur
every year begin in the alpine level and end up before reaching the forest zone. The analyses of
the compressed wood suggest that the largest events of this kind took place about 30-34 years
ago (Tab. 1) (Motoiu & Munteanu 2006). This is the reason why the vegetation is so sparse, being
represented only by dwarf shrubs and grass, which stabilize the scree deposits.
Table 1: Age of trees and of compression wood found on spruce in Vladusca Valley
Valley

Age of trees (years)
>15

Vladusca

16-25
26-30
31-40
41-50
>50

Percent of trees
3%
5%
10%
24%
55%
3%

Age of compression wood

2-3 years
2-3; 26; 30 years
2-3; 17; 26; 30-31; 39-40 years
3; 6; 26; 30-31; 40 years

Figure 4: The functional zones and the itinerary of the avalanche of 2005, reconstructed on a
dendrogeomorphological basis

Conclusions
The winter 2004-2005 was very special from the point of view of avalanche occurrence in the
Romanian Carpathians. Specialists were able to reconstruct some of these avalanche events
based on the traces they found on the vegetation affected by the respective tracks. Generally, the
most obvious impact was suffered by the wooden vegetation. However, the periodical devastation
of the forests gives the vegetation along the avalanche tracks a chance to survive. Under different
conditions, this would be doomed to extinction, which would be unbeneficial for the Piatra Craiului
National Park. For the moment, the study of avalanche recurrence is at the beginning, but it is
beyond any doubt that the future dendrochronological analyses boosted by this study will bring
additional information on this topic.
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